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I love your paper - read the August 
issue and then kept the October 
one.  When I got home I showed it 
to a friend whose friend was one of 
the ones you listed as ‘removable’ or 
‘now forgettable.’  I don’t remember 
because I gave that to this friend 
who then shared it with the man 
you mentioned, the head of the 
Socialist Party in the USA. He was 
stunned and actually flattered  and 
said something like ‘I didn’t know I 
was so worth remembering that now 
I am forgettable.’ I thought that was 
charming and that you might want 
to know that you are treasured in the 
home of someone you thought could 
be forgotten.  Such a small world.
Leslie Royce

David McReynolds, American 
Socialist? No, we haven´t forgotten 
him. Vote McReynolds, not McDonalds 

Wow, what a great zine!!! The 
writing is fantastic. I like critics who 
pull no punches. 
Cheering up, and rolling up sleeves,
Liz

Ah, the lot of the critic is an ungrateful 
one. But thanks. 

I am a usual reader of your 
fantastic newspaper and I want to 
congratulate you for keeping the 
publication well alive on a regular 
basis. I also congratulate you for 
your independent view on the 
Kárahnjúkar dam project.

Elvira Mendez Pinedo

Grapevine is now distributed up in 
Kárahnjúkar. I would really like to hear 
from the guys working there. 

Dear editor of the Reykjavík Grape 
Vine,
As a foreigner living in Iceland, I 
really enjoy your newspaper. It allows 
me to know and understand a little 
bit more of what is going on around 
me, since, as many other foreigners, 
I don’t speak a word in Icelandic 
(other than takk).
So I was very pleased when in the 
last issue of the Grape Vine, (issue 
10), I found an article about the new 
Spanish president. I’m from Spain, so 
I went right away to read the article 
and see what Icelanders have to say 
about the president of my country. 
The article is quiet good. A good 
summary of the latest news that have 
been coming out recently about the 
political situation in Spain.
However, when you wrote the full 
name of the president of Spain, you 
got it totally wrong. Your wrote:
Juan Rodrequez Zapatero
his real name is:         Jose Luis 
Rodriguez Zapatero 
At least the last part of the name was 
right.
The article in the Grape Vine is 
signed by John Boyce. It doesn’t look 
like an Icelandic name, but if he is 
living in Iceland, he should be used 
to strange names with weird spelling.
Please, check your spelling next time.

Regards and keep publishing your 
newspaper, I really enjoy it
José
Thank you for your comments. Boyce 
has been sent to Barcelona to study 
Spanish. We hope that will prevent a 
recurrence of this in the future. 

Hello Valur just saw new 
Grapevine...I reeeeally enjoyed yr 
article on America... Great Work! 
Infinite Rockin Blessings  
Michael Pollock

Well, the experts agree...
Grapevine-

Good job. I am from Portland, on 
the west coast ofthe US. I picked up 
your magazine at Airwaves. I’m glad 
to see you have back issues online. 
It’s definitely a great indie magazine 
with a little of The Onion’s humor.

I loved the article on Airwaves. I was 
at Gaukurinn for the Shins/Stills/
Singapore Sling, etc. I just wanted 
to see a few bands at Gaukerinn 
but this caused me to miss the great 
shows at NASA. At least I saw 
Mugison sit in for one song with the 
band after Hudson Wayne Sunday 
night at Sirkus. Mugi is a really cool 
guy, very nice and very humble for 
such talent.

I agree with the foreign band 
statements. I ran into Ill Bill (he 
was staying at the same hotel as me 
- Fosshotel Baron) of Non Phixion 
and he bitched about not liking 
Reykjavik because they weren’t 
getting complimentary ganja like at 
their other European shows. He said 
they were leaving the next morning 
(Saturday). Ill Bill is an idiot, he 
should have stayed in Brooklyn and 
you guys should have brought over 
El-P, who is the best hip-hopper 
anyway. 

I loved Sirkus. I ended-up there 
three nights running. I may not 
have found it but the only person I 
even kind of knew in Iceland (from 
Kimono) took me there. I love it. I 
love it indeed. I have made a promise 
to myself to talk it up with friends 
but not actually reveal Sirkus’ name 
or location. I don’t want it to ever 
change and I must admit, foreigners, 
especially us Americans, tend to fuck 
everything up, even though most of 
us mean well. 

Kill Ill Bill. 

Hello there,
the name is peter and I will be 
in Iceland and its capital from 
Christmas to a bit after new years 
and I´m looking for a good website 
that has info and concert listings 
of the bands and dj’s that will be 
playing during my stay there..any 
way you could point me in the right 
direction at all? Any and all info is 
much appreciated...thanks again
peter

Glad you asked, Peter. Check out our 

website at: www.grapevine.is

I visited your fabulous country for 
the first time in September and 
picked up a copy of the grapevine. I 
cannot tell you how impressed I was 
with it! Your cover photo of bjork 
stunned me like a cattleprod! great 
choice! thanks to your paper I was 
able to see all the cool and exciting 
things I would not have time to see 
and do. talk about pain and pleasure! 
I have pretty much fallen in love with 
your country and would do just about 
anything to move there. I have the 
money, but I just can’t get over the 2 
month quarantine for my 2 dogs. oh 
well, nature abhors perfection. thank 
you for a wonderful read and I am 
looking forward to your online paper 
from now on. sincerely
douglas landis
austin, texas.
ps. know anybody who needs a 
professional artisan bread baker? I’m 
available!

Thanks, Douglas. Take it easy around 
the cattleprods

Valur Gunnarsson,
  I would like to respond to your 
editorial regarding the 2004 US 
presidential election. Fact: Bush did 
win the 2000 election (contrary to 
what Gore supporters said) fair and 
square. I find it insulting when you 
state “To their credit, the American 
people had never voted for Bush 
before”.  I voted for Bush in 2000 
and the 2004 election.  I even 
postponed my relocation to Iceland 
so I could vote for him.  On Nov 
3, around my breakfast table, my 
family was close to tears.  Tears of 
relief and happiness knowing Kerry 
wasn’t going to be president. You 
might not like what I have to say 
but I have a right to defend why I 
voted for Bush.  Obviously, your 
American friends voted for Kerry. 
He lost. It’s time they get over it. 
That’s democracy.  I had to put up 
with Clinton as president for 8 years.  
I didn’t like it but hey he won fair 
and square.  Don’t stereotype me as 
a total idiot for voting for Bush.  I 
don’t drive a pickup truck and have a 
low IQ.  I happen to be a native New 
Yorker, female, college educated  
who was deeply affected by 9/11.  I 
find it rude and insulting how you 
state “this is the worst government to 
be voted into office in a democracy 
in the post war era” and that people 
who voted for Bush don’t understand 
this war. I understand completely 
what this war is about.  I could 
debate you for hours on that subject 
alone.  I voted for Bush and I wish 
him well.  Majority of Americans 
feel the same way I do.  Enough 
said!!!!
 A supporter of George W Bush......

Dear George W. Bush supporter
I never said you were a total idiot, 
specifically. I am glad you understand 
completely what this war is about. 
Please explain it to me, as I have no 
idea. 



EDITORIAL
by Valur Gunnarsson

If Christians read the Bible…
I was lucky enough to not to be baptised 
in infancy. My parents felt that this was 

a decision I had to make myself later in life. 
Perhaps it was inevitable then that questions 
of religion would weigh heavily on me. From 
time to time, at least. The best way to make 
your child believe in God (although this 
was certainly not their intention, they being 
convinced atheists at the time) is to let it come 
to its own conclusion regarding faith. If you´re 
baptised as a baby, you never need to ask 
yourself the question. Hence, you never really 
need to believe. If Christianity were to take 
its inspiration from the Bible, for a change, 
this should be obvious. Jesus himself wasn´t 
baptised until he was in his early 30´s. None 
of the disciples were babies when they were 
baptised.
 I took the decision seriously. Although I 
wanted a new stereo as much as the next guy, 
and I needed to be baptised in order to get my 
confirmation, I did not feel I could prom-
ise myself to an all powerful deity for purely 
financial reasons. And so I took to reading the 
Bible. I was living in Norway and Bibles were 
widely available. If they wanted you to believe, 
at least they wanted you to know what you 
believed in. And I liked much of what I read. 
Jesus appealed to me. The rebel with a cause 
who stood up to his elders, believing in his own 
code rather than the rules of society. 
This was my kinda guy. And so, at the age of 
13, I asked to be baptised.
 Thirteen is not a good age to find God. 

You’re just discovering sex (or trying to) and 
the rest of it. It´s not the best time to make 
up our mind about eternity, there being more 
pressing concerns. You should do like Jesus 
did, and wait a while. But 13 is still prefer-
able to three months. At least you have some 
conception as to what is going on.   
 I’ve had my crisis of faith several times 
since. As I learnt more about the world, it 
increasingly seemed to me that all was not as 
God had intended. Then why did he not do 
anything about it? I still haven’t found a satis-
factory answer to that question. In this issues´ 
feature, you can find better minds than mine 
attempt to, but I´m increasingly beginning to 
suspect it´s up to you and me to do something 
about things.     
 Although I still haven´t renounced faith 
entirely, I´m still uncomfortable around people 
who claim to be Believers. This usually displays 
a lack of tolerance and a narrow mindedness I 
find very unappealing. Conversely, if someone 
proclaims himself an atheist, I usually find that 
person to be both open minded and compas-
sionate. 
 I don´t know why religion always strays 
so far away from the love of your fellow man 
which is at least an aspect of all religions. But I 
do know that God should be firmly separated 
from politics. If you seek faith you should try 
to establish some sort of personal relationship 
with your deity of choice. But people should 
refrain from speaking publicly in the name of 
God which can at best be nonsensical, and at 

worst genocidal.
 In any case, I do feel that people should 
spend more time during Christmas thinking 
about God and less time shopping. While win-
ter might be even longer and darker without it, 
as the pagans who first came up with the idea 
of having a celebration at this time realised, I 
have long been uncomfortable with the idea of 
merging Jesus, who renounced material posses-
sions, for the gross consumerism that are the 
Christmas celebrations today. 

Combating Christmas
And Icelanders are more hardcore in their 
consumerism than most. Whereas in most 
countries the major studios premiere their 
Christmas blockbusters in mid-November or 
early December, here, rightly realising that at 
that point people will be busy spree shopping, 
distributors wait until the 26th of December, 
when the shopping mania has subsided.
 Everyone, from Skífan’s latest manufactured 
bubbleband to some sailor up north who’s 
saved all his money to record an album about 
his daughter which will at most be listened to 
by his wife to the latest from the underground 
who would be media darlings were it not for 
everyone else from the underground vying for 
attention at exactly the same time, everyone is 
out with a new album. 
 While it is true that more albums are sold 
in December than the rest of the year put to-
gether, you still wonder whether this is indeed 
the best time of year for new bands to release 

their albums. The fact is that people don’t buy 
albums for themselves before Christmas. They 
buy albums as presents. And for presents, you 
don’t buy something that looks interesting, 
you buy something you know. And that goes 
double for the grannies and the aunties that 
make up a substantial amount of the Christmas 
buyers. 
 So why do grassroots band keep on releas-
ing albums before Christmas? Unless you have 
a large following already, or have the backing 
of a major label, it’s almost certain that will be 
drowned in the flood, as everyone frantically 
books their release concerts on the same night 
as everyone else and those otherwise interested 
in underground music are out buying some-
thing bland for the relatives. Events such as 
Culture Night, as much as they support the 
arts, are starting to do the same thing to the 
visual arts. All manner of aspiring artists and 
art students plan months in advance events for 
culture night, which then drown each other out 
as drunken out of towners aimlessly wonder 
from one crowd to another. Iceland Airwaves 
still serves its purpose, but before too long 
everyone will start focusing all their creative 
energies on that one event, only for everyone 
to then fall in the shadow of Mugison. Please, 
people, start thinking about other times of 
year. Combat the Christmas tide. We’re here 
to help.  
 Grapevine will be back on the streets on 
January 14th.

True Hijacking
Setting the Record Straight on Faith

“With the might of God on our side we 
will triumph over Iraq. God will watch 

over our troops and grant us a victory over the 
threat of Saddam’s army. God will bless us and 
keep us safe in the coming battle.” 
 - George W Bush, January 28, 2003.

“We are continuing this policy in bleeding 
America to the point of bankruptcy. God 
willing, and nothing is too great for God . . . 
God is our Guardian and Helper, while you 
have no Guardian or Helper. “ 
 - Osama bin Laden, October 29, 2004.

When violent men, who have the attention 
of the world, use God’s name like this, it’s no 
wonder so many people come to the conclusion 
that religion sanctions violence, or even 
encourages it. Believe me, I’ve heard the same 
arguments again and again: religion causes 
division between people, it causes an “I’m right; 
you’re wrong” mentality, and of course there’s 
the obligatory mentioning of wars fought in 

God’s name. While I don’t have enough space 
or knowledge to cover what all religions really 
have to say about violence and bigotry, I’d like 
to address Christianity, a faith close to my 
heart and one that often finds itself hijacked by 
those in power in my home country.

Does God hate gays?
Evangelicals love to quote Scripture. Yet when 
justifying their own prejudice, these people 
can be very selective. Take homosexuality for 
example. Evangelicals cite Leviticus to back 
up the claim that God hates fags. Yet they 
conveniently overlook that in this same book of 
the Old Testament, believers are also told not 
to shave, go near menstruating women, or eat 
shellfish, pork or unripe fruit. So where’s the 
clamor among Republican Senators to ban the 
outrageous practice of eating crabs?

In fact, Christians are not actually required 
to follow the Old Testament at all. The 
Sermon on the Mount makes this clear, 

when Jesus said, “Do not think that I came to 
destroy the Law or the Prophets [of the Old 
Testament]. I did not come to destroy but 
to fulfill.” (Matthew 5:17) The word “fulfill” 
is important here, as in this case it means to 
bring something to a close - the way the word 
is used consistently throughout Matthew 
- the fulfillment in this case being Jesus’ 
death and resurrection. Since Christians are 
supposed to believe that this fulfillment has 
been accomplished, evangelicals really have no 
business quoting from the Old Testament in 
trying to make a Christian argument.

Jesus was a bleeding heart liberal
Why might they ignore the words of their own 
spiritual founder? Just take a look at the kinds 
of things Jesus said:
“Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be 
called the children of God.” (Matthew 5:9)
“Love one another” ( John 15:12)
“If you would be perfect, go, sell what you 
possess and give to the poor, and you will have 

treasure in heaven.” (Matthew 19:21)
And He goes on and on like this. Talk about 
bleeding heart liberals! This is the sort of guy 
Pat Robertson or Jerry Falwell would lambast 
on national television. If you were to take Jesus’ 
ideas out of context, draft them into a legal 
document, and try to put them on Bush’s desk, 
he’d be reaching for the veto stamp faster than 
you can say “Amen.” 
Christianity is just one example of a faith’s 
beliefs twisted to serve the interests of those in 
power, often making the faith itself seem like 
the cause of their violence. Yet the prophets 
didn’t just preach to the wealthy and powerful; 
they spoke to the masses. The believers who 
go to church, mosque, synagogue, the beach, 
or wherever else they feel close to God all 
have one thing in common: they are all people 
seeking to bring some peace and happiness 
into their lives. This same desire inspired 
men of peace like Martin Luther King Jr. 
and Mohandas Ghandi – who also frequently 
invoked God – to change history for the better. 
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Highland National Park?

According to a recent Gallup 
poll, 70% of Icelanders support 
the idea of a national park north 
of Vatnajökull, up from 65% in 
2002, and 66,6% support making 
a preserve of the river Jökulsá 
á Fjöllum. The Iceland Nature 
Conservation Society has been 
trying to make a national park of 
the highlands since 1997. Making 
a national park of the area north 
of Vatnajökull would mean halting 
construction of the Kárahnjúkar 
dam.

When Ice Attacks

About 50 people were admitted to 
the accident ward of Landsspítali 
hospital due to injuries sustained 
from slipping on ice –  in a single 
day. There were no serious inju-
ries, but there were a few breaks 
and sprains, and some bumps 
to the head. Maybe now they’ll 
start putting salt on the sidewalks 
instead of sand. 

Iceland Might Withdraw Sup-
port for War in Iraq . . . Or 
Not

Solveig Pétursdóttir, the chairman 
of the office of foreign affairs, said 
in parliament today that it’s un-
certain whether or not Iceland will 
withdraw its support for the war 
in Iraq. This was said in response 
to a surprise statement made by 
the chairman of the Progressive 
Party, Hjálmar Árnason, on the 
television show Silfur Egils that 
it was “very possible” that Iceland 
withdraws it’s support from the 
war in Iraq. Sólveig, however, said 
that the office of foreign affairs 
considers it very important “to set 
the goal to establish democracy in 
Iraq.” 

ICELAND’S HOMELESSNESS PROBLEM 
– AND SOME VERY SIMPLE SOLUTIONS

by Paul F Nikolov

Consider the numbers. It is 
estimated that there are between 40 
and 50 “literally homeless” (people 
living on the street) in Iceland, 
with somewhere between 80 and 
100 people in some form of near 
homelessness. Even if we look at 
these numbers from a per capita 
point of view, only a little over one 
tenth of one percent of Icelanders are 
literally homeless, as opposed to one 
percent of other western Europeans. 
Among European countries with a 
stable social system, Iceland’s GDP 
per capita is $30,900, compared to 
$27,700 in the UK and $27,600 in 
France and Germany. In a country 
where the average person is making 
more money - and where there are 
ten times fewer homeless people - 
than the rest of western Europe, one 
would think that literal homelessness 
in Iceland wouldn’t even occur in 
the first place; that the unfortunate 
few who did land on hard times, for 
whatever reason, would find multiple 

resources at 
their disposal to 
turn their lives 
around. Sadly, 
this isn’t the case.

The bar or jail? 
The most popular shelter for the 
homeless in Iceland is the police 
station. Most can just show up there 
and get a place to sleep for the night, 
although on some nights committing 
a small crime is necessary if one 
wants to get a bed. There are no day 
centers for the homeless which, in 
most countries, provide job training 
and placement as well as substance 
abuse councilling. Rather, the 
daytime options in Reykjavik range 
from hanging out at the bus stations, 
Kaffi Austurstræti (known as “Kaffi 
Skítur” to many), or Kaffistofan on 
Hverfisgata. On top of all, almost no 
member of parliament has even so 
much as mentioned that addressing 
the homeless problem in Iceland is 

necessary.

One of the more popular arguments 
made against using more state 
money to help Iceland’s homeless 
bases itself, oddly, on how few of 
them there are. Because Iceland is a 
wealthy nation with a strong social 
system, the line goes, these few 
people on the street must obviously 
be drunks and junkies who don’t 
want to be a part of society. But as 
with the question of the chicken and 
the egg, there are no figures which 
show whether these people became 
homeless because of their substance 
abuse problems, or if the substance 
abuse came about after they became 
homeless. One thing that’s for sure is 
that it’s almost impossible for most 

Homelessness is, for most countries, a 
problem which seems nearly insurmountable. The 
solutions have proven temporary at best and at 
worst, callous and cynical. In my home town of 
Baltimore, for example, the problem of homeless 
people sleeping on steam grates was “corrected” by 
bolting down steel, pyramid-like structures over 
the grates, effectively eliminating the only warm 
place to sleep on the street. Conversely, Iceland 
is in a position to eliminate their homelessness 
problem – which makes it all the more bewildering 
that the government does so little to try to solve it.

of us to imagine what it must be like 
to live day to day without shelter or 
income, cut off from our families 
and rejected by the society which 
raised us – many of us would most 
likely crack and turn to some form of 
self-medication or another. It’s even 
more impossible to think of a reason 
why a country as rich as Iceland with 
so few homeless people would decide 
to turn its back on them.

Cheaper than a chunk of ice
In all fairness, the city of Reykjavík 
does own three temporary shelters in 
town – one on Miklabraut, one on 
Þingstræti and the Red Cross shelter. 
Yet these places serve as a place to 
sleep and little more, which seems 
entirely unfair when we compare 
Iceland to Denmark (as we are often 
wont to do).

Denmark and Iceland have about 
the same per capita GDP and 
about the same percentage of 
literally homeless. Yet in addition 
to shelters, Denmark also provides 
its homeless with job training and 
job placement programs, drug and 
alcohol councilling, and numerous 
day centers. For Iceland to ignore 
the opportunity to save what few 
people that have fallen through the 
cracks now only opens the door 
for Iceland’s homeless to grow in 
number. Instead of filling in these 
budding cracks, Iceland is letting 
them spread.

The government was able to find 80 
million kronur to send a chunk of 
ice to France as part of an exhibition 
and has set hundreds of millions of 
kronur aside for a new music hall. 
The funds for tackling homelessness 
effectively do exist. 

One idea finds its inspiration in the 
numerous large and empty buildings 
downtown which are currently up for 
sale. The state could buy one such 
building and renovate it into the first 
state-run shelter for the homeless 
in Iceland. Within this same 
building there could be employment 
councillors, substance abuse 
councillors, job training classes, day 
care, and a general daytime activity 
center where people won’t have to 
spend their time drinking beer and 
staring out the window at the world 
passing them by. Rather, such a 
“turn-around centre” would be there 
to bring people back into a society 
that had, until then, considered it 
acceptable to let some of its citizens 
fall to the wayside. Hopefully, the 
day will soon come when such a time 
is just a distant memory.

"Best Mexican food in Europe."
--David Grohl, Foo Fighters

"Worth the trip to Iceland."
--Viggo Mortensen, Lord of the Rings

Opening Hours:
Sunday-Wednesday: 11-23
Open Late-Night

Thursday : 11-02
Friday-Saturday : 11-07
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Earn the Most, Pay the Least!

The new changes to the tax laws 
made by the government benefit 
high wage-earners with children 
more than low wage-earners with 
the same number of children.

Music Affects the Economy

Ágúst Einarsson, a professor of 
business and economy of the 
University of Iceland, has written 
a book detailing the economic 
effects of music in Iceland, based 
on years of research. The book 
will be published by the business 
and economy department of the 
University of Iceland.

Oil Companies Corroborate 
Again

Esso raised the litre price of self-
service gas by one króna, as did 
Shell and Olís – all on the same 
day. Coincidence yet again?  

Pederast Still On the Loose
Despite an intense search, a man 
who abducted and later released 
a nine-year-old girl is still at 
large. The girl, who was picked 
up in Kópavogur and released in 
Mossfellsbær, describes the man 
as about 20 years of age, with a 
shaved head, dark-rimmed glasses 
and facial hair under his bottom 
lip.

Police Revoke 14 Licences in 
One Weekend

14 drivers under the influence 
were pulled over and had their 
licences revoked the last week-
end in November, out of 700 
cars pulled over. Other offences 
included driving without a licence 
and driving with drugs in the car. 
Police say that the stepped-up ma-
noeuvres are in preparation for the 
coming holidays. Nothing quite 
says Christmas like a DUI arrest.

Strong words, perhaps: “the death 
of democracy”? But this was surely 
the last real election we’ll ever have. 
People will still vote, of course, but 
they will have no real choices.

For the left, John Kerry was the best 
shot we’re ever going to get. The 
man who founded Vietnam Vets 
Against the War, with almost 100 % 
ADA rating, super-intelligent; all of 
this made him a war hero who could 
be acceptable to the mainstream.

A nod´s as good as a wink to a 
blind bat
We were even willing to set aside 
our reservations and swallow some 
very disturbing facts. Kerry talked 
loudly about winning the war. 
Well, he had been in Vietnam and 
(wink) he wouldn’t really sacrifice 
American lives in another senseless 
war. He was opposed to gay marriage 
but (wink) against a constitutional 
amendment. He was a staunch 
supporter of Israel (gulp). He was 
opposed to capital punishment 
- except for terrorists (gag).

For once the left, from anarchists 
like Chomsky to the neo-liberals, 
was united. We turned out in record 
numbers and we lost anyway. The 
majority of Americans delivered 
democracy up to the tender mercies 
of George Bush and the Republican 
Party.

The Republicans have been quite 
open in their disdain for democracy, 
ever since Florida in the 2000 
elections. In 2004 they were poised 
to strike large segments of the 
population off the electoral rolls only 
it proved not to be necessary. The 
Bush administration has shredded 
the Bill of Rights, imprisoning 
citizens indefinitely without trial. 
They have legalized torture, in 
contravention of international 
treaties. And now they’re talking 
about appointing three Justices for 
the Supreme Court. 

Some people blame voting 
irregularities, others blame the media 
or the timidity of the Democrats, as 

if Denis Kucinitch would have done 
any better. They miss the point, 
which is that most Americans want 
just the sort of nightmare George 
Bush offers them.

What is it with Americans? Are we 
so stupid as to vote against our own 
clear economic and social interests? 
What are we so frightened of? 

Languishing in masochistic 
langour
Americans are not stupid. As 
Michael Moore points out, just listen 
to them discussing something that 
really matters, like baseball statistics. 
I’ve lived in this country since the 
late 50’s and, in my experience, 
Americans are no more stupid than, 
alas, any other people in the world.

On some level, Americans have 
known all along that the reasons 
given for the War in Iraq were 
bogus. I knew it. The rest of the 
world certainly knew it. And for 
good reasons: a United Nations 
inspections team failed to discover 
any. The UN is a credible 
organization while the President, no 
matter what party he belongs to, lies.

And yet I’ve heard Americans affirm, 
in a kind of masochistic languor, 
that we went to war to protect the 
country. They remind me of the wife 
who defends her abusive husband 
because he promised he’ll stop 
beating her. She ignores all evidence 
to the contrary, his history of broken 
promises, his lack of genuine remorse 
and she says this time he means it. 

No, Americans are not fools. What 
we are though, is very, very rich. So 
rich that we can afford to elect a total 
imbecile for a President.

About wealth, there’s no question. 
As a nation, the US controls 
almost half of the world’s wealth. 
As a people we are foremost in the 
development of obesity, as well as 
being pioneers in the associated 
disorders of anorexia and bulimia.

The American Dream come true
True, there are Americans living in 
dire poverty. But they are invisible 
in reservations or in ghettos, 
invisible, that is, to the majority of 
Americans stuck in their suburbs. 
And, compared to the situation 
in many other countries, even the 
poorest Americans are well off. Some 
Americans may go hungry, some 
may be malnourished but there is no 
famine or starvation here, no threat 
of skeletal figures or bloated children 
in the streets.

For most Americans, deprivation 
is when you can’t afford cable. 
Unemployment means running 
up your credit card, or maybe 
taking time for personal growth or 
going back to school, perhaps even 
exploring “voluntary simplicity”. 
There is still plenty of the fat of the 
land to cushion us.  

On the whole, Americans live 
comfortable lives; they are not 
suffering. This is the American 
Dream. Americans, I said, are much 
like people anywhere in the world. 
And people from all over the world 
are flocking to this country to live 
that very dream.

Over a thousand Americans have 
died in Iraq but there are no photos 
of the caskets to disturb us. The 
suffering in Iraq has no reality for 
the majority of the American public, 
just another TV show. They are 
protected from the killing by a fatty 
layer of ignorance. And, in contrast 
to the Vietnam war, there is no 
military draft so the citizenry is in no 
danger of being sent off to die.

How Iraq is unlike Vietnam
And my guess is that there will be 
no draft. The Vietnam war ended 
when the draft was changed to a 
strict lottery system, ending the 
deferments and endangering the 
lives of middle class children. The 
Republicans are talking about vast 
arenas of conquest, wars which 
would require a much larger army 
to win. But the point is not to 
win the Iraq war or any other war. 
The point is for the War against 
Terrorism to go on endlessly, fueling 
the insecurity of the nation and the 
resulting masochistic fascination of 
the populace.

In the same way, I don’t believe 
the Republican leadership has any 

intention of ending abortion. It 
would cause immense hardship for 
middle class women, and certainly 
result in a backlash against the 
Party. It’s a dangerous game they 
are playing with the southern 
fundamentalists, who seriously 
want to outlaw abortion, but I think 
abortion rights will be upheld, 
narrowly, in years to come.

The Republicans will find targets 
that cause the least amount of pain 
in the general populace. The first 
victim will be the environment 
where destruction is incremental, 
unnoticeable over the short run, 
but from which immediate, and 
immense profits, from the sale and 
exploitation of vital habitats, can be 
made. Social Security is another easy 
target. Young people all believe they 
will never grow old and will be happy 
for an excuse not to contribute.

Democracy requires enough 
communality to generate tolerance 
for your opponents, so that even 
when they hold power, you can still 
collaborate for the common good. I 
predict that George W. Bush’s most 
enduring accomplishment will be 
the legacy of hatred by which he has 
divided the country.

John Ashcroft the librarian
I now know that the majority of my 
fellow citizens are psychopaths who 
would happily torture me and kill 
me. I see the smiling face of Lynne 
Englund on the woman driving my 
bus. I feel the eyes of John Ashcroft 
upon me at work, I feel his cold 
fingers at the library. And of, course, 
Republicans must feel the same way 
about me.

There will be no tanks rumbling 
through the streets, only the guzzle 
and drone of Hum-Vees conveying 
commuters out to the suburbs. No 
burning of books, why bother when 
no one takes ideas seriously? No 
firing squads, only the statistical 
shortening of our people’s lives as 
medical care is limited to the super-
rich. No network of concentration 
camps for a scape-goated minority 
- oh, wait, we already have a sizable 
proportion of our black citizens 
incarcerated - well, no drastic change 
here.

Welcome to the era of Fascism Lite.

A friend from abroad sends me this post-electoral e-mail:
 Dear Majority of Americans 
 Fuck you too. 
 Sincerely, the rest of the world.
Brave words, but, here in Minneapolis, these are the people I have 
to live with. These are the ones who are strolling down my street 
rejoicing in the death of democracy.

WHY THE BUSH REGIME WILL BOMB IRAQ 
BUT NEVER BAN ABORTION

by Christopher Shillock
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…BUT WHO WILL BECOME AMERICA´S 
NEXT TOP MODEL?
Getting up at ten on this frost-bitten morning was not a 
tempting option for those that had stayed in the night before, 
watching one of the 43 channels available on new technological 
wonder Digital Ísland from Norðurljós /Ogvodafone. Even if 
Reykjavíkur Akademían’s media centre got ready to discuss the 
technical advances of Icelandic television, free speech and the recent 
merges of the biggest Icelandic television “giants” with the nations 
two telecom companies. 
Media-and telecom specialist Elfa 
Ýr Gylfadóttir argued that it was 
time for consumers to ask themselves 
how much they were ready to pay 
for a diverse television system since, 
because of Iceland’s size, the systems 
bringing home entertainment were 
rather ineffective. Because of the 
question of how to get content to the 
viewer cost-effectively, the question 
of what is getting to the viewer 
seems to be lost in the race. Hence 
more channels do not mean more 
information. The role of the media 
as an informative public service is in 
danger. Therefore an independent 
public broadcast medium is still 
needed. 
According to Logi Bergmann, 
state channel RÚV should be 
that medium but does not have 
the financial support necessary to 
function properly, being a publicly 
owned service. But is national 
television supposed to offer the 
same programs as commercial 
television? Shouldn’t its appeal be 
that it is different, there for the 
people, informing them instead of 
leading them into numbness and 
entertainment that is forgotten as 
soon as you change the channel? 
As I walked back to my icy car, my 
thoughts strayed back to who would 
become America’s next top model.  

The Void on RÚV
Submitted article
After unpacking his bags in his 
hotel room, one of the first things 
that a visitor to Iceland will do is 
search for the remote and sample 
the networks. Knowing that one 
of the channels is occupied by the 
state-owned television (RÚV) they 
decide to linger awhile, beyond the 
news, to see what RÚV has to offer. 
They certainly recognize the show 
that follows. Apart from the subtitles 
our visitors could easily forget that 
they’ve arrived in Iceland. The only 
upcoming Icelandic show won’t be 
aired until next weekend. 

RÚV’s station director Markús Örn 
Antonsson claims that Icelanders 
look upon his network as the anchor 
among the media. No doubt he 
means that RÚV can be relied on 
whatever storms may rage. But RÚV 
may also just be the anchor that 
keeps the industry stuck in a rut.

Regrettably, RÚV’s management is 
nervous and not without reason. It 
knows that its form of ownership 
is disputed and privatization looms 
over the horizon. So it uses the most 
handy and superficial means available 
to justify its existence in its current 
form: ratings. It’s driven by the 

ambition to air, above all, popular 
shows. It’s competing for audience 
with the other networks that, 
incidentally, rely heavily on foreign 
programming, too. So RÚV has 
assumed the role of a mere catch-up 
player. It may attract enough viewers 
to rank highest on the ratings charts. 
But having the most popular US 
show doesn’t say much about RÚV’s 
merits. And it doesn’t imply real 
leadership, let alone originality. It’s 
as simple as that.

Icelanders love RÚV. There is no 
doubt about that, even with the 
mandatory subscription fee imposed 
on anyone who owns a television set 
in Iceland. However, they would love 
RÚV even more if it produced high-
quality shows, real stuff that could 
be sold worldwide, bringing back 
originality and real leadership. And 
away may even go the subscription 
fees.

by Sara Kolka

THE MEDIA DEBATE, YET AGAIN. 

Anti-War Protestors Buy New York Times Ad

Everyone was there. Steingrímur J. Sigfússon, chairman of the 
Left-Green Party, Össur Skarphéðinsson, chairman of Samfylkingin 
Social Democratic Party, even Steingrímur Hermannsson, in 
his days as Prime Minister for the Progressive Party the very 
embodiment of client-patron politics but after retirement acting as 
the concience of the nation. 

They were joining writers Andri Snær Magnason and 
Hallgrímur Helgason, singer Bubbi Morthens who sang 
his anti-war song “Fastur liður” and a host of others in 
opposing the governments support for the war in Iraq. 
This time, however, their opposition was taking a more 
concrete form. At an afternoon meeting at Hotel Borg 
on December 1st plans to take out a full page ad in The 
New York Times were announced. The ad will state 

that the citizens of Iceland protest against Icelandic 
authorities support for the war in Iraq and that with 
partaking in Coalition of the Willing violated Icelandic 
as well as international law. 
This follows a similar advertisement taken out by 
Norwegians in The Washington Post.

“Two men insist that a telephone conversation between 
them is enough to set Icelandic foreign policy, and buy 
whatever they´re being told out of the propaganda and 
lie factory in Washington,” says Steingrímur J. in a not 
too veiled refrence to then Foreign Minister Halldór 
Ásgrímsson and Prime Minister Davíð Oddsson, who 
have recently switched places without, however, any 
elections been conducted in the meantime. Steingrímur 
J. had at the time a seat on the Parliamentary foreign 
affairs committee which was not consulted. Steingrímur 
is not a part of The Movement for Active Democracy 
in Iceland responsible for the ad campaign, but says he 
supports it wholeheartedly. “I know of an Icelandic aid 
worker in Iraq who is afraid to say she is Icelandic as she 
has reason to believe this will incur hostility. Instead, 
she says she is Scandinavian. Iceland should take part 
in reconstruction in Iraq, but this must be done under 
UN supervision once the Americans are out. I don´t 
think anyone can call what is going on in Fallujah at the 
moment reconstruction.”

Foreign Minister Oddsson had the previous weekend 
coined the phrase “conservative communist midgets” to 
describe those opposed to the war.

The New York Times ad will cost between 3 and 4 
million krónur. Any money left over from the collection 
will go to the Icelandic Red Cross for aid to Iraq. The 
collection will go on until Christmas at least. Anyone 
interested in participating can call 90 20000, a phone 
call will donate 1000 krónur. You can also submit 
freely to 1150-26-833 Spron (Þjóðarhreyfingin: Kt: 
640604-2390). For more information, go to www.
tjodarhreyfingin.is

by Valur Gunnarsson

Iceland Gets Cruel
A man was sentenced to pay Cruel 
Site of the Day (www.cruel.com), 
a very popular satirical catalogue 
of the Internet’s more bizarre 
websites, added to its roster the 
website of Icelandic “graphic 
poet” Örvar. The site features 
poetry, written by the author, 
adorning computer-generated 
images. Is this site cruel or cool? 
Judge for yourself at http://pho-
tos.heremy.com/coldfires/index.
php?goto=showalbum&album_
id=41162. Two words: guest book.

Two Potential Hostages On 
the Way to Iraq

Two Icelanders went to Iraq about 
a month ago to do “peacekeeping 
work” for a British company. Both 
men were former policemen and 
who were fired for unlawful arrest, 
among other charges. The nature 
of their work in Iraq is not being 
disclosed. 
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WONDERINGS

BEST GOD EVER
Which God Should You Spend Eternity With?

“God,” 
Lord of the “Big Three” 

Monotheistic Middle Eastern Faiths

Personal Style Turn-Ons Favourite Wrath Pet Peeves Eligibility

You know the right one is out there somewhere, but with so many options to choose from, how can the average believer make the time 
to find the god most suitable for a lifelong – or eternal – relationship? Grapevine gives you all the most pertinent (or at least the most 
easily digestible) information on eight gods we selected at random. Which one is right for you? Judge for yourself, lest ye be judged:

He created Earth as a 
battleground for fighting 
Angra Mainyu, so expect this 
relationship to be a rocky one. 
The eternal war with said foe 
might keep him away from 
home for extended periods, too.

Amaterasu
Japanese Goddess of the Sun

Ahura Mazda 
Persian God of the Zoroastrian faith

His symbol is the winged disc, 
which REO Speedwagon 
thought was cool enough to 
use as a logo. You don’t get 
much cooler than that. 

Fire, spending time 
with family, battling 
the forces of evil for 
eternity.  Action 
packed!

Angra Mainyu (the 
main force of evil), 
sky dragons.

Not known to 
employ wrath.

The Japanese royal family claim 
direct descent from her, so 
expect lots of uncomfortable 
dinners meeting the relatives. 
On the plus side, she’s both 
liberal-minded and beautiful.

Renowned for her beauty, 
carries a snake that holds a 
sword. Racy!

The beach, the 
province of Ise, her 
own reflection.

Misogyny, people 
who destroy the face 
of the earth.

Once hid in a cave and 
deprived the world of 
sunlight to punish her 
boorish brother. Was 
finally coaxed out with 
a mirror.

Considering the incestuous 
tendencies and genital 
mutilation, probably not the 
best choice, but you can still be 
good friends.

Carries a crook and a flail, 
which never goes out of 
fashion, but also dresses 
wrapped in bandages like a 
mummy.

His sister Isis. Ew! Having his penis fed 
to crocodiles.

Reserves most of his 
wrath for Seth, the 
God of Death, who 
chopped Osiris into 
little pieces and fed his 
penis to a crocodile.

A born playa. This is a god who 
once turned himself into a swan 
to get laid. Don’t expect the 
loyal, stay-at-home type.

Resembles Kenny Rogers in 
a toga, and is known to carry 
bolts of lightning.

Females of any age or 
species. 

Being nagged or 
contradicted. Bossy!

Earthquakes, floods, 
ingeniously cruel 
torments.

Involved intimately with all 
other gods, so expect a lot of 
juicy behind-the-scenes gossip 
about the Aztec pantheon. 
Having no determined gender 
may be a downer for some, 
though.

An androgynous being, so 
you can have the best of both 
worlds.

Being present during 
the worship of every 
other Aztec god, 
creating stars.

Easy going and hard 
to ruffle, not known 
to be annoyed easily.

Massive earthquakes 
brought on by 
exploding stars. Sassy!

He once hung on a tree for nine 
days, pierced by his own spear, 
just to get an education, which 
certainly shows a strong sense 
of commitment. On the other 
hand, his behaviour clearly 
points to an over-compensating 
alcoholic.  

Even though he only has one 
eye, he walks around with two 
ravens on his shoulders, which 
is pretty kick-ass.

Fighting and 
drinking. Macho!

Loki. Fenris the wolf. 
Ragnarok, the end of 
the world.

A good-old-fashioned 
clash of steel, mano-a-
mano.

Of all the gods, this one is 
probably the hardest to pin 
down. Some say he’s merciful 
and forgiving, others say he’s 
jealous and vengeful. Probably 
best to take it slow at first, 
and see how the relationship 
develops.

Has no known appearance. 
Mysterious!

Loving, sharing, 
caring, obedience.

The worship of any 
other gods.

Fire and brimstone, 
locusts, boils, eternal 
damnation.

As he only changes once every 
311,040,000,000,000 years, you 
can expect a reliable personality. 
Still, his shunting the dirty 
work onto others is a sign of a 
character afraid to make tough 
decisions when he needs to.

Depicted in bright colours 
and having four faces, this 
god certainly attracts attention 
in a crowd. Flashy!

Music, lotus 
blossoms, 
conducting the 
movement of all 
heavenly bodies.

Being shut out of most 
rituals, people with too 
much ego.

Leaves anything 
wrath-like to Shiva in 
his destructive form. 

Ometecuhtli
Aztec Ruler of the Heavens

Odin
Lord of the Æsir

Brahma
Hindu Lord of the Universe

Osiris 
Egyptian God of the Underworld 

and Vegetation

Zeus 
Ruler of Mt. Olympus

by Paul F Nikolov
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COLUMNS

“THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION 
IS A JOKE.”  
A Teacher Speaks Her Mind

by Ingunn Snædal

I have a disgustingly hard time getting up in the morning these days. My phone snoozes for half an 
hour, every six minutes, and I can’t muster up the energy to get out of bed. When I shake off my dreams, 
another day of work stares me in the face and I dread every minute of it. I am a school teacher and I 
have come to resent my job. 

A lot has been written about the 
two month long strike in Icelandic 
schools that has just come to an end. 
Every day new articles appear in the 
papers concerning the “aftermath” 
of the strike. Politicians, lawyers, 
economists and parents all have 
something to say about those 
horrendous weeks. Some of them 
understand the teachers’ plight, 
others plainly don’t. 
I’m exhausted. My partner is a 
teacher too. During the months of 
strike we went from our normal state 
of broke to destitute. I read in the 
papers that one teacher has turned 
prostitute. Fair play to her, but 
bonking in the back of cars is not my 
way out of this hole. 
The morale is the worst. For those 
of you who haven’t heard, the 
government put an end to the strike 
by slapping down a law on teachers, 
giving us 0 kr pay raise, taking away 

our right to strike and 
making us wait (and 
work) the next four 
months while we wait 
for “gerdardómur”, a 
committee put together 
by the Supreme Court 
to reach a decision 
whether teachers 
deserved any raise 
whatsoever. Faced 
with this, teachers and 
the county councils 

managed to get a deal, almost 
identical to a proposal put forward 
three weeks ago which 93% of 
teachers voted against. Now we get 
a rehash of this proposal and the 
outcome of the vote is expected Dec 
6th. My whoping wage of 180.000 
kr (before tax) will, according to this, 
rise to a staggering 210.000 in May 
2008. I will say no.
All the while, teachers are supposed 
to carry on as per usual, teaching 
grammar, literature, algebra and 
science, handling twenty kids at the 
time. Our policy of “school without 
borders” means we have handicapped 
and mentally ill children in with 
other children and every teacher shall 
cater to each and everyone’s needs. 
I teach 34 classroom hours a week, 
full post being 28 (which means a 
43 hour work week). In addition to 
teaching and preparing classes, my 

time is taken up with registration 
work, student interviews and 
counselling, phone calls and emails 
to parents, teachers meetings, filling 
out requests for all sorts of analysis 
for students (for a school to get any 
money for students with special 
needs, applications in triplicate must 
be written and sent out). Homework 
I correct in my own time. That is not 
considered amongst the things we 
should get paid for. 
The “minister of education” is a 
joke. She has proven herself to be 
good for sipping champagne at 
official openings and is of course 
very photogenic but not much else. 
It was slightly embarrassing to watch 
her on Channel 2 the other night, 
doling out lies and half-truths about 
teachers and their salaries, when we 
had all seen her on telly just three 
weeks earlier, admitting that the pay 
was certainly “much too low”. After 
that she was quickly removed from 
the spotlight and we saw nothing 
of her until that famous interview 
on C2 when she had been re-
programmed and now read her lines 
correctly. 
As my students tend to say; “this is 
a glorious nation of high education 
and literature... NOT.”

NOT TRYING TO FOOL ANYONE

Donald Trump – The Last Honest Capitalist

Like it or not, we in the West live in a market-driven economy. When some of the 
powerful few who steer that economy screw up, it makes us all understandably nervous. 
From Mike Milken and the savings and loan crisis to Kenneth Lay and the Enron crisis, 
we often see a lot of very rich people making poor decisions that cost taxpayers billions of 
dollars and thousands of jobs. What makes such crises even more despicable is how these 
men have, in the past, tried to pass themselves off as benevolent contributors to society.
This is why New York real estate developer Donald Trump has my grudging respect.

Trump’s honesty with himself and the rest 
of the world makes him a more emotionally 
stable captain of industry – happy with who 
he is and what he wants to do - and less 
likely to make rash and foundless decisions 
which could cost many jobs. Weasels like 
Milken and Lay, on the other hand, possess 
a dishonesty which almost smacks of self-
loathing. The constant justifications and 
excuses drain their energy and take their 
focus off of the business of doing good 
business. They are hence prone to make 
mistakes that can do serious damage to the 
same economy they help control. 

If you are one of the super rich of the world, 
you would much better serve the global 
market (and your bank account) by following 
Trump’s example. Admit to anyone who 
will listen that you are a shameless, money-
grubbing foot soldier for the capitalist 
horde. Display your greed without shame or 
embarrassment. Put your surname on 
everything you own. Buy that gold-plated 
mailbox! It’s in the job description.
We all have our parts to play in the global 
market economy. Most of us will be working 
jobs which we settle for, living from paycheck 

to paycheck to maintain an acceptable 
standard of living. We fight to ensure that we 
are not only protected from those conducting 
the global market but that we get a bigger 
share of their wealth. We live in these roles 
without feeling the need to lie about why we 
play them. Why should it be any different for 
the super-rich? 

It would naturally be ideal if the super-
wealthy really were benevolent contributors 
to society, slicing off a good chunk of their 
earnings to help maintain a decent standard 
of living for all. And while there are some 
millionaires, such as George Soros, who do 
take this philanthropic role, we might as well 
be honest in admitting that the vast majority 
of those entering the market are not there 
to play the generous uncle. Look to Trump, 
ubercapitalists, and admit your role in the 
market game. Nothing is more damaging 
to the sense of self than lying to the world 
about who you are. For someone in charge 
of thousands of jobs and billions of dollars to 
inflict this sort of damage on themselves, it’s 
bad for all of us.

Donald Trump has made it perfectly clear 
that the singular goal for his entire life has 
been to amass and maintain a fortune. Plain 
and simple. You will never hear him making 
some sanctimonious claim that his greed keeps 
thousands employed, that his wealth enables 

him to donate much more money to charities, 
or that his acquisitions add to the health of the 
nation’s economy. No, Trump wears his greed 
as a badge of honour. He knows why he’s been 
put on this planet and makes sure everyone else 
knows it, too: he is here to earn. by Paul F Nikolov
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can jesus, allah and science coexist?
“In the beginning, God created the heaven and the earth.” Easily the best opening line in 
history. Better than Dickens’ “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.” Better 

even than Tolstoy’s “All happy families resemble one another, but each unhappy family is 
unhappy in its own way.” If nothing else, at least it excludes any possibility of a prequel. Or does 
it? 
 When trying to convince myself, for whatever reason, that there is a God, I tend to fall 
back on two arguments. One is that all societies, no matter where or when they have come 
into existence, seem to have a notion of, a belief in, a God. Believing seems almost to be as 
fundamental a need as eating and fornicating. And one unique among the species to mankind. If 
there is no God, have all men at all times, then, been wrong? 

Our memory of God
Where does the feeling that there is a God come from? Is it just a fear of nothingness, a fear 
of dying that lies behind all the worlds’ religions? Or are we all born with a sense of something 
above and beyond us, a feeling for something greater out there, because there is? Is there 

something in the collective racial memory, something in our myths that goes back to a time 
when gods walked the earth, whether these were the Titans of the Greeks, the sons of God “who 
took wives among men“ in Genesis 6, or the spacemen of Daeniken? Is it any more fanciful to 
believe that there is some truth to the most profound truths in any society, than that there is 
none? 
Descartes, often called the father of modern philosophy as well as being a mathematician, stated 
that man’s profoundest thought, the idea of the perfect, the eternal and the unlimited, the idea 
of God, must be true precisely because it is the highest thought, because it cannot have derived 
anywhere but from God.
 It took a girlfriend to convince me otherwise. Growing up in the Soviet Union, she was 
taught by society that there was no God. And she seemed to have no conception of him, unlike 
the Western atheist who tries to destroy god by logic. To her, there simply was no question 
of him existing at all. And hence my faith that we had within us some conception of eternity 
because there was something eternal, collapsed. The generations that grew up under Soviet 
communism grew up in a society where God officially did not exist. Whereas three out of five 
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Russians today say that they believe in God, two out of five say 
that they didn’t then but that they do now. In general, and in 
a general trend opposite to the West, it is the older generation, 
the one that grew up without god, that is the most irreligious. 
In the west, the post war generations that grew up with 
materialism at its most rampant are the least religious. God, it 
seems, is a concept you learn about. But where, then, does, this 
feeling of eternity, that most of 
us can feel at times in one form 
or another, come from? 
The poet and Nobel Prize 
winner Romain Rolland, who wrote that art was not an illusion 
because it must not be, asked his friend Sigmund Freud this 
very question. Romain spoke of an oceanic feeling of the eternal 
shared by millions of people. Was this the origin of man´s 
feeling of God? Sigmund, as usual, went back to early childhood 
to come up with an answer.   
  Although he claims to not feel it himself, he acknowledges 
that this feeling of being at one with the Universe does indeed 
exist. It is, in fact, nothing more than a memory. Before we 
discovered the “I”, that we were beings distinct from our 
surroundings, we felt at one with everything. But then we 
realise that some things, such as our mothers´ breast, are outside 
our being, and 
slowly we learn 
to distinguish 
between the two. 
Any feeling of 
oneness with the 
Universe is hence 
a memory from 
the time we did 
not distinguish 
ourselves as a 
distinct part of 
it. The key to the 
kingdom is not 
within us after all.
  
God in politics
 Descartes 
did not live to 
see the society 
without God. But 
God has been in 
steady retreat ever 
since the days of 
Descartes. Two 
years before he 
died in 1650, 
Europe’s last great 
religious war came 
to an end. Having 
settled on the 
permanent division between a protestant Northern and Catholic 
southern Europe, almost six hundred years after Pope Leo IX 
and Patriarch Michael Cerularius mutually excommunicated 
each other, creating an Orthodox Eastern Europe, God has 
been, by and large, banished from international politics. The 
Glorious Revolution of 1688 brought to an end the religious 
wars of Britain if not Northern Ireland, and Europe’s next 
major wars were fought as always with God on every side, but 
this time little attempt was made to distinguish what made the 
God of the Austrians different from that of the French, or what 
made the God of the Prussians distinct from the God of the 
English. Although ostensibly 
dynastic wars, they were fought 
primarily over control of trade, 
colonies and resources. Soldiers 
were by and large mercenaries who needed no motive other than 
money. Never since has war been fought as unashamedly for 
profit. 
Ideology didn’t re-enter European politics until the French 
revolutionary wars of the 1790´s. In defence of the republic, the 
French mobilised the population on a previously unheard of 
scale, creating mass armies inflammed by political ideology, that 
were able to defeat all the other European powers in the field.   
When other governments discovered that political ideologies 
were as potent a means to pushing the masses onto the 
battlefields as religion ever had been, they sooner or later 
adopted one or the other as their reason for being. Armies grew 
in size as conscription was introduced in defence of the nation, 
climaxing with the slaughter of the World Wars. 
The static world of the post war era led to political apathy 
among the masses in both east and west. The last time a 
democracy fought a war using conscripted troops was in the 
catastrophic Vietnam War, detested and renounced by large 
parts of the population. Political ideology was no longer 
motivation enough for the people to go to war. In 1989, 
the peoples of Eastern Europe renounced political ideology 
spectacularly in favour of mass consumerism. There was no 
longer anything to kill or die for. Some even prophesied the end 
of history. And then, on September 11th 2001, God returned. 
With nothing else left to believe in, perhaps it was inevitable 
that he would make a return.  
How did it all begin?
My second argument for the existence of God goes back to the 
beginning.
Were did we come from? You can trace yourself back to your 
parents and their parents, and, with the help of modern science 

back to the primeval sludge we all came from and from there to 
the Big Bang, but you always reach a dead end. And what then? 
 Philosophically, as well as politically, God had been in steady 
decline since the days of Descartes. The second argument 
Descartes used to prove the existence of God is the question of 
creation. At some point, something has to come out of nothing. 
This, then, must be where God comes in. But of course, this is 

just postponing the problem, for what created God? What is the 
prequel to Genesis 1.1? 
 In fact, the great monotheistic religions that originated in 
the Middle East are among the first to think that there even 
was a beginning to the Universe. This linear view of the world, 
that things necessarily move from one point to another, may 
explain the great dynamism of Islam, Christianity and Judaism. 
Most previous religions saw the world in terms of cycles, most 
probably inspired by the cyclical course of nature. Summer, 
autumn, winter and spring follow one another in perpetuity. 
In China, Ying alternated with Yang, in India one Brahma 
followed another, each lasting 311 trillion years. Small wonder 

that the impatient West adapted a religion wherein everything 
was created in a week with time to spare. 
 In ancient Greece, things also moved in cycles, but here 
the cycles differed from one another. And of course, things are 
getting worse all the time. The first age of man was a Golden 
Age ruled by Cronos, where man did not have to toil and aged 
backwards. He was usurped by Zeus who created a silver age. 
But silver age man was disobedient, so Zeus decided to destroy 
him and start anew. Now came the Bronze Age, inhabited by 
a warrior race, but still Zeus was unhappy and killed them off 
in a flood. Next came the Heroic Age, populated by heroes and 

demigods. These, inevitably, wound up destroying each other 
but some of their tales still exist, most notably the story of the 
Trojan War. This was followed by the Iron Age, the one we 
currently live in, a time abandoned by the Gods, a time of evil. 
But it won’t last forever, one day Zeus will return, destroy it all 
and begin anew.
 Greek thought was inherited by the Islamic Arabs after 
their conquest of the Middle Eastern provinces of the Greek-
Byzantine Empire, and reintroduced into Western Europe 
by the Crusaders returning from the Holy Land, steeped in 
Arab blood and learning. There, it was merged with Christian 
doctrine and formed the basis for modern Western thought. 
 But unlike the Greeks, the great monotheistic religions do 
not believe in endless cycles. Time must have a stop. There is a 
beginning and an end. Scripture is silent on what came before,  
nothing it seems, and it all ends in Armageddon followed by 
heaven on earth. 
 Zeus was the son of Cronos and his sister Rhea, who were 
the offspring of Uranos and Gaia, the sky and the earth who 
both sprang up, for no reason given, from Chaos. Babylonian 
creation myths also have God springing from Chaos. But the 
Judeo-Christian God is firmly divorced from the earth. He is 
not of it, he created it, seemingly out of nothing. 
 In the age of Descartes, his contemporary Galileo, and 
Newton who followed them, thinkers liked to think of God as 
the watchmaker who created the Universe and set it in motion, 
but has had little to do with it since. It was generally believed 
that the Universe, once created, would last forever. 
 In the 19th Century, when God was discredited as a 
bourgeoisie conspiracy by Marx and pronounced dead by 
another hirsute German, Friedrich Nietzsche, physicists 

engaged in thermodynamics began to worry that as heat 
flows from hot to cold, then the Universe, wherein heat and 
cold are unevenly distributed but nonetheless strives towards 
equilibrium, cannot have been around forever. Otherwise the 
hot parts would long ago have flowed into the cold, resulting in 
“heat death.” In other words, all the suns would have burned out 
an eternity ago.  

 In the 1920´s 
astronomers realised that 
the Universe was in fact 
expanding, leading to the Big 

Bang theory. But a Big Bang does not exclude a creationist 
God, and Pope Pius XII acknowledged the theory in 1951. 
The Devil may be in the details, however, as according to 
astronomers the Universe has been 15 billion years in the 
making rather than six days, but still, there is nothing here yet 
that says the Universe was not created by God. 

Did God create the world?
 So did God set off the Big Bang? According to Einstein’s´ 
theory of relativity, matter cannot be divorced from space and 
time. Before there was matter, there can have been no space or 
time for God to exist in. If there is a God he is situated entirely 

not just outside 
matter but outside 
time and space 
too. Which makes 
you wonder what 
he’s got to do with 
anything. 
But one problem 
still remains. If 
not God, then 
what caused the 
Big Bang? If the 
ultimate reason 
behind everything 
leads us back to 
the beginning of 
the Universe, how 
did the Universe 
happen? At 
what point did 
something come 
out of nothing?
 According to 
Stephen Hawking, 
the Universe did 
not have a starting 
point. Which is 
not to say it has 
always existed. 
There are in fact 
four dimensions, 

as Einstein pointed out and HG Wells utilised in The Time 
Machine. There are the three dimensions of space and then 
there is time. If we go back to the beginning of the Universe, we 
will not find a single point of beginning, but rather an ellipse.  
Hence it is impossible to go to the beginning of the Universe 
as it is impossible to go to the ends of the earth. There is no 
starting point to the earth, the Universe or anything. I will not 
go any farther into quantum mechanics, partly because I don’t 
have space (or time), partly because I don’t understand them. 
But God has been pushed out of the Universe farther and 
farther until he now resides merely as creator. And even there 

he is currently under attack. 
Without a definitive starting 
point to creation, there is no 
need for a creator God. 

  
Where does God go from here? 
  God has returned to the realm of politics more than he has 
to the realm of ideas. True Believers today more often than not 
seek to set science aside, and even reason itself, dismissing it in 
favour of religion. 
 Just as the Second World War was a three way battle 
between Central European fascism, Anglo-American capitalism 
and Soviet communism, the two winners then having it out 
with each other, we’re now witnessing a three way struggle 
between the Islamic Middle East, Secular Europe and a 
Christian controlled United States. So far, the two parties most 
prone to resorting to violence happen to be the ones that believe 
in a God.
 Science may in the end provide the ultimate answer as to 
how everything happened. But now that we’re here, what do we 
do about it? It is here that we reach the true limits of science. 
But it still stands to reason.
 Descartes, who professed to believing in God, wondered 
why there is evil in the world. God may be intangible and 
unquantifiable, but the results of evil are too apparent. Man 
has a will which is not limited in the way reason is. When 
will surpasses reason, evil results. Why did God then give us 
more will than reason? Because we have needs which need to 
be fulfilled, needs without which the body does not function. 
Needs create will, but our will often surpasses our needs. 
There may be no being with horns that tempts us to do evil, and 
no God to punish us if we do, but there is the very human trait 
of greed. Whether we believe in God or not, we would be wise 
to think more about what we need and less about what we want. 
Which may be more reasonable.

Greek thought was reintroduced into Western Europe by the Crusaders 
returning from the Holy Land, steeped in Arab blood and learning.1.1

1.2 A Big Bang does not exclude a creationist God, and Pope Pius XII 
acknowledged the theory in 1951.



What do you consider proof of God’s 
existence, or do you operate on faith alone?
If your belief is strong, you don’t need 
proof, but in the Bible there is certainly 
proof in the form of miracles. Also, any 
scientist will tell you that the conditions 
required to create human life are 
tremendous, that it’s impossible that life 
just came out of nothing.

Is it possible for otherwise good people who 
don’t believe in God to go 
to Paradise?
Yes, I think so. The Old Testament says, 
“There is a place in Heaven for all righteous 
men.” It doesn’t say “only Jewish men.”

Should Scripture be interpreted literally, 
allegorically or both? If 
both, how does one decide what to take at 
face value and what to 
consider “open for interpretation”?
You can study the Old Testament all your 
life and, with a lot of effort, you might 
come to know one thing. You can’t just 
read the Scriptures so easily and say you can 
understand - you have to read through it to 
get the whole message.

If God is all powerful and all good, why do 
bad things happen?
Sometimes the Israelites aren’t listening, 

and they need to be tested by God. 
Sometimes God has a plan. The Old 
Testament says that once there was a 
famine in Israel, so the Israelites went to 
Egypt, where they did pretty well. Then 
some new people came along and made 
them slaves. The Israelites cried out to 
God, and He sent them Moses. God has 
a major plan for everyone. We might not 
understand it, but we can choose what we 
do with it. 

Is violence in God’s name ever justified?
No, never.

Why is it that bad people tend to enjoy 
great earthly success, while 
good people tend to live meagre existences?
If evil people are more successful, that’s one 
thing. But when Judgement comes, the evil 
person will have no chance. 

Should children be raised in a faith, or 
should it be left to them to 
decide as adults what, if any, faith they will 
follow?
Nobody is ever forced to be Jewish. 
Religion is an integral part of any culture, 
whether you´re talking about holidays, the 
clothes we wear or the food we eat. But it 
also teaches us how to live. If I think my 
religion gives me good tools for how to live, 

I’ll want to give those tools to my child.

Do we decide our ultimate fate, or has God 
already done that for us?
There are points in our life that God has 
reserved for us already. How we get from 
one point to the other is up to us, but in the 
end, we always end up at those points that 
God has reserved for us.

Is there only “one true faith” or are there 
many? If there is only one, how do we know 
which one that is?
In all religions, what you have are people 
believing in something greater than 
themselves, working towards something 
higher than themselves. The most 
important thing is to stay simple and 
respect others. I can sum up the entire 
Bible for you in one sentence: “Love your 
neighbour as you love yourself.” That’s it. 
There’s a story I know about a man, not a 
Jewish man, who went to visit a great rabbi. 
He told the rabbi, “I’m a good person, I 
donate money to charities, and I’m kind and 
respectful to others. If I convert to Judaism, 
will I be a better person?” The rabbi replied, 
“No. You’re fine just the way you are.” I 
think if you can do that, you understand 
everything.

God: The Interviews

What do you consider proof of God’s 
existence, or do you operate on faith alone?
My belief in God has to do with happiness. 
True happiness is not in material things. 
I’ve felt happy for reasons I couldn’t 
physically explain. 

Is it possible for otherwise good people who 
don’t believe in God to go to Paradise?
I believe that this life is like a child’s life. 
When we are truly born, it is because we 
have developed self-knowledge, which 
leads to independence. It’s not about what 
club you get into. I don’t think anyone is 
punished for not believing, but believing 
does open up your heart.

Should Scripture be interpreted literally, 
allegorically or both? 
If both, how does one decide what to take 
at face value and what to consider “open for 
interpretation”?
Basically there is a Universal Hall of Justice 
which devotes itself to answering believers’ 
questions. As it always turns out, the 
answers to these questions are found in the 
writings themselves. 

If God is all powerful and all good, why do 
bad things happen?
It is necessary sometimes for bad things to 
happen so that we learn how to grow. We 
must realise that there are consequences to 
enjoying freedom - without them, there is 
no real freedom.

Is there only “one true faith” or are there 
many? If there is only one, how do we know 
which one that is?
Our sacred writings refer to “the searcher.” 
Bahá’u’lláh encourages us to study the 
writings of all the prophets, and says that 
truth is spoken from heart to heart. When 
the truth reaches you, it goes beyond words; 
it is felt.

Why is it that bad people tend to enjoy 
great earthly success, while 
good people tend to live meagre existences?
I think that question answers itself.

Should children be raised in a faith, or 
should it be left to them to 
decide as adults what, if any, faith they will 

follow?
Parents are encouraged to teach their 
children the writings of all the prophets 
in order to understand where Bahá’í came 
from. I couldn’t imagine talking to my kids 
about God without mentioning Bahá’í. 

Do we decide our ultimate fate, or has God 
already done that for us?
We have free will. If I drop a cup, the 
moment I let go of the cup it’s destined to 
fall. So some things are destined to happen 
- you can delay them, but you can’t stop 
them.

Is violence in God’s name ever justified?
No.

Who do you think God sided with during 
the teacher’s strike?
I can never imagine a human argument 
where God is taking one side.

What do you consider proof of the Gods’ 
existence, or do you operate on faith alone?
I believe in the Gods, but that doesn’t 
necessarily mean I think Odin is up there 
making thunder. I think that the Gods are 
truth conveyed through poetry.

Is it possible for otherwise good people who 
don’t believe in the Gods to go to Paradise?
Warriors of course go to Valhalla to help 
the Gods in their fight against chaos, but 
most people go to Hel. Even though this 
name has been taken today to mean some 
horrible punishment, Hel is actually a 
rather nice place. But people mostly choose 
their own afterlives. Some people “die into” 
stones, their families, or sacred mountains 
like Helgafell, which is basically a 24-hour 
party place. 

Should Scripture be interpreted literally, 
allegorically or both? If 
both, how does one decide what to take at 
face value and what to 
consider “open for interpretation”?
We have a number of sacred texts, like 
Hávamál, which discuss honourable action, 
how to handle enemies, and how to deal in 
business. These texts are practical guidelines 
for living and we take them literally. But 
we also have the Poetic Edda and Völuspá, 

which concern more cosmological things, 
and these are taken allegorically.

Are the Gods all powerful and all good, and 
if so, why do bad things happen?
No, the Gods are not all powerful. But 
we have this idea of fate, that bad things 
happen because they were meant to. 

Is there only “one true faith” or are there 
many? If there is only one, how do we know 
which one that is?
I don’t think there is just one true faith. 
You can choose a God or Goddess for just 
about every occasion or day of the week. 
Life is too big and wonderful to confine 
yourself to just one set of beliefs.

Why is it that bad people tend to enjoy 
great earthly success, while 
good people tend to live meagre existences?
Being an asshole has it’s advantages, but 
I have yet to meet a happy asshole. Being 
unhappy is what makes them assholes.

Should children be raised in a faith, or 
should it be left to them to 
decide as adults what, if any, faith they will 
follow?
I think they should be left to make their 
own minds up, but I think children should 

be taught different belief systems, as I 
think there’s a primordial truth behind 
all of them. Doing this has never been 
more necessary than today, with all the 
ideological clashes which we’re seeing.

Do we decide our ultimate fate, or have the 
Gods already done that for us?
We do choose our ultimate fate, but 
the Gods have also set down the idea of 
honourable actions which are aligned with 
nature. I think as long you align yourself 
with nature you should lead a happy life.

Is violence in the Gods’ name ever justified?
That’s kind of a trick question, as the 
Viking way of life has often been associated 
with violence. But actually the old religion 
sought to maintain order and keep 
fighting to a minimum. The good fight is 
maintaining order, which doesn’t necessarily 
have to be done with weapons.

Who do you think the Gods sided with 
during the teacher’s strike?
The teachers. Knowledge is fundamental, 
and Odin is the god of wisdom and poetry. 
He’s all for the young being instructed in 
the best possible way. I’m sure there’s a god 
of bureaucracy, but I wouldn’t dare guess 
who that is.

Six spiritual people speak about their beliefs.

Interviews by Paul F. Nikolov

Hákon Atli Halldórsson, 
member of the Bahá’í Faith

Hilmar Örn Hilmarsson, 
chairman of Ásatrúarfélagið

Anonymous 
(Two Jewish people living in 
Iceland who asked that their 
identities not be disclosed, stating 
in part, “Sometimes you’re friends 
with someone, then they find 
out you’re Jewish, and suddenly 
you’re not their friend anymore. 
But these are very few people. 
Icelanders on the whole are 
worldly, open, nice people not 
ruined by a few bad apples. I like 
to focus on the positive.”)



What do you consider proof of God’s 
existence, or do you operate on faith alone?
Many people have tried to prove - or 
disprove - the existence of God, but in the 
end it all comes down to a matter of faith. 
For me, I receive proof on a personal level. 
My life changed for the better when I first 
believed in God’s existence. I think it works 
the same way for others.

Is it possible for otherwise good people who 
don’t believe in God to go to Paradise?
This is just my personal view, but I think 
we all go to Heaven, even bad people. I 
find it strange that there’s the belief that 
only people who believe in Jesus Christ 
go to Heaven. If the only reason why 
someone would follow His teachings is to 
go to Heaven, then that takes away the real 
purpose of following the teachings. 

Should Scripture be interpreted literally, 
allegorically or both? If  both, how does one 
decide what to take at face value and what 
to  consider “open for interpretation”?
While the church exists for that purpose, 
I think that we always have to have an 
open discussion about what’s written 
there. I don’t believe in a strictly literal 
Bible. The reason why I think the church’s 
teachings always keep changing is that the 
knowledge of a thousand years ago is of 
course different than what we know today. 
As humankind develops, we have to look at 
the Bible through this knowledge. Only the 
main message - the words of Jesus Christ 

- remain unchanging. 
One example I can give you of this is 
homosexuals and marriage. A long time 
ago marriage only meant a union between 
a man and a woman. Now times are 
changing. If there is love between two 
people, it’s more valuable than some 
formula. 

If God is all powerful and all good, why do 
bad things happen?
I think that this adjective we apply to God, 
“almighty,” is one of the things we use to 
describe Godness. It’s sort of our wish to 
God that He’ll always protect us. But on the 
contrary, I don’t believe that God is looking 
down on us, controlling things, working as 
some great protector. I once knew an Italian 
priest who was supposed to get on a train 
one day but for some reason didn’t make 
it. That day, that train was blown up by a 
terrorist’s bomb. The priest told me God 
had protected him. I think this is a shabby 
thought; what about the other people on 
the train? Were they less deserving of 
God’s protection? We pray that God will 
protect us. It’s our natural feeling. Disasters 
can happen to anyone and we don’t know 
why, but the disasters remind us that life is 
valuable. We go on living.

Is there only “one true faith” or are there 
many? If there is only one, how do we know 
which one that is?
I don’t think that there’s any fixed 
conclusion. I became Christian in Japan. I 

have respect for Buddhism, the faith of my 
parents, but Christianity fit my own reality. 
If the question is, is there one faith for me, 
just one and no other, I’d say Christianity 
is 100% for me. Others can say the same 
about their faiths. If a Christian born in 
Iceland discovered the Buddhist faith and 
it fits his reality, how can I compare which 
faith is true or not true? 

Is violence in God’s name ever justified?
No. Unfortunately, there are fanatics in all 
religions who use God as the purpose of 
their actions.

Why is it that bad people tend to enjoy 
great earthly success, while good people 
tend to live meagre existences?
The Bible makes it very clear: no one can 
take property to Heaven. I pity those who 
don’t see the real value in life. I think it’s 
really tragic.

Should children be raised in a faith, or 
should it be left to them to decide as adults 
what, if any, faith they will follow?
Parents try to give their best to their 
children, teach them how to behave and 
have respect. I pray with my kids. I try to 
make them understand how I respect my 
faith. When they start to think more on 
their own, they might think differently. It’s 
their decision; not mine. My parents were 
Buddhist and I became Christian. Kids 
should choose what’s best for themselves.

What do you consider proof of God’s 
existence, or do you operate on faith alone?
“God does not sign his sunsets,” someone 
said, but still the whole world does in a way 
witness the existence of God, the beauty 
of creation, the wonders of life, the joy of 
love. The eyes of faith see od’s signs, or 
signature, or footsteps if we put it that way, 
and I believe.  

Is it possible for otherwise good people who 
don’t believe in God to go to Paradise?
Paradise is to be in the presence of God 
and enjoying Him forever. I believe in God 
who’s limitless in His love and mercy. The 
only thing He cannot do is to force anyone 
to be with Him. 

Should Scripture be interpreted literally, 
allegorically or both? If  both, how does one 
decide what to take at face value and what 
to consider “open for interpretation”?
The Bible is not cut in stone, it is a 
collection of texts from different periods, 
containing the story of God and humans. 
The different parts of the Bible interpret 
each other. The word of God is not just the 
letters of the written word, it is to be read 
and heard by body, soul and spirit. Reading 

or listening to the word  requires an open 
heart to the voice of God who speaks 
through the texts. 

If God is all powerful and all good, why do 
bad things happen?
The world is a fallen world where sin and 
death are “on the loose”. God has in Christ 
saved the world from sin and death and 
has in various ways healed and helped us 
to overcome it, leading the world to the 
perfection where sin and death are no 
more and every tear is wiped from our eyes, 
except the tears of joy and happiness (ok, 
–ed).

Why is it that bad people tend to enjoy 
great earthly success, while 
good people tend to live meagre existences?
That is a tough question. In the Bible, Job 
for instance struggled with 
that. His answer is to trust in God and his 
blessings. One thing is for 
sure, God’s blessing is not evident in 
material things.  

Should children be raised in a faith, or 
should it be left to them to decide as adults 
what, if any, faith they will follow?

In a similar way as the mother´s language, 
which is fundamental to the development of 
language skill and understanding, teaching 
children to pray and respect that which is 
holy is an invaluable foundation of their 
spiritual maturity. 
No child can be raised in a spiritual vacuum.  

Do we decide our ultimate fate, or has God 
already done that for us?
Even though we have a free will and can in 
numerous ways decide on which way to go, 
life does often lead us into unexpected paths 
and unknown territories. This is one of the 
great mysteries of life. I believe in God as I 
have learned to know Him in Jesus Christ. I 
love Him and put my hope in Him.I respect 
other peoples’ faith and know that God has 
many ways to reach His children.  

Is violence in God’s name ever justified?
No.

Who do you think God sided with during 
the teacher’s strike?
God sides with truth, love and justice. I 
believe that was found on both sides.

What do you consider proof of God’s 
existence, or do you operate on faith alone?
I consider myself proof of God’s existence. I 
look in the mirror, see eyes, ears, a tongue. 
In examining myself, I see that there was 
a power that created me; God. It can’t be 
anything else.

Is it possible for otherwise good people who 
don’t believe in God to go to Paradise?
Nobody knows who’s going to Paradise 
except God. I think that if you are a good 
person, you believe in one God already, you 
believe in something higher than yourself. 
But of course this question is all in God’s 
hands.

Should Scripture be interpreted literally, 
allegorically or both? If  both, how does one 
decide what to take at face value and what 
to consider “open for interpretation”?
In Islam, we know that the Koran is exactly 
what Mohammed brought us from God, so 
we follow it literally. Of course the Koran 
doesn’t cover every single aspect of life, 
but it gives us guidelines to work from. 
For example, the Koran tells us we have to 
wash before prayer. However, if there’s no 
water around, we just make the motions of 
washing.

If God is all powerful and all good, why do 
bad things happen?
God wants us to do good things. If we were 
supposed to be like angels, we wouldn’t be 
human. God created sin and goodness, and 
gave us a mind to decide for ourselves. As 
for things like natural disasters, death is no 
big deal. We are practically born knowing 
that we will die someday. Maybe these 
things happen just to remind us that there 
is a creator who has this power.

Is there only “one true faith” or are there 
many? If there is only one, how do we know 
which one that is?
For me, I have complete belief in my faith. 
A Christian has complete belief in his faith. 
But we believe in one God, and that one 
day we’ll go back to him. That’s what makes 
us one. In the end, of course, only God 
knows which faith is the “right” one.

Why is it that bad people tend to enjoy 
great earthly success, while good people 
tend to live meagre existences?
These people who think only about material 
success are only concentrating on one thing 
so of course they’re going to be good at 
it. But a good person, he’s thinking about 
helping the less fortunate, being good to his 
neighbor, and this costs something. 

Should children be raised in a faith, or 
should it be left to them to decide as adults 
what, if any, faith they will follow?
I think that children should be raised in 
a faith, but I think that they should have 
knowledge of other faiths as well. When 
they get old enough, they can decide for 
themselves which religion they want to 
follow. 

Do we decide our ultimate fate, or has God 
already done that for us?
I think we decide our fate. God gave us 
the power to make our own decisions, to 
use our minds and follow the right path. In 
Islam we believe that we are representatives 
of God on earth, and you can’t be a good 
representative without a mind of your own.

Is violence in God’s name ever justified?
Never. I think all religions teach that we are 
all one people of one soul. To use religion 
to justify violence degrades God. God is 
mercy and love, otherwise He wouldn’t be 
God. But the problem is, there are people 
who believe that they have the same power 
as God and can decide who to punish, 
who’s good and bad, and we have a name 
for these people. We call them fanatics.

Toshiki Toma
Lutheran Minister, councelor to 
immigrants 

Karl Sigurbjörnsson
Bishop of Iceland

Salmann Tamimi
chairman of the Icelandic Muslim 
Association.
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METAPHYSICS

YOU’RE SUCH AN ASSHOLE 
and other phrases lost in translation

by Michelle Mitchell

”He is such, an asshole” I repeated each word slowly, re translating them, over and over again. Yet 
no matter how abstract mindedly I thought, there was no way around concluding that the woman who 
had just walked in to the coffee shop, with a huge smile plastered across her face, had bent down over a 
tiny baby and called it an ASSHOLE... not just a simple ASSHOLE but “very much” an ASSHOLE! 
(hann er so mikið rassgat). This, of course, is considered a compliment here.

My eavesdropping took place in a 
cozy coffee shop. I’m glad we still 
have the choice between entering a 
smoky coffee shop in order to smoke 
it out even more, or to head for a 
smoke free one to listen to kids and 
crying babies.  

Now the ‘kids’ I’m talking about 
aren’t the little ones sitting 
awkwardly on their chairs mashing 
up slices of a very expensive 
chocolate cake under the watchful 
eye of their mothers. I could make 
a whole Betty Crocker Devil food 
cake for the price of that slice...now 
eat it or pass it here! The kids I’m 
referring to are the ones Kalli Bjarni, 
the winner of Pop Idol Iceland, 
familiarized me with just the other 
day. I was watching the idiot box 
when Pop Idol Extra came on. Kalli 
Bjarni was there commenting on this 
seasons contestants. He was saying 
things like “the kids are great this 
season” See how stressed the kids 
are, I can remember how I felt and 
these kids must feel the same way”.  
I thought him a  tad condescending 
referring to teenagers and people 
roughly the same age as himself as 
“kids.” I was later enlightened to the 
fact that it was just fine and dandy to 
refer to them as kids and that it had 
no derogative content whatsoever.  
Are these the people Kyle Minogue 
and Robbie Williams don´t mind 
doing it for? 

Anyway, all this Kids stuff got me 
wondering if the young of this 
volcanic island, the 22, 23, 24 year 
olds are happily hanging onto their 
youthful sounding classification of 
“kids” because it’s not as malicious as 
being “á þrítugsaldri,” which sounds 
like your in your 30´s. I thought I 
was in my thirties. It was a nasty 
surprise to hear that here I am á 
fertugsaldri, which sounds like I´m 
in my 40´s. Which is almost reason 
enough to leave, krakkar mínir.

DOES MOUTH TOBACCO TURN YOU INTO A SEXUAL 
TYRANNOSAURUS?
Upon encountering the young Icelandic male, don’t be shocked as 
he reaches into his pocket and brings out a syringe. And don’t assume 
that his swollen upper lip results from a fight or handball injury. 
His addiction: mouth tobacco.

People who know little about using 
“mouth tobacco” in the U.S. refer to 
all of it as “chew.” Chew or chewing 
tobacco consists of tender shredded 
leaves soaked in various syrups and 
molasses and packaged loose in 
a pouch. A chew is placed in the 
cheek in a golf ball-sized wad, may 
indeed be chomped on and produces 
thick, dark spit which must be 
expelled from the mouth with great 
force. Most folks know it only from 
baseball and cowboy westerns. As an 
American, my challenge in answer 
to any Icelander who would taunt 
foreigners with rotten shark or lamb 
face is this... Get you a big ole chew! 
While I don’t guarantee, as Jessie 
Ventura does in Predator, that it will 
make you a “sexual Tyrannosaurus,” I 
do believe it will make the room spin 
violently and likely cause vomiting 
on first attempt. We need not 
concern ourselves further with chew 
here. What Icelanders need is the 
freedom to dip snuff.

In popular American use, a dip of 

snuff is pinched out of a hockey 
puck-shaped can and shoved 
between the teeth and the bottom 
lip. This is followed by much spitting 
and what remains is dug out and 
flicked away, usually within an hour.

The Icelandic way is a bit more 
involved and, if it applies at all to 
the subject, sophisticated. I think it 
holds some parallel to the Icelandic 
aversion to eating with your hands. 
While most Americans simply grab 
up a hamburger or slice of pizza, 
many Icelanders approach this food 
with knife and fork. I think the use 
of a specially developed snuff shot is 
in line with this.

It is necessary to first acquire a 
plastic infant oral medicine syringe 
about the size of a skinny person’s 
little finger. The nozzle end of the 
tube is cut off so that the entire 
diameter of the shot is open. The 
rubber tip is also cut from the 
plunger section leaving the plastic 
disk the size of the shot at its end. 

Technical writing does not lend 
itself well to the description of such 
a fantastic device. As with all better 
crack pipes, I am sure a diagram or 
personal instruction from an initiated 
user would be much better.

Once the shot is rendered thus 
useless for baby’s health, the tube is 
loaded by pushing it several times 
into the open snuff can. The fix 
is then injected neatly above the 

front teeth in the upper lip of the 
addict, creating an instant cosmetic 
effect which rivals collagen. This 
contributes to another variation from 
popular American use. Because the 
salivary glands are not aroused so 
much in this position as in the lower 
lip, less spit is produced. Indeed, 
many Icelandic snuff dippers spit 
very little or not at all. This probably 
creates the greatest health threat to 
the user since tobacco spit is quite 

harsh on the throat and stomach.

Oral snuff has traditionally been used 
as a “hands free device” for nicotine 
fiends. What could be simpler to use 
for a farmer or fisherman deep in 
their daily toils should they so desire?

by Vance Pollock
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Classic Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin versions of Christmas songs have achieved a certain kitsch value in recent years, and 
there´s the annual boy band ballad with inserted bell tolling sound effect and the video of them looking cute in fake snow. Then 
there are the eighties efforts, to be avoided at all costs, such as Bruce Springsteens’  “Santa Claus is Coming to Town” (you leave 
my Bruce out of this -ed.). And finally there is the Glam Rock Christmas template, recreated perfectly recently by The Darkness, 
which helped to place the Christmas genus firmly back on the record shop shelves...  continued on page. 26

by Sinead Clarke

Like 
a Kraftwerk 

Christmas Album 
Had There Ever Been 

One

Like 
a Kraftwerk 

Christmas Album 
Had There Ever Been 

One
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CAFE´S

1. Segafredo
By Lækjartorg
McDonalds has departed from the centre of Reykjavík and instead 
Italian chain Segafredo has arrived, which isn’t a bad trade-off. You 
can smoke indoors, which gives you a nice continental feel, the staff 
is Italian and the prices are in Euros as well as krónur. Although Sega 
isn’t one of the more expensive places, you wonder whether knowing 
how much things cost might ruin your vacation.

2. Ráðhúskaffi
City Hall
With view over the city pond, Ráðhúskaffi is situated inside the City 
Hall. Coffee and great cakes as you enjoy the view. Free internet access 
for costumers and, in the lobby of City Hall, you’ll find a big 80m2 
model of Iceland.

3. Grái Kötturinn
Hverfisgata 16a
Grái Kötturinn is across the street from the National Theater and is 
very small and very popular in the early hours of the day. A good place 
to start a day the British way, with eggs and bacon and other traditional 
breakfasts on the menu. The lunch menu is also inviting, but somewhat 
pricey.

4. Café Roma
Laugavegur 118
Is the closest thing you’ll find to a New York deli in town. A lively 
cross-section of artists, students and office workers enjoy home baked 
pannini and great coffee all at low prices.

5. Mokka
Skólavörðustígur 3a
An Icelandic tradition since 1958, Mokka is the oldest café in Reykjavik 
and the first one to make coffee with an espresso machine. The walls 
are covered with art for sale and, though seats are usually filled by loyal 
customers, every now and then you’ll catch a glimpse of the owners, a 
really nice and friendly couple in their seventies who have owned the 
café since its inception.

6. Feng Shui
Laugavegur 42b, by Frakkastígur
Inside the Feng Shui house is a café called “Teahouse of the August 
moon”. The café just recently opened and they serve organic cakes, 
biscuits and the largest selection of tea in town. Try the waffle biscuits 
and have a Kashmir tea latte.

7. Bleika Dúfan
Laugavegur 21
The name means the Pink Pigeon. A bookstore that specialises in 
books in English, so there are a lot of foreigners there as well as people 

who work in the surrounding area. A mostly veggie menu (apart from 
the ham and cheese sandwich) and internet.

8. Tíu Dropar
Laugavegur 27
With the exception of Mokka, Tíu Dropar is the oldest café in 
downtown Reykjavik. The place has a very special feel to it, the decor, 
the tables and the chairs, along with the service makes you feel very 
much at home. It’s almost like your sitting down for a cup of coffee in 
your grandma’s kitchen. The menu is limited, but has the advantage of 
constant changes, with new items every day.

9. Kaffitár
Bankastræti 8
The café has a different colour on every wall.  It’s small but has good 
coffee and tasty side dishes. It’s one of these places that make you want 
to sit down and watch  daily life go by on one of downtown´s busiest 
streets, or simply just to read the newspaper.

10. Te og Kaffi
Laugavegur 24
Te og Kaffi actually manufacture the coffee for quite a few of the cafés 
in Reykjavík apart from running their own cafés. Perhaps the most 
noteworthy aspect of the place is its staff. Most of them have actually 
served on the Icelandic coffeemaking team. Njáll came in 4th in the 
international championship in Trieste this year. Jónína made freestyle 
champion, with her “Cup of Culture” mix, which includes orange and 
white chocolate among other things. Have one.

BARS & BISTRO

11. Sólon
Bankastræti 7a
Named after (in his own opinion, at least), Iceland´s greatest man, 
Sólon is a pretty crowded nightclub on Friday and Saturday nights. It 
seems to have more lives than one, however, since in the day it´s a fairly 
artsy coffeehouse and in the evening (weeknights) they have a decent 
menu. You can get a three course fish of the day meal for under 2000 
krónur, or try the delicious fish and meat mixed sticks. 

12. Café 22
Laugavegur 22
Has recently undergone a major facelift. The top floor is now dedicated 
to artist Jón Sæmundur, aka Dead, whose Dead label can be seen on 
quite a few people these days. Downstairs is a decent bistro (try the 
Gringo), whereas the middle floor houses a dancefloor. Open until the 
wee small hours, and a great place for a late night drink for those who 
want drink along with a less trendy (and perhaps more cool) crowd. Be 
warned, though, they do charge 500 krónur entrance after 01:30.

13. Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1
Kaffibarinn is Cool Reykjavik, or at least tries to be. Reykjavik prides 
itself on having more artists per capita than any other capital in the 

world, and the crowd here seem to be trying to prove the point, with 
musicians, actors and writers ranging from the hopefuls to the world 
famous. Blur’s Damon Albarn owns a share of the bar, probably figur-
ing it was cheaper than buying drinks all the time. Another owner is 
the director of the film 101 Reykjavík, and the bar figures prominently 
in the film.

14. Sirkus
Klapparstígur 30
“Welcome to the Jungle/ We got fun and games,” quoth the poet. 
With tropical palm trees on the outside and tropical heat on the inside, 
welcome to the party that never came to an end and doesn’t seem to be 
ending any time soon. Usually full of regulars (many of whom are, were 
or want to be students of the Icelandic Academy of Arts) mixed with 
musicians and other members of the city’s underground. The upper 
floor, for whatever reason, looks like the inside of a bus.

15. Nelly’s
Þingholtsstræti 2
The cheapest beer in Reykjavík, with tends to attract more experienced 
drinkers as well as expats. Troubadours play on most weekdays, mostly 
covers though. In the weekends a younger crowd comes in, and there’s a 
large dancefloor on the upper floor. The prices do, however, go up after 
midnight on weekends. 

16. Vegamót
Vegamótastígur 4
Wants to be the inspot to be seen, and succeeds to some degree. Dress 
up, flaunt it and enjoy the view as others do the same. It’s a jungle in 
there, and the fittest, or at least the fittest looking, come out on top. 
Kitchen open every day until 22. Specials of the day and weekend 
brunch. Try the lobster pizza. 

17. Kaffibrennslan
Pósthússtræti 9
One of the largest selection of beers in Reykjavik, but it’s still one of the 
few bars in Reykjavík where you can attempt to maintain a conversation 
after midnight on weekends. Good coffee and, for those on a budget, 
they are generous with the refills. 

18. Rósenberg
Lækjargötu 2
It has a history as both a dance and a rock club, but has recently 
reopened with a Jazz theme and has started serving food. It´s a place 
to see up and coming Jazz bands like the teenage Danny and the 
Dixieland Dwarfs as well as more established acts.

19. Grand Rokk
Smiðjustígur 6
A place true to the spirit of Rock ‘n’ Roll and bands that don’t do 
covers. Better and lesser known Icelandic bands play there, usually no 
less than three bands a night, four nights a week. Whether they charge 

admission or not is up to the bands, but if they do, all proceeds do go to 
starving artists. Grab a beer and rock on! During the day this is a hang-
out for chess players, challenging each other and anyone that might 
wander in here for a game, as every table doubles as a chess board.  One 
of the best places to meet locals for a chat, every night of the week.
 

20. Bar 11
Laugavegur 11
The rock hangout, be it live music or the riff-heavy jukebox. Many of 
Iceland’s rock bands are regulars. Bands play and/or poetry is recited 
most Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, A good place to come 
down on Sundays, with a screening of cult films. 

21. Café Victor
Hafnarstræti 1-3
Spelt with a c rather than with the more traditional k in order to be 
more cosmopolitan.  This ploy seems to be working, as the bar has 
become something of a hangout for foreigners.  The Viking ship sitting 
on top of the house might also add to the appeal.  The crowd is very 
mixed, both in origin and age, and so is the music.

22. Jón forseti 
Aðalstræti 10
The oldest house in Reykjavík is now, you guessed it, a gay club. 
Named after founding father and national hero Jón Sigurðsson, who 
lived there for a while, it now has various events, including concerts, 
plays and a gay cabaret, performed on a small stage that tries its best to 
look big with curtains and everything. So how long until they change 
George Washington’s old place into a gay bar? You heard it here first.

23. Svartakaffi
Laugavegur 54
Read the newspaper, have a cup of coffee, have a philosophical conver-
sation with your cigarette and enjoy the specialty of the house, soup in a 
bread. Aim high, it’s not on the ground floor.

24. Prikið
Bankastræti 12
Used to be a traditional coffee house which has been around longer 
than any but, after a change of clientele, they now cater to a younger 
crowd. A diner during the day and a nightclub on weekends. You can 
also borrow games there, such as backgammon or chess.

25. Póstbarinn
Pósthússtræti 13
Situated by Austurvöllur, Póstbarinn is a bistro prized restaurant, a rare 
treat. It is also one of few restaurants in Reykjavík with decent outdoor 
service. Live Jazz once a week and check out the reasonably prized fish 
menu they have, only 1490ISK. Try the plaice.

26. Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8
Posh as the fifth circle of hell. That said, they make a mean Mojito. 
DJ´s on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. Arrive before 12 if you want 
to avoid the queue Theme nights during the week, wine and cheese on 
Wednesdays, Finlandia nights on Fridays and Sunday roast on, well, 
Sundays. Civilian attire is looked down upon. 

27. Gaukur á Stöng
Tryggvagata 22
Iceland’s oldest bar is now in it’s early twenties. During the day it’s a 
pool pub and on weekday evenings there are live rock concerts by a mix 
of mainstream and underground bands. On weekends there is usually 
a lot of action with cover bands playing everything from Britney to the 
Beatles. Admission is sometimes between 500-1000 weekends, but 
usually its free. 

28. Dillon
Laugavegur 30
This far up Laugavegur, Dillon is definitely the place to be. With 
reinforcements from bass brute Þröstur ( Johnny for short) from the 
Rock band Mínus, now doing his time on the other side of the bar 
tending it, an air of something about to go down permeates. The DJ 
is the grandmother of Icelandic rock Andrea Gylfadóttir, in residence 
on Saturdays. It used to be a nice, horse themed place for a quiet drink, 
but no more.

29. Glaumbar
Tryggvagötu 20
One of the few proper sport bars in Reykjavík, so you can go and watch 
whatever game happens to be on the TV screens. The establishment is 
basically based around the bar, so you won´t have to go a long way for a 
drink. Open until five, and has a reputation for late night partying

30. Nasa
by Austurvöllur
Used to be a theatre, but is now a club. Great sound system and oc-
casional live bands. The towns biggest club, but the high prices do limit 
the crowd somewhat. Admission 1000 krónur.

RESTAURANTS

31. La Primavera
Austurstræti 9
Everybody laughed when we discovered a contemporary restaurant 
that has its most notable influences from Northern Italian cooking but 
using local Icelandic produce. The unique menu that results from this 
combination features homemade pastas, risotto, gnochi, polenta and 
a wide variety of the freshest vegetables, fish, poultry, meat and game. 
The menu, the atmosphere and a comprehensive, exclusively Italian 
wine list has made La Primavera a favorite among the locals. They 
laugh no more!!

32. Tveir fiskar
Geirsgötu 9
Seafood restaurant, although they also do land-based animals. At 
lunchtime you can have a three course meal for 2300, which isn’t too 
bad, all things considered. The chef has been awarded the Medal of the 
Order of the White Rose by the President of Finland. 

33. Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15
Means “the corner” and the place lives up to its name. This is actually 
the oldest Italian restaurant in town, celebrating its 25th year, which 
says something about the scene here before then. Excellent quality 
pizza, pasta and salads and yet remaining one of the more affordable 
ones. Try the calzone.

34. Vox
Nordica Hotel
Perhaps a typical off-lobby restaurant, bistro, bar in a four-star hotel, 
the Vox looks at first glance like a fancy cafeteria spiced up for an 
official reception. But please do not let that glance throw you off! The 
restaurant has a modern interior with extremely un-Icelandic décor, 
however the kitchen saves the situation. Run by a master chef, a recent 
winner of the super gastro competition “Bocuse d’Or,” the Menu is 
tops.

35. 3 Frakkar
Baldursgata 14
This is a restaurant that cannot be ignored. A very small place with 
an atmosphere. Here you may enjoy the house specialties of Icelandic 
traditional dishes prepared in the good, old-fashioned manner, includ-
ing catfish, shark, and whale steaks. And of course much more. If you’re 
lucky, Chef Úlfar Eysteinsson, the owner, may be present regaling the 
clientele with wild whaling tales. Don’t forget to ask Chef Úlfar for 
dark Icelandic pumpernickel bread with pure Icelandic butter, and don’t 
forget to make a reservation!

36. Sjávarkjallarinn
Aðalstræti 2
From the huge lit fish tank to the futuristic containers you get your 
drinking water in, Sjávarkjallarinn tries, and mostly manages to be 
cool. The complimentary bread comes with a delicious peanut dip, and 
the three fish platter is recommended. They also have a good variety 
of mojitos. 

37. Tapas
Vesturgata 3b
For those with a bit of money and time on their hands, the evening is 
well spent at Tapas, where you can vile away the evening having course 
after course of wonderful miniature dishes served. Recommended is 
the garlic fried lobster and lamb in apricot sauce. If you don’t feel like 
getting up right away afterwards, there’s also a lounge to lounge in, and 
the paintings there are worth a look.

38. Jómfrúin
Lækjargata 4
In this global age, it can be hard to find good smörrebröd even in 
Copenhagen. Never fear: out here in the colonies you can still find first 
rate smörrebröd at Jómfrúin. They even import their own eel directly 
from Denmark to make one of Scandinavia’s delicacies.

39. Maru
Aðalstræti 12
Next door to the oldest house in Reykjavík is Maru, formerly known as 
Stick’s n Sushi. Maru is the only real sushi restaurant in town. Though 
competition is of course a good thing, the lack of it doesn’t seem to 
affect Maru, who serve their purpose well. The food is good and not 
uncomfortably expensive. Try the grilled tuna. If lacking time, they 
have takeaway.

40. Við Tjörnina
Templarasundi 3
One of the best known fish restaurants in Iceland. The cook is Súkkat 
member and Megas sidekick Gunni. It´s known for innovative fish 
dishes made from a variety of rare fish and shellfish and related raw 
materials. Their respect for the raw materials is a tribute to fish and 
shellfish, showing off their natural goodness without artificiality. 

FAST FOOD

41. Nonnabiti
Hafnarstræti 11
The owner is a miser who charges additionally for everything, but 
this is almost certainly the best junk food in the Greater Reykjavík 
area. The subs are great, none of that Subway commitment to healthy 
living, and they probably contribute significantly to the ever-increasing 
“size” of the nation.  They also serve burgers and sandwiches, and have 
lunchtime offers.

42. Mama Taco´s
Lækjargata 8
One of those places that seem to be always open, and hence you find 
yourself going to late on Saturday nights as consolation when it seems 
inevitable you´ll be going home alone. And as consolations go, it´s 
not bad. Rather reasonable by local standards, and they have all the 
tortillaish Mexican standards.

43. Bernhöftsbakarí
Bergstaðastæti 13
A bakery with traditions going back some 150 years, although it has 
changed locations. Apart from a supermarket, a bakery is still the best 
way to fill your belly. Try the staple of Icelandic childhood and beyond: 
a snúður roll with chocolate milk.

44. Bæjarins bestu
Tryggvagata
They claim to have the best hot dogs in town, and for once the product 
lives up to the hype. Ask for one with everything, and you’ll get a dog 
in a bun with ketchup, mustard, remulade (don’t ask), fried and raw 
onion. The standard Icelandic hotdog, only somehow it tastes better.

45. Pizza 67
Tryggvagata 26
The local pizza chain that’s trying to take on the world, and who 
currently operate a place in the Faeroes and China, as well as all over 
Iceland. The have a Summer of Love theme, which doesn’t really 
extend beyond the names of the pizzas, a few slogans and a few posters, 
but the pizzas are nice. They also do deliveries. They have a lunchtime 
buffet for 990, for those in search of quantity for the króna.

46. Eldsmiðjan
Bragagata 38a
Oven-baked pizzas simply don’t get much better than this. It is slightly 
more expensive than other pizzerias, but well worth it. A wide selection 
of toppings, including that sorely missed pizza delight, snails. You can 
also turn the chef loose and let him decide what goes on it - you’ ll 
rarely be disappointed. Take away, order delivery, or eat in at the cosy 
restaurant upstairs. The paintings are worth a peek as well. 

47. Vitabar
Bergþórugata 21
Actually a bar, but best known for its hamburgers.  A burger with fries 
for 500 is one of the best meal deals in town, but special mention must 
go to the Forget-Me-Not blue cheese and garlic extravaganza. The 
Viking beer always feels particularly cold and refreshing here.

48. First Vegetarian (Á næstu grösum)
Laugavegur 20b
Used to be called One Woman Restaurant, as there was always the 
same woman working there. Has new owners and a larger staff, but the 
theme is still vegetarian, with one vegan and one wheat-free dish al-
ways on offer. The only vegetarian restaurant licensed to carry beer and 
wine. Remains on the right side of the 1000 krónur bill at lunchtime, 
slips slightly over in the evening.

49. Pizza Pronto
Vallarstræti 4
Conveniently located by Ingólfstorg, and serves slices until late at night. 
A good place to have a snack in between bars, particularly if you don’t 
want a whole Hlölli. They also have a menu (in 9 languages, no less) of 
three sizes of pizzas with a good selection of toppings.

50. Reykjavík Bagel Company
Laugavegur 81
Situated a bit from the immediate centre but close to Hlemmur bus-
stop. Bagels, wraps and coffee that might make you feel better in the 
morning than the more hardcore fast foods farther down the street.

GUIDE TO THE CITY CENTER
This pullout has all the information one might need, so for a safer journey, 
pull it out and put it in your pocket.
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In what used to be a garage, Christmas is celebrated all year round. The 
owner, whom you’ll always find behind the counter, has gathered all kinds 
of Christmas related stuff from all over Iceland. She can tell you who crafted 
your item of interest, where he or she lives, and from what the item is made. 
Among the items on display are a Santa made from stone from the town of 
Blöndós, or Christmas elves made of wood from a farm in east Iceland. 
It is also one of the few shops that carry matrushka´s imported directly from 
Russia, not Viking or Santa themed ones but we´re sure that´s something 
that´ll soon be remedied.   
Open: mon-fri:10 – 18, sat: 11 – 16 and sun: 13 – 16

����
The Little 
Christmas Store
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CAFE´S

1. Segafredo
By Lækjartorg
McDonalds has departed from the centre of Reykjavík and instead 
Italian chain Segafredo has arrived, which isn’t a bad trade-off. You 
can smoke indoors, which gives you a nice continental feel, the staff 
is Italian and the prices are in Euros as well as krónur. Although Sega 
isn’t one of the more expensive places, you wonder whether knowing 
how much things cost might ruin your vacation.

2. Ráðhúskaffi
City Hall
With view over the city pond, Ráðhúskaffi is situated inside the City 
Hall. Coffee and great cakes as you enjoy the view. Free internet access 
for costumers and, in the lobby of City Hall, you’ll find a big 80m2 
model of Iceland.

3. Grái Kötturinn
Hverfisgata 16a
Grái Kötturinn is across the street from the National Theater and is 
very small and very popular in the early hours of the day. A good place 
to start a day the British way, with eggs and bacon and other traditional 
breakfasts on the menu. The lunch menu is also inviting, but somewhat 
pricey.

4. Café Roma
Laugavegur 118
Is the closest thing you’ll find to a New York deli in town. A lively 
cross-section of artists, students and office workers enjoy home baked 
pannini and great coffee all at low prices.

5. Mokka
Skólavörðustígur 3a
An Icelandic tradition since 1958, Mokka is the oldest café in Reykjavik 
and the first one to make coffee with an espresso machine. The walls 
are covered with art for sale and, though seats are usually filled by loyal 
customers, every now and then you’ll catch a glimpse of the owners, a 
really nice and friendly couple in their seventies who have owned the 
café since its inception.

6. Feng Shui
Laugavegur 42b, by Frakkastígur
Inside the Feng Shui house is a café called “Teahouse of the August 
moon”. The café just recently opened and they serve organic cakes, 
biscuits and the largest selection of tea in town. Try the waffle biscuits 
and have a Kashmir tea latte.

7. Bleika Dúfan
Laugavegur 21
The name means the Pink Pigeon. A bookstore that specialises in 
books in English, so there are a lot of foreigners there as well as people 

who work in the surrounding area. A mostly veggie menu (apart from 
the ham and cheese sandwich) and internet.

8. Tíu Dropar
Laugavegur 27
With the exception of Mokka, Tíu Dropar is the oldest café in 
downtown Reykjavik. The place has a very special feel to it, the decor, 
the tables and the chairs, along with the service makes you feel very 
much at home. It’s almost like your sitting down for a cup of coffee in 
your grandma’s kitchen. The menu is limited, but has the advantage of 
constant changes, with new items every day.

9. Kaffitár
Bankastræti 8
The café has a different colour on every wall.  It’s small but has good 
coffee and tasty side dishes. It’s one of these places that make you want 
to sit down and watch  daily life go by on one of downtown´s busiest 
streets, or simply just to read the newspaper.

10. Te og Kaffi
Laugavegur 24
Te og Kaffi actually manufacture the coffee for quite a few of the cafés 
in Reykjavík apart from running their own cafés. Perhaps the most 
noteworthy aspect of the place is its staff. Most of them have actually 
served on the Icelandic coffeemaking team. Njáll came in 4th in the 
international championship in Trieste this year. Jónína made freestyle 
champion, with her “Cup of Culture” mix, which includes orange and 
white chocolate among other things. Have one.

BARS & BISTRO

11. Sólon
Bankastræti 7a
Named after (in his own opinion, at least), Iceland´s greatest man, 
Sólon is a pretty crowded nightclub on Friday and Saturday nights. It 
seems to have more lives than one, however, since in the day it´s a fairly 
artsy coffeehouse and in the evening (weeknights) they have a decent 
menu. You can get a three course fish of the day meal for under 2000 
krónur, or try the delicious fish and meat mixed sticks. 

12. Café 22
Laugavegur 22
Has recently undergone a major facelift. The top floor is now dedicated 
to artist Jón Sæmundur, aka Dead, whose Dead label can be seen on 
quite a few people these days. Downstairs is a decent bistro (try the 
Gringo), whereas the middle floor houses a dancefloor. Open until the 
wee small hours, and a great place for a late night drink for those who 
want drink along with a less trendy (and perhaps more cool) crowd. Be 
warned, though, they do charge 500 krónur entrance after 01:30.

13. Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1
Kaffibarinn is Cool Reykjavik, or at least tries to be. Reykjavik prides 
itself on having more artists per capita than any other capital in the 

world, and the crowd here seem to be trying to prove the point, with 
musicians, actors and writers ranging from the hopefuls to the world 
famous. Blur’s Damon Albarn owns a share of the bar, probably figur-
ing it was cheaper than buying drinks all the time. Another owner is 
the director of the film 101 Reykjavík, and the bar figures prominently 
in the film.

14. Sirkus
Klapparstígur 30
“Welcome to the Jungle/ We got fun and games,” quoth the poet. 
With tropical palm trees on the outside and tropical heat on the inside, 
welcome to the party that never came to an end and doesn’t seem to be 
ending any time soon. Usually full of regulars (many of whom are, were 
or want to be students of the Icelandic Academy of Arts) mixed with 
musicians and other members of the city’s underground. The upper 
floor, for whatever reason, looks like the inside of a bus.

15. Nelly’s
Þingholtsstræti 2
The cheapest beer in Reykjavík, with tends to attract more experienced 
drinkers as well as expats. Troubadours play on most weekdays, mostly 
covers though. In the weekends a younger crowd comes in, and there’s a 
large dancefloor on the upper floor. The prices do, however, go up after 
midnight on weekends. 

16. Vegamót
Vegamótastígur 4
Wants to be the inspot to be seen, and succeeds to some degree. Dress 
up, flaunt it and enjoy the view as others do the same. It’s a jungle in 
there, and the fittest, or at least the fittest looking, come out on top. 
Kitchen open every day until 22. Specials of the day and weekend 
brunch. Try the lobster pizza. 

17. Kaffibrennslan
Pósthússtræti 9
One of the largest selection of beers in Reykjavik, but it’s still one of the 
few bars in Reykjavík where you can attempt to maintain a conversation 
after midnight on weekends. Good coffee and, for those on a budget, 
they are generous with the refills. 

18. Rósenberg
Lækjargötu 2
It has a history as both a dance and a rock club, but has recently 
reopened with a Jazz theme and has started serving food. It´s a place 
to see up and coming Jazz bands like the teenage Danny and the 
Dixieland Dwarfs as well as more established acts.

19. Grand Rokk
Smiðjustígur 6
A place true to the spirit of Rock ‘n’ Roll and bands that don’t do 
covers. Better and lesser known Icelandic bands play there, usually no 
less than three bands a night, four nights a week. Whether they charge 

admission or not is up to the bands, but if they do, all proceeds do go to 
starving artists. Grab a beer and rock on! During the day this is a hang-
out for chess players, challenging each other and anyone that might 
wander in here for a game, as every table doubles as a chess board.  One 
of the best places to meet locals for a chat, every night of the week.
 

20. Bar 11
Laugavegur 11
The rock hangout, be it live music or the riff-heavy jukebox. Many of 
Iceland’s rock bands are regulars. Bands play and/or poetry is recited 
most Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, A good place to come 
down on Sundays, with a screening of cult films. 

21. Café Victor
Hafnarstræti 1-3
Spelt with a c rather than with the more traditional k in order to be 
more cosmopolitan.  This ploy seems to be working, as the bar has 
become something of a hangout for foreigners.  The Viking ship sitting 
on top of the house might also add to the appeal.  The crowd is very 
mixed, both in origin and age, and so is the music.

22. Jón forseti 
Aðalstræti 10
The oldest house in Reykjavík is now, you guessed it, a gay club. 
Named after founding father and national hero Jón Sigurðsson, who 
lived there for a while, it now has various events, including concerts, 
plays and a gay cabaret, performed on a small stage that tries its best to 
look big with curtains and everything. So how long until they change 
George Washington’s old place into a gay bar? You heard it here first.

23. Svartakaffi
Laugavegur 54
Read the newspaper, have a cup of coffee, have a philosophical conver-
sation with your cigarette and enjoy the specialty of the house, soup in a 
bread. Aim high, it’s not on the ground floor.

24. Prikið
Bankastræti 12
Used to be a traditional coffee house which has been around longer 
than any but, after a change of clientele, they now cater to a younger 
crowd. A diner during the day and a nightclub on weekends. You can 
also borrow games there, such as backgammon or chess.

25. Póstbarinn
Pósthússtræti 13
Situated by Austurvöllur, Póstbarinn is a bistro prized restaurant, a rare 
treat. It is also one of few restaurants in Reykjavík with decent outdoor 
service. Live Jazz once a week and check out the reasonably prized fish 
menu they have, only 1490ISK. Try the plaice.

26. Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8
Posh as the fifth circle of hell. That said, they make a mean Mojito. 
DJ´s on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. Arrive before 12 if you want 
to avoid the queue Theme nights during the week, wine and cheese on 
Wednesdays, Finlandia nights on Fridays and Sunday roast on, well, 
Sundays. Civilian attire is looked down upon. 

27. Gaukur á Stöng
Tryggvagata 22
Iceland’s oldest bar is now in it’s early twenties. During the day it’s a 
pool pub and on weekday evenings there are live rock concerts by a mix 
of mainstream and underground bands. On weekends there is usually 
a lot of action with cover bands playing everything from Britney to the 
Beatles. Admission is sometimes between 500-1000 weekends, but 
usually its free. 

28. Dillon
Laugavegur 30
This far up Laugavegur, Dillon is definitely the place to be. With 
reinforcements from bass brute Þröstur ( Johnny for short) from the 
Rock band Mínus, now doing his time on the other side of the bar 
tending it, an air of something about to go down permeates. The DJ 
is the grandmother of Icelandic rock Andrea Gylfadóttir, in residence 
on Saturdays. It used to be a nice, horse themed place for a quiet drink, 
but no more.

29. Glaumbar
Tryggvagötu 20
One of the few proper sport bars in Reykjavík, so you can go and watch 
whatever game happens to be on the TV screens. The establishment is 
basically based around the bar, so you won´t have to go a long way for a 
drink. Open until five, and has a reputation for late night partying

30. Nasa
by Austurvöllur
Used to be a theatre, but is now a club. Great sound system and oc-
casional live bands. The towns biggest club, but the high prices do limit 
the crowd somewhat. Admission 1000 krónur.

RESTAURANTS

31. La Primavera
Austurstræti 9
Everybody laughed when we discovered a contemporary restaurant 
that has its most notable influences from Northern Italian cooking but 
using local Icelandic produce. The unique menu that results from this 
combination features homemade pastas, risotto, gnochi, polenta and 
a wide variety of the freshest vegetables, fish, poultry, meat and game. 
The menu, the atmosphere and a comprehensive, exclusively Italian 
wine list has made La Primavera a favorite among the locals. They 
laugh no more!!

32. Tveir fiskar
Geirsgötu 9
Seafood restaurant, although they also do land-based animals. At 
lunchtime you can have a three course meal for 2300, which isn’t too 
bad, all things considered. The chef has been awarded the Medal of the 
Order of the White Rose by the President of Finland. 

33. Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15
Means “the corner” and the place lives up to its name. This is actually 
the oldest Italian restaurant in town, celebrating its 25th year, which 
says something about the scene here before then. Excellent quality 
pizza, pasta and salads and yet remaining one of the more affordable 
ones. Try the calzone.

34. Vox
Nordica Hotel
Perhaps a typical off-lobby restaurant, bistro, bar in a four-star hotel, 
the Vox looks at first glance like a fancy cafeteria spiced up for an 
official reception. But please do not let that glance throw you off! The 
restaurant has a modern interior with extremely un-Icelandic décor, 
however the kitchen saves the situation. Run by a master chef, a recent 
winner of the super gastro competition “Bocuse d’Or,” the Menu is 
tops.

35. 3 Frakkar
Baldursgata 14
This is a restaurant that cannot be ignored. A very small place with 
an atmosphere. Here you may enjoy the house specialties of Icelandic 
traditional dishes prepared in the good, old-fashioned manner, includ-
ing catfish, shark, and whale steaks. And of course much more. If you’re 
lucky, Chef Úlfar Eysteinsson, the owner, may be present regaling the 
clientele with wild whaling tales. Don’t forget to ask Chef Úlfar for 
dark Icelandic pumpernickel bread with pure Icelandic butter, and don’t 
forget to make a reservation!

36. Sjávarkjallarinn
Aðalstræti 2
From the huge lit fish tank to the futuristic containers you get your 
drinking water in, Sjávarkjallarinn tries, and mostly manages to be 
cool. The complimentary bread comes with a delicious peanut dip, and 
the three fish platter is recommended. They also have a good variety 
of mojitos. 

37. Tapas
Vesturgata 3b
For those with a bit of money and time on their hands, the evening is 
well spent at Tapas, where you can vile away the evening having course 
after course of wonderful miniature dishes served. Recommended is 
the garlic fried lobster and lamb in apricot sauce. If you don’t feel like 
getting up right away afterwards, there’s also a lounge to lounge in, and 
the paintings there are worth a look.

38. Jómfrúin
Lækjargata 4
In this global age, it can be hard to find good smörrebröd even in 
Copenhagen. Never fear: out here in the colonies you can still find first 
rate smörrebröd at Jómfrúin. They even import their own eel directly 
from Denmark to make one of Scandinavia’s delicacies.

39. Maru
Aðalstræti 12
Next door to the oldest house in Reykjavík is Maru, formerly known as 
Stick’s n Sushi. Maru is the only real sushi restaurant in town. Though 
competition is of course a good thing, the lack of it doesn’t seem to 
affect Maru, who serve their purpose well. The food is good and not 
uncomfortably expensive. Try the grilled tuna. If lacking time, they 
have takeaway.

40. Við Tjörnina
Templarasundi 3
One of the best known fish restaurants in Iceland. The cook is Súkkat 
member and Megas sidekick Gunni. It´s known for innovative fish 
dishes made from a variety of rare fish and shellfish and related raw 
materials. Their respect for the raw materials is a tribute to fish and 
shellfish, showing off their natural goodness without artificiality. 

FAST FOOD

41. Nonnabiti
Hafnarstræti 11
The owner is a miser who charges additionally for everything, but 
this is almost certainly the best junk food in the Greater Reykjavík 
area. The subs are great, none of that Subway commitment to healthy 
living, and they probably contribute significantly to the ever-increasing 
“size” of the nation.  They also serve burgers and sandwiches, and have 
lunchtime offers.

42. Mama Taco´s
Lækjargata 8
One of those places that seem to be always open, and hence you find 
yourself going to late on Saturday nights as consolation when it seems 
inevitable you´ll be going home alone. And as consolations go, it´s 
not bad. Rather reasonable by local standards, and they have all the 
tortillaish Mexican standards.

43. Bernhöftsbakarí
Bergstaðastæti 13
A bakery with traditions going back some 150 years, although it has 
changed locations. Apart from a supermarket, a bakery is still the best 
way to fill your belly. Try the staple of Icelandic childhood and beyond: 
a snúður roll with chocolate milk.

44. Bæjarins bestu
Tryggvagata
They claim to have the best hot dogs in town, and for once the product 
lives up to the hype. Ask for one with everything, and you’ll get a dog 
in a bun with ketchup, mustard, remulade (don’t ask), fried and raw 
onion. The standard Icelandic hotdog, only somehow it tastes better.

45. Pizza 67
Tryggvagata 26
The local pizza chain that’s trying to take on the world, and who 
currently operate a place in the Faeroes and China, as well as all over 
Iceland. The have a Summer of Love theme, which doesn’t really 
extend beyond the names of the pizzas, a few slogans and a few posters, 
but the pizzas are nice. They also do deliveries. They have a lunchtime 
buffet for 990, for those in search of quantity for the króna.

46. Eldsmiðjan
Bragagata 38a
Oven-baked pizzas simply don’t get much better than this. It is slightly 
more expensive than other pizzerias, but well worth it. A wide selection 
of toppings, including that sorely missed pizza delight, snails. You can 
also turn the chef loose and let him decide what goes on it - you’ ll 
rarely be disappointed. Take away, order delivery, or eat in at the cosy 
restaurant upstairs. The paintings are worth a peek as well. 

47. Vitabar
Bergþórugata 21
Actually a bar, but best known for its hamburgers.  A burger with fries 
for 500 is one of the best meal deals in town, but special mention must 
go to the Forget-Me-Not blue cheese and garlic extravaganza. The 
Viking beer always feels particularly cold and refreshing here.

48. First Vegetarian (Á næstu grösum)
Laugavegur 20b
Used to be called One Woman Restaurant, as there was always the 
same woman working there. Has new owners and a larger staff, but the 
theme is still vegetarian, with one vegan and one wheat-free dish al-
ways on offer. The only vegetarian restaurant licensed to carry beer and 
wine. Remains on the right side of the 1000 krónur bill at lunchtime, 
slips slightly over in the evening.

49. Pizza Pronto
Vallarstræti 4
Conveniently located by Ingólfstorg, and serves slices until late at night. 
A good place to have a snack in between bars, particularly if you don’t 
want a whole Hlölli. They also have a menu (in 9 languages, no less) of 
three sizes of pizzas with a good selection of toppings.

50. Reykjavík Bagel Company
Laugavegur 81
Situated a bit from the immediate centre but close to Hlemmur bus-
stop. Bagels, wraps and coffee that might make you feel better in the 
morning than the more hardcore fast foods farther down the street.

USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS

Useful for Emergencies
Emergency phone 112 fire, police, ambulance
Emergency Ward, City Hospital 24hrs. 525-1000
Doctor: 1770
Dentist: 575-0505
Directory information 118
Police: 444-1000
Pharmacies find your closest or call 118

Internet Cafés
Bleika dúfan, Laugavegi 21, 101 Rvk, 517-1980
BSI, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10, 101 Rvk. 591-1000
Ráðhúskaffi, City Hall, 101 Rvk. 563-2169
Netkaffi, Kringlan mall, 103 Rvk. 533-2424
Reykjavík Travel Service, Lækjargata 2, 101 Rvk. 511-2442
Ground Zero, Vallarstræti 4, 101 Rvk. 562-7776

Useful Websites
www.icetourist.is
www.visitreykjavik.is
www.this.is/iceland
www.grapevine.is

Car Rentals
ALP/Budget 562-6060
Avis 591-4000
Berg car rental 577-6050
Europcar 591-4050
SBK car rental 420-6000

Other Useful Numbers
City bus info, 551-2700
BSÍ bus info, 591-1000

Post Offices
Central Post office, Pósthússtræti 5, 101 Rvk. 580-1000.
Post offices are easily found around Iceland

Laundry Services
Emla laundry, Barónsstígur 3, 101 Rvk, 552-4799
A Smith laundry, Bergstaðastræti 52, 101 Rvk, 551-7140

Taxi services
Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir 588-5522
Borgarbílastöðin 552-2440
BSR 561-0000

Rent a bike
Borgarhjól, Hverfisgata 50, 101 Rvk 551-5653
Reykjavík travel service, Lækjargata 2, 101 Rvk, 511-2442
Reykjavík Youth Hostel, Sundlaugarvegur 34, 105. Rvk. 
533-8110

Selected swimming pools
Laugardalslaug, Sundlaugarvegur 105 Rvk.
Sundhöllin, Barónsstígur, 101 Rvk.
Vesturbæjarlaug, Hofsvallagata, 101 Rvk.

Embassies
Canada

Túngötu 14, 101 Rvk. 575-6500
Denmark

Hverfisgötu 29, 101 Rvk. 575-0300
France

Túngötu 22, 101 Rvk. 551-7621
Germany

Laufásvegi 31, 101 Rvk.  530-1100
Norway

Fjólugötu 17, 101 Rvk.  520-0700
United Kingdom

Laufásvegi  31, 101 Rvk.  550-5100
United States

Laufásvegi 21, 101 Rvk.  562-9100

Grapevine hangouts
Kaffibarinn, Bergstaðastræti 1,  551-1588
Segafredo, Lækjartorg (main square).
Kaffibrennslan, Pósthússtræti 9, 561-3600.
Hamborgarabúllan, Tryggvagata 4-6, 511-1888.
Nonnabiti, Hafnarstræti 11, 551-2312
Laugardalslaug, Sundlaugarvegur 105 Rvk.
10-11, Austurstræti 17, 552-1011
Penninn Eymundsson, Austurstæti 18, 511-1140
Grapevine international headquarters, 
     Hafnarstræti 15,  562-1213.

Tourist Information
Kleif Touris Info, Bankastræti 2, 510-5700
Reykjavík Travel Service, Lækjagötu 2, 511-2442
This is Iceland, Laugavegur 20, 561-6010
Tourist Information Center, Aðalstræti 2, 590-1550

Useless Phone Numbers
Bæjarins bestu (for reservations), p: 894-4515 
Krónan, Lágholtsvegi 20, p: 585-7330

Reykjavík has no trams, trains or subways, only buses. These yellow things can take you pretty 
much anywhere in the Reykjavík area. It’s a slow system and you might have to change buses a 
couple of times to get where you want to, though usually things run smoothly and on time. The 
price of a single fare is 220kr for an adult (60kr for children under 12). If you are in town for more 
than a few days, the nine ticket package for 1500kr would be a better deal. Bus cards valid for 
two weeks, a month or three months are also available. You have to pay as you step on board and 
it has to be the exact amount, unless you want to pay more for your ride. The driver cannot give 
you change. You can ask the driver for a free, time-limited transfer ticket if you need two buses to 
complete your journey.

The bus system is closed at night. You can catch your first bus between 6:40 and 7:00 in the morn-
ing, and last call is around 24:00. The main bus stops in Reykjavík are Hlemmur and Lækjartorg, 
where you’ll be able to get all the information you need.

THEY DON’T GIVE CHANGE

R E S T A U R A N T

Nordica Hotel

Sudurlandsbraut 2

108 Reykjavik, Iceland

Tel: (+354) 444-5050

Fax: (+354) 444-5001

info@vox.is

www.vox.is

“...the meals were simply 
the best I have enjoyed in an 
Icelandic restaurant this year."

Food and wine critic – 
Morgunblaðið Daily Newspaper
September 7th 2003

� � � � �

Don’t     compromise
                   We don’t
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...continued from pg. 23

Most Annoying 
Christmas Song Of 
The Month

Different from all of these is Jólaplata, a nice mixed bag of styles and 
approaches, with original songs written just for this album, some traditional 
Icelandic carols and modern takes on classic Christmas numbers. All this 
with a cover which looks like a Kraftwerk Christmas album had there ever 
been one.
Upon meeting Atli, the producer and promoter of this compilation album, 
I get the impression that this is an ambitious chap, this being his fourth 
released CD in recent years. He talks to me about the difficulties for bands 
to release an entire album here in Iceland, and that there is no real market 
for singles, leaving some bands finding it elusive to be released at all. And so 
he came up with the idea of comprising a compilation of songs with some 
favourite Icelandic bands, but also some relatively unknown ones. 
But why Christmas songs?
‘There are a lot of typical bad Christmas albums out there and I simply 
wanted to hear my favourite Icelandic bands play some modern, decent 
Christmassy tunes’
Genres vary wildly on this album from electronic, lo-fi, pop, rock, Indie and 
even some live recordings, so as an album it covers a lot of ground. It starts 
with a track from Ókind, ‘Jólakötturinn’ which is reminiscent of modern 
Japanese pop fused with a strong guitar riff. Tracks from more established 
bands such as Lokbrá, and newcomers such as Doddi and Isidor will leave 
you surprised at the departure from their usual style. From Isidor we hear a 
rat pack style jazz number, with tinkly bells in the background instead of their 
usual more rocky sound. This is complimented nicely by an equally 1960s 
style jazz track from the Latino boys. An as yet unreleased band, Doddi’s 
track is one of the strongest, an atmospheric lo-fi, electronic version of Bing 
Crosby’s ‘White Christmas’ with a crackly sample from the original leading 
us into the track. Lokbrá provide the album with a traditional carol ‘Ó helga 
nótt’ with gentle guitar rock and raspy vocals. Atli himself, the man behind 
this project, has a song on this yuletide album, a gentle electronic version of 
that old classic ‘Chestnuts Roasting on the Open Fire’ with a trumpet solo 
depicting the familiar tune. 
The original tracks written for the album come from the bands BoB ‘Clowns 
in Christmas town’ a fine title for a holiday tune; an electro cut and paste style 
with deep spoken lyrics. There are some pleasant Indie sounding versions 
of traditional Icelandic Carols, with harmonised vocals, and Hermigervill’s 
‘Jólasull’ uses the traditional tune of the ‘Little Drummer Boy’ refrain cleverly 
against an originally composed backdrop of lo-fi gritty but gentle electronica. 
 
The album will be released by the 3rd December in most record shops around 
Reykjavik.
It is a slice of the current live music scene, and an interesting and creative take 
on a classic genre. And with all money going to either Amnesty International 
or the Homeless centres here in Iceland, it is both a credible and charitable 
purchase.

Whatever good you can say about 
Christmas, it seldom inspires 
great songwriting. There might 
be exceptions, but in general your 
typical Christmas song is either 
repetitive, hokey, or too much like 
a commercial jingle. Somewhere 
– we imagine it was in a dark and 
windowless basement – someone 
came up with the idea to combine all 
three elements into this song.

“Eitt Lítið Jólalag” sounds like it 
was cranked out in a very uninspired 
twenty minutes. The only thing that 
makes it sound remotely Christmas-
like is the ad nauseaum repetition 
of the word “jól.”  On top of it all, 
it sounds like an advertisement 
primarily because it is. The song 
was written for Birgitta Haukdal 
as a promotion for the then-newly 
opened Smáralind Mall’s Christmas 
season.

As if Christmas hasn’t become 
commercialized enough. As if people 
aren’t already running their credit 
cards and overdrafted bank accounts 
into ever-deepening holes each year. 
As if just the mention of the word 
“Christmas” doesn’t already inspire 
a feeling close to a panic attack, 
completely erasing the feelings of 
joy and anticipation that it used to 
make you feel as a kid. Do we really 
need to go one great cynical leap 
forward and add to radio playlists a 
Christmas song invented for the sole 
purpose of getting people to shop at 
a new mall?

There may be more worse Christmas 
songs out there, in the musical sense 
anyway. But “Eitt lítið jólalag” tops 
the list of annoying Christmas songs 
for its unabashed commercialism 
mixed with mindless repetition.

“Eitt Lítið Jólalag”  (“One Little Christmas Song”)

- Birgitta Haukdal

LISTINGS : december 3 - january 13THEATRE:
THE NATIONAL THEATRE 
OF ICELAND
Edith Piaf by Sigurður Pálsson, 
20:00.  4/12,  11/12,  12/12,  29/12,  
30/12,  2/1,  8/1,  9/1, 15/1.
Dýrin í Hálsaskógi by Thorbjörn 
Egner, 14:00. 5/12, 12/12, 30/12, 
9/1, 16/1 .
Þetta er allt að koma by Hall-
grímur Helgason, 20:00
3/12, 7/1, 14/1.
Öxin og jörðin by Ólafur Gun-
narsson, 20:00. 
26/12 (premier), 28/12, 5/1, 6/1, 
13/1
Böndin á milli okkar by Kristján 
Þór Hrafnsson, 20:00
3/12
Nítjánhundruð by Alessandro 
Baricco. 3/12 .

THE ICELANDIC OPREA
The Little Girl with the Matches 
by H.C. Andersen, 14:00. 5/12, 
12/12, 19/12, 26/12.

CITY THEATRE
Þú veist hverning þetta er
Kramhúsið , 20:30
11/12
Héri Hérason (Lapin Lapin) by 
Coline Serraue, 20:00
4/12, 14/1.
Lína Langsokkur by Astrid Lind-
gren, 14:00
5/12, 2/1, 9/1,
Svik by Harold Pinter, 20:00
3/12, 4/12.
Ausa og Stólarnir - two shows in 
one night, 20:00
30/12.

THE STUDENT THEATRE
Þú veist hverning þetta er, 
Tónlistarþróunarmiðstöðinni 
Hólmaslóð, 20:00.
18/12, 19/12.

MÖGULEIKHÚSIÐ
Smiður jólasveinanna.
5/12 14:00 & 16:00.  12/12 16:00

LOFTKASTALINN
Eldað með Elvis by Lee Hall, 
20:00
12/12, 26/12.

IÐNÓ
Faðir vor by Hlín Agnarsdóttir, 
20:00
3/12, 8/12.

Museums
ASÍ. Art Museum, Freyjugata 41, 511-5353
Árbæjarsafn Folk Museum, Kistuhylur 4, p: 557-1111
Ásmundarsafn, Sculpture museum, Sigtún, p: 553-2155 
Culture House, Hverfisgata 15, p: 545-1400
Einar Jónsson, Sculpture museum, Einarsgata, p: 551-3797
Gerðarsafn, Kóparvogur Art Gallery, Hamraborg 4, p:551-3797
Hafnarborg Art Gallery, Srandgata 34 Hafnarfj, 555-0080 
Hafnarhúsið, Reykjavík Art museum, Tryggvagata 17, p: 590-1200
Icelandic Institute of Natural History, Hlemmur 5, p:590-0500
Kjarvalsstaðir Art Museum, Flókagata, p: 517-1290
Museum of Medical History, Neströð 170, p: 561-1016
National Gallery of Iceland, Fríkirkjuvegur 7, p: 515-9600
Nordic House, Sturlugata 5, p: 551-7030
Reykjavík City Library, Tryggvagata 15, p: 563-1750
Reykjavík Elestrivity Museum, Rafstöðvarvegur, p: 567-9009
Reykjavík Museum of Photography, Tryggvagata 15, p: 563-1790
Reykjavík Zoo & Family Park, Engjavegur, p: 575-7800
Saga Museum, Perlan Öskjuhlíð, p: 511-1517
Sigurjón Ólafsson Sculpture Museum, Lauganestangi 70, p: 553-2906

Galleries
101 Gallery, Hverfisgata 18a
Gallery Kling og Bang, Laugavegi 23, p: 822-0402
Gallery Fold, Rauðarárstígur 14-16, p: 551-0400
Gallery Hnoss, Skólavörðustígur 16, p: 561-8485
Gallery i8, Klapparstígur 33, p: 551-3666
Gallery Meistari Jakob, Skólavörðustígur 5, p: 552-7161
Gallery Skuggi, Hverfistaga 39, p: 511-1139
Gallery Smíðar og skart, Skólavörðustíg 16a, p: 561-4090
Gallery Tukt, Pósthússtræti 3-5, p: 520-4600
Handverk og Hönnun, Aðalstræti 12, p: 551-7595
Kirsuberjatréð, Vesturgötu 4, p: 562-8990
Safn, Laugavegur 37, p: 561-8777
The Icelandic Printmakers Association, Tryggvagata 17, p: 588-7576

Other
Klink og Bank, Brautarholt, p: 822-0402
Salurinn Concert Hall, Hamraborg 6, p: 570-0400
Tónlistarþróunarmiðstöð (TÞM),  Hólmaslóð 2, p: 824-3002

Theaters
Icelandic Dance Company, Listabraut 4, p: 588-0900
National Theatre of Iceland, Hverfisgata 19, p: 551-1200
Reykjavík City Theatre, Listabraut 3, p: 568-5500
The Icelandic Opera, Ingólfsstræti, p: 511-6400
Loftkastalinn, Seljavegi 2, p: 552-3000
Iðnó, Vonarstræti 3, p: 562-9700
Möguleikhúsið, Laugavegur 105, p: 562-2669

Restaurants
3 Frakkar, Baldursgata 14, p: 552-3939
Café Opera, Lækjargata 2, p: 552-9499
Hornið,  Hafnarstræti 15, p: 551-3340
Jómfrúin, Lækjargata 4,  p: 551-0100
Maru, Aðalstræti 12, p: 511-4440
Pasta Basta, Klapparstígur 38, p:  511-2238 
Sjávarkjallarinn,  Aðalstræti 2, p: 511-1212
Tapas, Vesturgata 3b, p: 551-2344

Tjarnarbakkinn, Vonarstræti 2, p: 562-9700
Tveir Fiskar, Geirsgata 9, p: 511-3474
Við Tjörnina, Templarasund 3, p: 551-8666
Vox Nordica Hotel, Suðurlandsbraut 2, p: 444-5050

Cafés
Bleika Dúfan, Laugavegur 21, p: 517-1980
Café Paris, Austurstræti 14, p: 551-1020
Café Roma, Laugavegi 118, p: 562-0020
Feng Shui,  Laugavegur 42b, p: 551-8686
Grái Kötturinn, Hverfisgata 16a, p: 551-1544
Kaffivagninn, Grandagarður 10, p: 551-5932
Kaffitár, Bankastræti 8,  p: 588-0440
Mokka, Skólavörðustígur 3a, p:  552-1174
Ráðhúskaffi, City Hall, p: 563-2169
Segafredo by Lækjartorg main square. 
Te og Kaffi, Laugavegur 27, p: 533-6262

Café, Bar and Bistro
Ari í Ögri, Ingólfsstræti 3, p: 551-9660
Bar 11, Laugavegur 11, p: 511-1180
Café 22, Laugavegur 22, p: 511-5522
Café List, Laugavegur 20a, p: 511-1420
Café Victor,  Hafnarstræti 1-3, p: 561-9555
Dillon, Laugavegur 30, p: 511-2400
Dubliner, Hafnarstræti 4,p: 511-3233
Gaukur á Stöng, Tryggvagata 22, p: 551-1556
Glaumbar, Tryggvagata 20, p: 552-6868
Grand Rokk, Smiðjustígur 6, p: 551-5522
Hressingarskálinn,  Austurstræti 20, p: 561-2240
Hverfisbar, Hverfisgata 20, p: 511-6700
Jón Forseti, Aðalstræti 10, p: 551-0962
Kaffi Kúltur, Hverfisgötu 18, p: 530-9314
Kaffibarinn, Bergstaðastræti 1, p: 551-1588
Kaffibrennslan, Pósthússtræti 9, p: 561-3600
Leikhúskjallarinn, Hverfisgata 19, p: 551-6010
Nasa, by Austurvöllur, p: 511-1313
Nelly’s, Þingholtsstræti 2, p: 551-2477
Mojito,  Austurstræti 16, p: 575-7905
Prikið, Bankastræti 12, p: 551-3366
Póstbarinn, Pósthússtræti 13, 562-7830
Rósenberg, Lækjargötu 2, p: 551-8008
Sirkus, Klapparstígur 30 
Sólon, Bankastræti 7a, p: 562-3232
Thorvaldsen bar, Austurstræti 8, p: 511-1413
Vegamót, Vegamótastígur 4, p: 511-3040

Fastfood
Bæjarins bestu, Tryggvagata, p: 894-4515
Bernhöftsbakarí, Bergstaðastæti 13, p: 551-3083
Eldsmiðjan, Bragagata 38a, p: 562-3838
First Vegetarian (Á næstu grösum), Laugavegur 20b, p: 552-8410
Hlölli,  Ingólfstorgi, p: 511-3500
Mama Taco’s, Lækjargata 8, 551-5513
Nonnabiti, Hafnarstræti 11, p: 551-2312
Pizza 67, Tryggvagata 26, p: 561-9900
Pizza Pronto, Vallarstræti 4, p: 517-5445
Reykjavík Bagel Company, Laugavegur 81, p: 511-4500
Vitabar, Bergþórugata 21, p: 551-7200

ADDRESS BOOK
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Rúnar Rúnarsson holds the distinction of being co-creator 
with Grímur Hákonarsson of one of the first Icelandic films 
to be screened at a Nordisk Panorama festival in Bergen 1995 
with Toilet Culture. He has directed documentaries such as 
Leitin að Rajeev, or Searching for Rajeev, with Birta 
Fróðadóttir in 2002 and his short film, The Last Farm, 
won the Nordic Panorama festival’s Best Film, the 
Best Short Film  awarde and the Fipresci Jurys 
Diploma at the Kiev International Film 
Festival and an Icelandic Edda for 
Best Short.

FROM TOILET CULTURE 
TO THE LAST FARM

He is of the opinion that “it’s hard to evolve from first chance. 
Young filmmakers who get the opportunity to screen their films 
often find it hard to evolve into the larger marketplace.” Finding 
funding for shorts is especially difficult, Rúnar notes, adding 
“if you can’t make a short film to display your talents, you can’t 
make a feature.” In his opinion, short films are a springboard 
for first-time director, and as such should be encouraged by 
national and private funding. “The Icelandic Film Fund is now 
dedicating 40% of their budget to shorts, which is a posititve 
development,” though, he says, he’d like to see even more.  
Short films are getting more recognition as an art form, he feels, 
and should be more strongly supported.
 Rúnar is currently located in Copenhagen. When asked 
how that affects his artistry, he wryly notes that “I’m such a 

slacker that it’s good to be away from all my slacker friends 
in Reykjavík. Otherwise I’d be sitting at coffeehouses all day 
smoking cigarettes,” then laughs. For Rúnar, the films he makes 
are stories that he wants to tell, that move him. He feels that 
they are both uniquely Icelandic as well as international.  “My 
country reflects in the stories I tell, but I’d like them to have a 
global context. The Last Farm is an Icelandic film, taking place 
in a rural Icelandic setting, but when you’re telling a simple love 
story like this, the stage doesn’t really matter.”  
 
Keep your eyes open for screenings of The Last Farm, or check out  
www.thelastfarm.blogspot.com

by Maria Alva Roff

LISTINGS : december 3 - january 13MOVIES :

Hverfisgata 54
Phone: 551-9000
www.regnboginn.is

PREMIERS:
02 dec. Seed of Chucky
09 dec. Paparazzi
26. dec. Í takt við tímann

Still running:
Christmas with the Kranks
Bad Santa

Laugarás
Phone: 553-2075
www.laugarasbio.is

PREMIERS:
10 dec.  Saw
17 dec. Bright and Prejudist
26 dec. Blade 2
26 dec. Í takt við tímann
26 dec. Búi og Símon (dubbed)

Still running:
Bridget Jones 2,
After the Sunset
Kapteinn skögultönn (dubbed)

Álfabakka 8 
Phone: 587-8900
www.sambio.is

PREMIERS:
10 dec. Surviving Christmas
17 dec. Ocean’s Twelve
26 dec. The Incredibles
31 dec. National Treasure
07 jan. Alfie

Still running:
Polar Express ,Bridget Jones 2, 
Without a Paddle, Open Water, 
Mindhunters, The Grudge
Cinderella Story

Kringlan 4-6
Phone: 588-0800
www.sambio.is

PREMIERS:
10 dec. Surviving Christmas
17 dec. Ocean’s Twelve
26 dec. The Incredibles
31 dec. National Treasure
07 jan. Alfie

Still running:
Polar Express
Without a Paddle
The Grudge
Shark Tale (dubbed)

Smáralind
Phone: 564-0000
www.smarabio.is

PREMIERS:
02 dec. Seed of Chucky
09 dec. Paparazzi
26. dec. Í takt við tímann 

Still running:
Christmas with the Kranks
Bad Santa

Hagatorg
Phone: 530-1919
www.haskolabio.is
PREMIERS:
03 dec. The Polar Express
17 dec. Ocean’s Twelve
24 dec. The Aviator
26 dec. The Incredibles

Still running:
Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason, 
Open Water, Ladder 49, Shall We 
Dance, Kops, Vivement Dimanche 
–Loksins, Le Poulpe – Kolkrabbinn

Screenings start roughly every two hours, at 18, 20 and 22. However, with films getting 
ever longer, starting times may vary. There are usually ads and trailers for roughly 15 
minutes from announced starting time. Almost all films have a short intermission. The 
still running films may not precice, the premiers are usually correct.

Look no further for:
Comic Books

Graphic Novels
Manga / Anime
Action Figures

Sci-Fi / Fantasy Paperbacks
Collectible Card Games

Warhammer
Role-Playing Games

and more...
NEXUS
Hverfisgata 103 (near bus station Hlemmur)

Open mon-sat 12 to 19:30, sun 13-18.
Phones 552 9011 - 552 9012
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Right now there are 30 different theater productions in rotation on 14 stages in 11 venues 
throughout the greater Reykjavík area.  At least 150 actors and probably three times that number of 
production staff, including directors, dramaturgs, set designers, props builders, costumers, lighting techs, 
sound techs and choreographers are presenting comedies, dramas, operas and musicals by foreign and 
local playwrites and composers.

WIPING THE HAIR FROM YOUR 
EYES: 
Hit Shows vs. Quality Theatre

Tickets for the well over 2000 playhouse seats cost on 
average 1,700 krónur, and the last pan-European survey 
showed that over 250,000 guests bought tickets to the 
theater in 1997, setting a European record of an average 
of 1.5 visits per person per year.   
 For a country with less than 300,000 inhabitants these 
are big numbers. What is it that makes the theater such a 
popular destination for Icelanders? Is it the strong literary 
tradition of this country, going back a thousand years to 
the Sagas and Íslendingabók?  In Iceland: a portrait of 
its land and people, Hjálmar R Bárðarson writes, “For 
centuries the national pastime in Iceland was recitation of 
sagas in the living rooms of country farms...There was a 
great wealth of reading material...planned with a view to 
the books being read aloud for entertainment.” This form 
of recreation could easily have developed into a taste for 
the playhouse, and is probably a strong reason for the 
theater’s popularity.
 Reykjavik’s first theatrical troupe, Leikfélag 
Reykjavíkur, (the Reykjavík Theatre Group), wasn’t 
formed until 1897 and it was another 53 years before 
the National Theater, Þjóðleikhúsið, opened it’s doors. 
But when it did, the community showed it’s pride and 
nationalistic support so strongly that theater-going 
became a staple of the Reykjavík cultural diet.  By the 
Sixties young playwrights such as Jökull Jakobsson and 
Guðmundur Steinsson had adopted the theater as a 
venue for social commentary, increasing the playhouse’s 
value as a part of the national consciousness. To be 

able to stage world-class productions of plays by 
world-renowned writers became, if not a goal, then an 
inspiration for actors, directors and designers. Supported 
by the government and encouraged by the community, 
Icelandic theater had blown a bit out of proportion. 
Drama critic Magnús Þór Þorbergsson notes that 
“the constant and ever mounting pressure on theatres 
and playhouses to survive on a strict budget based on 
subsidies from the state and/or local government that 
hardly suffice for daily operation costs, as is the case with 
the Reykjavík Theatre Company, has not only resulted 
in fewer premieres of Icelandic plays, but has also led to 
a more commercial and conventional programs based on 
box office ‘hits’.”  (quote from www.nordic-literature.
org).  
 After a one thousand year history of literature and 
recitation, and a flash hundred year development of 
a proud and nationalistic playhouse culture, Icelandic 
theater is a massive, many-legged  production. Without 
dismissing the quality of larger-scale shows on offer, 
the recent success of smaller, independent theaters and 
troupes such as Vesturport, Hafnarfjarðarleikhúsið and 
Sokkabandið may hint at a turning away from ‘hit’ shows 
to more intimate, quality theater. Regardless of the 
direction Icelandic theater is taking, though, it seems to 
be firmly entrenched in the national psyche as a valued 
recreation.

“Who is the father of us daughters, this Our Father, not just as 
in the Lord’s Prayer that we are all supposed to know by heart, but 
father as parent and the biggest influence in our lives?”  
Hlín Agnarsdóttir asks this question in her play Faðir Vor, or Our 
Father, now showing at Iðnó, though there’s some doubt about 
whether or not the question can be readily answered. The play, 
written specifically for the Sokkabandið theater group and developed 
in concert with them over the past year, exposes the well-hidden 
insecurities of three sisters in search of their father’s blessing, but 
does not offer any obvious solution to their quest. Through a series 
of very modern vignettes and powerful flashbacks, the sisters glide 
and grope their way through their common history as well as their 
individual recollections of the man they each call father.

Divine Fathers and 
Their Daughters

 Sympathetic and arrogant
  Director Agnar Jón Egilsson 
has brought the play to life by 
coaxing very aggressively stylized 
performances out of his four actors. 
Arndís Hrönn Egilsdóttir, Elma 
Lísa Gunnarsdóttir and Þrúður 
Vilhjálmsdóttir portray their 
characters, Rakel, Rut and Rebekka, 
with a controlled energy hidden 
just behind their stylized and posed 
gestures. The sisters seem bursting 
with an urgency that belies their very 
controlled public personas, and that 
surges out when faced with their 
father’s death. Hjálmar Hjálmarsson 
as Tómas, the father, offers a 
charismatic and for the most part 
sympathetic portrayal of an arrogant 
and powerful man seemingly 
unaware of the emotional legacy he 
is leaving his daughters. Each of 
the four actors plays in addition a 
second character, executing seamless 
transitions between the personas 
with minimal use of costumes and 
props.  
 The play is staged on the main 
floor of the hall at Iðnó, with the 
audience seated in comfortable 
padded chairs along two sides 
of the room and upon the stage. 
Props in the form of a leather easy 
chair, three wheeled divans and 
four wheeled carts are stationed 
among the audience and moved 
as needed around the open central 
floor space. Actors not active in 
scenes sit or stand near the audience 
actively watching the play transpire. 
This inspired set-up levels the 
relationship between the audience 
and the performance, inviting the 
viewer to identify more intimately 
with this particular version of a 
modern Icelandic family. The theater 
space is extrememly well employed, 

although the use of the door that 
opens into the Iðnó kitchen is mildly 
disruptive. Jón Þorgeir Kristjánsson’s 
lighting is subtle and elegant with 
smooth transitions between scenes, 
and flashbacks are announced with 
an understated strobe sequence 
accompanied by suggestive sound 
cues, all very effective.  

The darker aspects of family life
 Special kudos go to Hallur 
Ingólfsson for his music, a 
beat-driven series of songs that 
underscore the throbbing energy 
barely contained within the 
characters.  Along with Jóhann 
Freyr Björgvinsson’s choreography, 
the music sequences help define 
the characters’ relationships to each 
other outside of the scripted text. In 
fact, these sequences, so effective and 
important during the first half of the 
play, were sorely missed as a means 
of closure toward the production’s 
end.  
 Faðir Vor, or Our Father, is a 
well-acted, directed and designed 
play that exposes the darker aspects 
of family life. The playwright invites 
the audience to peer into the souls 
of her characters, but there is little 
resolution. The girls are opened 
up, exposed as adult children of an 
overwhelming and flawed father, 
given very adult problems and are 
left splayed and in shock at the play’s 
end, each carrying very obvious 
baggage as a legacy of their father’s 
love. The sisters manage to tear 
down the false idol that is their 
father, but tear themselves apart in 
the process, and, barely healed at 
the end of the play, they exit stage, 
leaving behind a question as to why.

by Maria Alva Roff

by Maria Alva Roff

How  do you
like

Iceland
?

check us out
and then

let us know
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FILMING BJÖRK 
BEHIND THE SCENES
Ragnheiður Gestsdóttir is the woman behind the film The Inner or Deep Part of 
an Animal or Plant Structure that documents the year-long process of creating Björk 
Guðmundsdóttir’s latest release Medúlla. But she´s not done yet.
“I’m now editing footage from the making of a 
video by the director Spike Jonze [Adaptation, 
Being John Malkovich]. It’s for one of the songs 
from the Medúlla record, “Triumph of a Heart.” 
One of the scenes in the video is a party at Sirkús 
where Björk shows up quite drunk and really 
depressed and all of a sudden everybody in the 
bar there starts singing, doing sounds with their 
voices, different sounds, and she sings with them. 
It’s like a chapter in the song. So we had to find 
people who could perform spontaneously in front 
of the camera.”

This is pretty high level, working with Spike 
Jonze and Björk. 
I don’t really see it like I’m working with Spike 
Jonze. It´s not like Spike calling me and asking 
me…I usually don’t think of it, but when I do I 
get paralyzed. “Fuck, I can’t do this. I’m not the 
person for this!”  

Any ideas in the works?
Right now I’m also working on a film on 
contemporary art with my friend Markús Þór 
Andrésson. When you do a documentary you are 
trained to try to tell a truth. You’re not supposed 
to add anything fictional to it. I graduated four 
years ago with a degree in anthropology and it’s 
taken me these four years to realize I’m not doing 
anthropological films, I can add whatever I like to 
it. So already Markús and I have started adding a 
lot of fictional things; why not add scenes that are 
just made up? I don’t know where that’s going to 
lead but it’s opened up a new world for me.

How many people did you have with you during 
the filming of the making of Medulla?
It was just me. You get a totally different thing 

having a crew or being on your own. I actually do 
think that you should not edit your own films, 
(smiles) but I seem to be stuck there.

Is it going to be shown here any time soon?
Yeah, it will be shown on RÚV before Christmas. 
It was released on DVD on the same day as the 
record, and has been bought by TV stations all 
around the world.  

What’s very interesting and attractive about 
The Inner Life... is that you avoid the typical 
interview storyline.
I thought at first that I was going to end 
up with just footage of Björk and Valgeir 
Sigurðsson sitting in front of computers around 
the world. That’s when I contacted illustrator 
Darri Lorenzen to create the graphics, because 
I thought I was going to be struggling with 
visual material. You never actually knew who 
was coming where and when...Björk didn’t even 
always know herself.  It was all spontaneous. 

Now, you did not have to find funding for these 
recent projects with Björk. Is it all about being in 
the right place at the right time?  
Yes, definitely. I did another film about Björk in 
2000 when she toured with Vespertine.  I didn’t 
really realize it, but now that I’ve been trying to 
get funding for this art film I realize it’s such a big 
gap that I stepped over.

Though you get a leg up initially, you still have to 
prove yourself.
Exactly. Absolutely.
And so she most probably will.

by Maria Alva Roff
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MICHAELANGELO, RODIN AND EINAR JÓNSSON

by Leslie Royce

For me, there were two master 
sculptors - Michaelangelo and Rodin 
- who moved me to speechlessness.  
Now, through that fence, I was 
meeting someone who ranked with 
them - indeed, my list now had to 
read Michelangelo, whoever this was 
in Iceland, and Rodin.

     There was a gate and it opened.  
Now, inside this magic garden, I met 
a genius who deserves to be known 
and appreciated by the whole world.  

I spent several hours in the rain, 
taking photos and wondering who 
was this Einar Jonsson and why was 
he such a secret to me and to those 
I knew.  Later, I found a brochure 
at Sunna and discovered there was 
a museum.  I did not get to go but 
knew I would be back.

     Once home, I printed copies 
of my pictures and sent them to 
those I knew would be awed by 
them.  Everyone was asking the 

same question:  Why isn’t he world 
famous?  Every artist friend has been 
moved to either words of extravagant 
praise at the majesty and mystery in 
his work or speechlessness.  Thus I 
was not the only one who thought 
something must be done to make 
Jonsson available to the world and 
the first step was to acquire all the 
material that I could on him and 
his art.  I am not a person of wealth 
but would go without food to own 
anything with his work in it.  I 

bought Myndir I and Myndir II and 
the book on him published in 1954 
in Stockholm, all of these found on 
the Internet.

     In November, I returned to 
Reykjavik, just for the weekend so 
that I could go to the museum.  My 
friend, Sachio, and I had decided to 
create a website to introduce Einar 
Jonsson to the world, so we had to 
begin our research by seeing the 
museum.  While there we bought 
books and post-cards and met two of 
the most charming women acting as 
Guards - Helga and Gudrun.  They 
were very helpful and as  sad as we 
were that more people did not know 
of Jonsson.

     At Kolaportid, I managed to 
buy 2 books by Einar Jonsson, his 

opinions and his memories.  They 
are, of course, in Icelandic.  So I am 
writing this to ask if there are those 
of you in Iceland who would help 
translate at least his book on his 
opinions - it is 223 pages long.  The 
more people who are willing, the less 
each will have to do. don’t believe 
you can refuse this heartfelt request 
for assistance to make the genius of 
Einar Jonsson known and respected 
all around the world. My e-mail is 
elroyce@aol.com
     I am returning to the sculpture 
garden in January - I know the 
museum is not open, but I know how 
much I will enjoy walking among his 
works again.

A beginner´s guide to Estonian culture
Saatus by Kirile Loo
What will become of the nestlings?
One became the sun above the earth
The other the star in the sky 
The third the headland in the field
The fourth the name of the meacow
Thousands of years before Björk´s primal masterpiece 
Medúlla, the Balto-Finnic cultures sang about the origins 
of the earth in runic verse. The runic songs were written in 
the Balto-Finnic proto language, before it branched out into 
different languages such as Finnish, Estonian and Karelian. 
The songs were ever-changing and were to some extent 
overtaken by folk songs written by the national poets of the 
19th Century. But the form still exists, and perhaps is not all 
that different from its original version in the first millennium 
BC. One of the foremost interpreters of the Kalevala meter 
is Kirile Loo. She grew up with her grandmother in a village 
with no electricity, and learnt to sing from her grandmother 
before moving on to the Tallinn School of Music. Saatus, her 
1997 album features 
such instruments 
as the kannel, the 
oldest Estonian string 
instrument. According 
to tradition, God 
made the kannel and 
the Devil made the 
bagpipes. Most non-
Scots would be inclined 
to agree. Lobby our 
local record store for 
this or order it online.

And here in Reykjavík is where I fell in love, helplessly and hopelessly.  I am not a romantic child 
but a 68 year-old retired, reasonably realistic, somewhat mature woman who did not expect such a 
thing to happen.  But outside my window at Guesthouse Sunna, I could see sculptures and decided to 
wander around the outside of the fence and see what I could see of them.  I love art BUT I often feel that 
paintings allow me only to see what that artist saw, like looking at that subject through the artist’s  eyes; 
sculpture, however, allows me to experience what the artist saw, to feel what they felt, to embrace what 
they embraced and thus to see and feel and embrace for myself - to have that same experience.

DARKNESS IN TALLINN by Ilkka Jarvi-Laturi
“What do we do now that we’re free?”
”I don’t know, go to work as always.”
The scene shows two working men discussing the benefits of 
freedom in the first film made in Estonia after independence. 
The story´s premise is a heist to highjack Estonia’s gold 
reserves upon their return to the country after independence 
from the Soviet Union. Directed by a Finn in 1993, it has 
a healthy dose of Tarantino but manages to convey a very 
Baltic atmosphere, and the gangsters Russianness makes them 
particularly menacing at a time before this became a cliché.
The protagonist is a man named Toivo, an electrical engineer 
assigned to black out the city during the heist. He initially 
takes part because the money will buy a lot of baby food, but 
then suffers a crisis of conscience. Despite a disappointingly 
upbeat ending, the film still manages to capture the hopes 

and disappointments of 
post-Soviet Estonia. And 
the gimmick of shooting 
the first half in black and 
white and then switching 
to colour as the lights go 
on is simply stunning. 
Darkness in Tallinn is 
available at video rentals 
such as Aðalvideóleigan 
at Klapparstígur and 
Toppmyndir at Sólvallagata 
27 and Aðalvideóleigan at 
Klapparstígur 37. 

The Czar´s Madman by Jaan Kross
The writer Jan Kross 
was born in 1920, 
the same year that 
Estonia first achieved 
independence. During 
the Second World 
War, he was arrested 
first by the Nazis and 
then by the Soviets 
for being an Estonian 
patriot. Upon returning 
from the Gulag in 
1954 he became a 
professional writer. 
His novels are usually 

historical and often deal with the struggle of Estonians against 
Baltic Germans, a metaphor for Estonia´s struggle against the 
Soviet Union. The Czar´s Madman is perhaps his best known 
work. Set in the aftermath of the Napoleonic Wars, it is a sort 
of historical 1984, where the only sane person in society is 
classified as a madman for his opposition to an unjust regime. 
But the fact that the book describes a society that has existed 
(and in the form of the Soviet Union still existed at the time) 
makes the prospect even more chilling than in Orwell´s 
dystopia. The Czar´s Madman has been translated into 
English by Anselm Hollo, published by Pantheon, and into 
Icelandic by Hjörtur Pálsson, published by Hólar.
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FRIDAY
DECEMBER 3 
Culture House
A programme about the Poet of the Month Jóhann 
Hjálmarsson, his poems and his translations of 
poems from all corners of the world. (In Icelan-
dic). Music to Hjálmarsson’s poem by W. Harper.

Intercultural Centre
News and events in Iceland: Issue in newspapers

Hallgrímskirkja Church
The Motet choir of Hallgrím’s Church will perform 
Christmas songs.

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 4 
Borgarleikhúsið, City Theatre
Tobias Hume and Dean Farrell will perform.

Hallgrímskirkja Church
The Motet choir of Hallgrím’s Church will perform 
Christmas songs

SUNDAY
DECEMBER 5 
Reykjavík City Library
Puppet show in Icelandic, kind Christmas story 
based on an old European folktale.

Austurvöllur
The annual lighting of the Oslo Christmas tree. A 
favourite Christmas happening in Reykjavik is the 
annual lighting of the Christmas tree in Reykjavik 
which takes place on December 5th.

Árbæjarsafn, Folk Museum
The Christmas Exhibition at Árbæjarsafn Reyk-
javík Museum has enjoyed great popularity in 
recent years, and has become one of the features 
of the Advent period in Reykjavík.
Hallgrímskirkja Church
Organ christmas conserts. Organist Stephen 
Tharp.

THURSDAY
DECEMBER 9 
Reykjavík City Library
Bits of the Best, dictation from recent publica-
tions, in Icelandic.

The Icelandic Symphony Orchestra

Jean Sibelius: Symphony no. 7 and Jón Leifs: 
Geysir

FRIDAY
DECEMBER 10 
Intercultural Centre
Dance with Minerva

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 11 
Reykjavík City Library
Christmas spirit at the Library, guests will be 
invited to take part in various events.

Hallgrímskirkja Church
Christmas oratoria by J.S. Bach. Performers 
include Schola Contorum, The Hague and the 
International Baroque Orchester.

Culture House
Open House - free entry from 11 am to 5 pm 
Christmas market, exhibitions on culture and art, 
traditional music and singing, brass band, Christ-
mas workshop for kids, guided tours in Icelandic, 
cafeteria serves hot chocolate and homemade 
cakes and cookies.

SUNDAY
DECEMBER 12 
Árbæjarsafn, Folk Museum
The Christmas Exhibition at Árbæjarsafn Reykja-
vík Museum.

Salurinn
Tibra : Christmas family consert. Brandenburg 
Concert No.V in D-major BWV 1050 and various 
Christmas music performed by KASA chamber-
group and a youth choir. Addmisson 1200 ISK

Hallgrímskirkja Church
Christmas oratoria by J.S. Bach. Performers 
include Schola Contorum, The Hague and the 
International Baroque Orchester.

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 15 
Hallgrímskirkja Church
Christmas conserts, Vox femine.

FRIDAY

DECEMBER 17 
Intercultural Centre
Christmas Party

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 18 
The Icelandic Symphony Orchestra
Christmas concert

Hallgrímskirkja Church
Reykjavík Male Choir Christmas consert.

Hitt Húsið youth center
Open house, free cocoa, take a look at the new 
improved information center in new surroundings. 
Music and other events. 

SUNDAY
DECEMBER 19 
Hallgrímskirkja Church
Reykjavík Male Choir Christmas consert.

FRIDAY
DECEMBER 24 
Hallgrímskirkja Church
Christmas evensong, Christmas mass.
24:00 Midnight mass.

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 25 
Hallgrímskirkja Church
Christmas mass.

SUNDAY
DECEMBER 26 
Hallgrímskirkja Church
Christmas mass performed in English.

SUNDAY
JANUARY 2 
Hafnarborg Art Gallery
New year consert, The Reykjavík Trio along with 
the renowned singers Diddú and Bergþór Pálsson 
perform there annual consert.

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 5 
The Icelandic Symphony Orchestra
Vienna Concert at Háskólabíó.

THURSDAY
JANUARY 6 
All around Iceland
The last day of Yule, celebrated in latter years 
with bonfires and Elfin dances.

The Icelandic Symphony Orchestra
Vienna Concert at Háskólabíó.

FRIDAY
JANUARY 7 
The Icelandic Symphony Orchestra
Vienna Concert at Háskólabíó

SATURDAY
JANUARY 8 
The Icelandic Symphony Orchestra
Vienna Concert at Háskólabíó.

THURSDAY
JANUARY 13 
The Icelandic Symphony Orchestra
Gyorgy Ligeti: San Francisco Polyphony and Josef 
Haydn: The Seven Last Words of Christ

ONGOING
Gallery Sævar Karl
Mon-Fri 10:00-17:00
Exhibition by Hjörtur Marteinsson.

The National Museum of Iceland
New permanent exhibitions, giving a comprehen-
sive picture of Iceland’s cultural history through 
the ages to the present day. The exhibitions 
will cover 2000 m2 and be an exciting journey 
through time.  

Gerðuberg Cultural Center
Mon-Fri 11:00-19:00, Sat-Sun 13:00-
17:00.
Exhibition by Guðríður B. Helgadóttir, handcraft 
is my art. Exhibitiion “ this is what children 
want to see”, Children’s book illustrations. In 
Ari’s Eyes, Ari’s photographs are street scenes, 
taken around the world in the period 1988 to 
2004 ends January 9th.

Ásmundarsafn, Sculpture museum
13:00-16:00 every day
The Man and Material. A retrospective exhibi-
tion of works by Asmundur Sveinsson.

Hafnarhúsið, Reykjavík Art Museum
Mon-Fri 10:00-18:00, Sat 10:00-16:00
The Erró Collection - Scapes: An exhibition of 
works from private collections and from the Erró 
Collection, where the Museum continues to 
present the various emphasis and chapters in 
the artistic creation of Erró. Also FÍT 50 Years 
Anniversary - Retrospective. Anniversary exhibi-
tion of FÍT (Association of Icelandic Graphic 
Designers) that will present a retrospective of 
the development of graphic design in Iceland. 
Ends Des. 31st.

Nýlistasafið, The Living Art Museum
Exhibition by Ráðhildur Ingadóttir og Björk 
Guðnadóttir.

Kirsuberjatréð
A gallery with Icelandic design run by ten female 
artists.

Kjarvalsstaðir Art Museum
10:00-17:00 every day
Textile art, Northern Fibre V: An international 
exhibition in the field of textile arts, a joint 
project of the Museum and the Icelandic Textile 
Association, with nomination of artists com-
ing from a number of countries, in addition to 
Icelandic artists. Ravilious: Imagined Realities: 
Eric Ravilious was a well known British artist 
working in watercolour, graphic arts, ceramics, 
design etc. in the 1920s and ‘30s. He was also 
one of the best known British ‘War Artists’ of 
the Second World War.

Nordic House
Mon-Fri 8:00-17:00, Sat&Sun 12:00-17:00
Exhibition Wintermass. Young Icelandic artists.

Gallery i8
Wed-Fri 11:00-17:00, 13:00-17:00 Sat.
Exhibition by Kristján Guðmundsson “Architec-
ture”. Ends Desember 18rd. Sale exhibition of 
works of various artits, starts Des. 18th ends 
Des, 23rd.

National Gallery of Iceland
11:00-17:00 every day
Exhibition “Art under fourty”. Art of the genera-
tion under fourty?  Ends January 1

ASÍ museum
Tue-Sun 14:00-18:00
13. nóvember – 5. desember 
Ásmundarhall: Erling Þ.V. Klingenberg og  David 
Diviney   “tRap”. Other exhibition by Sara Björn-
sdóttir  ends December 5.

Gallery of the Icelandic printmakers as-
sociation
Tue-Sun 14:00-18:00
Exhibtion “Icelandic Grafic”.

Reykjavík Museum of Photography
Mon-Fri 12:00-19:00, Sat&Sun 13:00-
17:00.
Exhibition “Before and after” by Roland Barthes. 
The photos generally show progress from bad to 
good, sometimes from good to even better – but 
the comparison is never negative.

101 Gallery
“The republic’s chopstick works introduces: The 
ingredients of the home” by Daníel Magnússon.  

Gerðarsafn, Kóparvogur Art Gallery
Tue-Sun 11:00-17:00.
Icelandic Goldsmiths - New design. An exhibition 
on the occasion of the 80th anniversary of the 
Federation for Icelandic Goldsmiths. New works 
by 35 members. Also Barbara Brokate, cos-
tume director at the Staatstheater in Hanover, 
curates an exhibition of her costume designs 
from the Opera Salome by Richard Strauss. Also 
works from the private art collection of Þorval-
dur Guðmundsson and Ingibjörg Guðmundsdóttir.

Gallery Fold
Mon-Fri 10:00-18:00 Sat 11:00-17:00 Sun 
14:00-17:00
Annual Christmas sales exhibition.

Reykjavik Municipal Archives
Mon. to Fri. 10-16
Documents from institutions and municipal 
companies in Reykjavik are stored in the Mu-
nicipal Archives and make out the main part of 
the archives.  

Gallery Hnoss
Mon-Fri 12:00-18:00 Sat 11:00-16:00
Works by artists Auður Eysteinsdóttir and Hildur 
Margrétardóttir.

Ingólfsnaust
The Christmas Lad Silver Spoon. Every year for 
the past 12 years 11 – 12 year old children 
in elementary schools in Reykjavik have been 
asked to draw one of the 13 Icelandic Christ-
mas Lads. The best drawing has then been used 
as a model for the annual Christmas Lad Silver 
Spoon. . To celebrate this all the 13 spoons will 
be on display in Ingólfsnaust, Aðalstræti 2 from 
December 5th until January 6th.

Klink og bank artist workplace
workplace for artist, open when something spea-

LISTINGS
Want to be seen in the listings? Send us a 
mail to listings@grapevine.is and your event 
will be announced in the next issue, and 
the best thing is that being in the listings 
is free!

cial is going on.

Culture House
11:00-17:00 every day
Few exhibitions: “Medieval Manuscripts Eddas 
and Sagas”, many of Iceland’s national treasures 
are on display in the Culture House’s featured 
exhibition Medieval Manuscripts – Eddas and 
Sagas.
“The National Museum - as it was”  The exhibi-
tion celebrates the National Museum’s 140th an-
niversary in 2003. Exhibition “Home Rule 1904”.  
ends January 15

Hafnarfjörður Museum
13:00-17:00 every day
In the main exhibitions you can see the constant 
exhibition “Thus it was…” 

Árbæjarsafn, Folk Museum
Winter: Guided tours scheduled on Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 13:00. 
Guided tours for groups by arrangement.
Árbæjarsafn, Folk Museum is Reykjavík City´s 
folk museum and the largest open air museum 
in Iceland.  Outside the summer season, guided 
tours of the museum are scheduled on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays at 13:00. Guided tours 
for groups by arrangement.
Telecommunications Museum
Tue,Thu&Sun 11:00-17:00

Pictures and items related to the history of tele-
communications.

Reykjavík Zoo and Family Park
10:00-18:00 every day
Icelandic horse and sheep, along with local va-
rieties other animals  in the zoo. Right beside it 
is the Park, which has various activities for the 
whole family.

Kjarvalsstaðir Art Museum
10:00-17:00 every day
Works from the Kjarval Collection. Kjarval’s ca-
reer as a painter spans the years 1901 to 1968. 
An overview of Kjarval’s work which shows how 
he developed as an artist.

Einar Jónsson Sculpture Museum
Sat-Sun 14:00-17:00
Works of Einar Jónsson, Iceland´s first sculptor.

Numismatic Collection of the Central Bank
Mon-Fri 9:00-17:00, Closed 12:00-13:00.
Icelandic coins and banknotes.

Icelandic Institute of Natural History
Tue, Thu, Sat, Sun 13:00-17:00
Geological, botanical and zoological exhibits, 
displaying the nature of Iceland.

Saga Museum
10:00-16:00 every day.
The Saga museum intimately recreates key mo-
ments in Icelandic history and gives a compelling 
view into how Icelanders have lived and thought 
for more than a millenium through the use of life 
size likenesses  ends January 15

Reykjavík Electricity Museum
Sun 13:00-17:00
A historical survey of the uses of electricity in 
the city of Reykjavik, from the time of the first 
hydroelectric station at Elliðaár, in operation from 
1921 onwards.

Reykjavík City Library
Mon-Fri 10:00-16:00
Books and periodicals in Icelandic as well as 
English, Scandinavian and other languages. Also 
has a childrens and a comic book section.

Gallery Fold
Mon-Fri 10:00-18:00 Sat 11:00-17:00 Sun 
14:00-17:00
One of  the largest Galleries in Iceland, works by 
many know artists.

Handverk og Hönnun
Mon-Fri 09.00-16:00
Christmas exhibition ‘Something nice for ev-
eryone’. This is a yearly exhibition of various 
Icelandic art and crafts. Over thirty Icelandic 
artists and craftspeople show their work. Ends 
Desember 20th. Free admission.

Gallery Hnoss
Mon-Fri 12:00-18:00 Sat 11:00-16:00
Auður Eysteinsdóttir works with aquarelle, pas-
tels and stained glass. Hildur Margrétardóttir 
works with oil on canvas and aquarelle.

Gallery Meistari Jakob
Mon-Fri 11:00-18:00, Sat 11:00-14:00
The gallery is run by eleven artists who work in 
ceramics, textiles, printmaking and paintings and 
you will always find one of them at the gallery.

Gallery Tukt
Mon-Thu 13:00-18:00, Fri 13:00 - 17:00
Various artists.

Safn
Wed-Fri 14:00-18:00. Sat&Sun 14:00-
17:00
BIRGIR ANDRÉSSON – introduction to the works 
of the artist. Also Yun-FeiI Ji – “Boxers”.

Safn Laugavegi 37, until 
January 23rd

BIRGIR ANDRÉSSON
Birgir’s art is attractive, colourful 
and playful. Birgir has represented 
Iceland on the Venice Biennale, 
where he among other things 
exhibited hand knitted flags made of 
wool. Examples of this will be shown 
in SAFN together with his text 
portraits, drawings, wall installations, 
sculptures, videos and sound pieces.

Listasafn Íslands, until January 16th

THE APARTMENT
Part of the Nordic Handscape exhibition is the artist formerly known as 
Bibbi Curver, who now prefers to be called Birgir Örn Thoroddsen. His “real 
life performance” is entitled “Íbuðin” (“The Appartment”), which chronicles 
the remodelling of the artist’s appartment.
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DECEMBER

THE ALBUM

Klas Molde

MUGISON

MUGIMAMA IS THIS MONKEYMUSIC ?

Maturing Without Coming to Your Senses
Mugison is one of Iceland’s most celebrated live musicians at the moment, 
and rightfully so. His live gigs at the Iceland Airwaves festival as well as the 
recent release party for his new full-length album have been energetic and 
quite simply a lot of good fun.

2001’s Lonely Mountain earned comparisons to everything from múm 
through classical singer/songwriters to country-music, The Beatles and 
things just plain weird. Mugimama is this monkey music? is no less diverse; 
on it we’ve got everything from filmic atmospheres to catchy refrains, 
manic groaning and groovy guitars. How he fits things together without 
losing focus is nothing short of a miracle. However, without in any way 
coming to his senses, Mugison’s matured. Mugimama is richer sounding, 
better looking and even more fun, which is what it’s essentially about. 

But then again, Mugison’s music isn’t just schizophrenic rock attacks and 
getting intellectual about T&A. On highlights such as the duet “2 birds” or 
the magnificent “Salt”, he presents a more melancholic, poetic dimension 
to his creativity. “Salt” starts off with a reading of a simple but suggestive 
poem about a girl being drowned by her mother, recited over shy sounding 
guitar playing and brass. After a while, eastern flavoured strings take over; 
Mugison at his best and most beautifully absurd.

Mugison’s second full-length effort has got more of an acoustic feel to it 
than earlier works. And indeed, anyone who’s witnessed an unplugged 
Mugison gig will know that the songs stand well on their own, without 
electronic backup. That’s not to say that Mugimama is more simplistic 
than earlier accomplishments. Instead, she’s more organic and intimate, 
with more flesh on her than anything else that’s so far come out of the 
Mugiwomb.

1. It’s unfair. I spent 16 years buying 
over-priced CDs and searching 
through bad neighborhoods, and 
worse, yuppie neighborhoods, for 
records. Now a 12-year old can get a 
similar collection by plugging a cord 
into a computer.
 2. 8-hour albums. Through 
convention, albums are about 45 
minutes. You listen to them. You 
engage with them. You listen to 
them again. Now, with the god-
forsaken iPod and 40 gigabytes, you 
own so many tracks, (I won’t even 
mention the fact that you now buy 
songs one by one), that you lose 
respect for the album. It is now 
common practice for people to pop 
the iPod into the docking station, 
and just listen to music nonstop 
all the way through work. What 
happens when you listen to music 
all day, without affording it any 
concentration and or respect? You 
get EASY LISTENING! Yes, the 
iPod will bring us untold minions 
of Kenny Gs and Michael Boltons. 
(Okay, I really mean Britney Spears 

and Keane.)
3. What the crap do you have in your 
ear? Why does every iPod owner 
keep the lame-ass earbuds? Digital 
music can be high quality. Earbuds, 
however, can’t deliver quality. People 
just wear them to show they bought 
the brand name.
4. What about music stores? Okay 
so CDs are expensive, and music 
stores are often full of pompous 
jackasses. But music stores allow for 
a little social interaction and access 
to criticism. 
5. Most importantly, iPods allow 
people who seem only moderately 
lame and clone-like to demonstrate 
that they are extremely lame and 
clone-like. This is the real trauma. 
I grab a friend’s iPod and scroll 
through it. 40 gigabytes. Enough 
to store 667 hours of music. But 
because people collect music through 
similar sources, or because they are 
soulless mutants, most iPods have 
similar play lists. Test my theory. Go 
ahead. Classical music: Shostakovich 
(probably performed by the 

Kronos Quartet) and the German 
composers. Jazz: Miles Davis. Then 
the obligatory 80s rock, two tracks by 
Nick Cave, four by Eminem. Then 
all the new “indie” bands, custom 
made for the medium because they 
blend into each other and their 
names fit nicely on the display 
screen. (All the “the” bands.)

The iPod is here to stay. I just hope 
consumers are only going through 
growing pains. Great music is still 
coming out and is more available 
than ever before. And good bands 
are getting attention, just not 
enough. I am comforted only by 
the lessons offered from the DVD. 
At the advent of that piece of 
technology, damned near everyone 
I knew was sitting in front of their 
TVs watching Jurassic Park. And 
still the cinema survived.

Next issue: Five Reasons Why I 
Hate Electricity 

by Bart Cameron

Five Main Reasons Why 
I Hate iPods

Zonet: Ólafur Haukur Símonarson: Allt í góðu. Compilation album 
of songs by renowned playwright, featuring KK among others and the 
irrepressible Heiða.
Búdrýgindi: Juxtapós

Skífan: Kristján Jóhannsson: Portami Via. Veteran opera singers’ first 
album in six years. Kristján sings in Italian and English. Proceeds of album 
sales will not go to charity.
Quarashi: Guerilla Disco. First album in three years from State breakers.  
Hæsta hendin: Hæsta hendin. Erpur from Rottweiler takes on the 
competition.

12 Tónar: Eivör Pálsdóttir: Eivör. A more toned down follow up to last 
year’s masterpiece Krákan. 
Mugison: Mugimama is this monkey music. The boy from Ísafjörður 
moves to Reykjavík and lives up to the hype. 

Independent: 
Antlew Maximum: Pioneer rappers latest.
Indigo: Too late to Shine. One of the shining lights of the acoustic scene’s 
third album.
Tenderfoot: Without Gravity. More acoustic music. 
Various Artists: Jólaplata. Indie musicians´ Christmas themed benefit 
album for destitute mothers.
Various Artists: Free Palestine. The cream of Iceland’s up and comers 
release benefit album for a refugee camp.
Pornopop: and the slow songs about the dead calm in your arms. 
Surprisingly strong follow up from misnamed group. 
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Bar 11: 21:00 Movie Night for the very hung over
Kaffibarinn: Jazznight; DJ Rósa
Grand Rokk: Svasil - Reggae night
Dubliners: Troubadour Ingvar Valgeirsson

MONDAY
DECEMBER 6 
Prikið: 20:00 Oracle Vala tells you your destiny
Sólon: Heineken greenroom session. DJ Andres 
& DJ Tommi White on the ground floor and live 
music upstairs
Dubliners: Troubadour Garðar Garðars

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 7 
Dubliners: Troubadour Th Fitzgerald

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 8 
Kaffibarinn: DJ Frosti
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Gaukur á Stöng: Doors tribute concert, if you 
missed the real thing, this is the next best, in 
Iceland at least
Café Rósenberg: Guestnight: Troubadour Helgi 
Valur
Nasa: Hrabbi In memoriam, a live concert
Dubliners: Troubadour Th Fitzgerald

THURSDAY
DECEMBER 9 
Glaumbar: Band Kung Fu
DJ Maggz
Grand Rokk: Band Nimbus
Bar 11: DJ Björn
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
Kaffibarinn: DJ Vala
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Prikið: DJ’s Sahara & Blue Lagoon
Gaukur á Stöng: Doors tribute concert, if you 
missed the real thing, this is the next best, in 
Iceland at least
Café Victor: Kronenbourgh night. Sessý & Sjonni 
play tonight
Dubliners: Troubadour Andy Garcia
Café Rósenberg: Troubadour Hilmar Garðars
Sólon: Zúúber session, live music

FRIDAY
DECEMBER 10 
Dubliners: 10:00 Troubadour Óskar Einars
01:00 Band Atómsstöðin
Gaukur á Stöng: Band Sixties plays
Café Rósenberg: Christmas special with band 
Hraun
Kaffibarinn: DJ Árni E
Nasa: DJ Dino from the UK dee jays. Dino is a 
well known act in the UK
Bar 11: DJ Einar Sonic
Prikið: DJ Gísli Galdur
Thorvaldsen: DJ Hlynur Mastermix
Dillon: DJ Honkey Tonk
Amsterdam: DJ Steini
Glaumbar: DJ Stjáni Partylion
Sólon: DJ Svali
De Palace: DJ Thor
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez

Celtic Cross: Downstairs: Coverband
Upstairs: Troubadour
Café Victor: Idol party. DJ Gunni
Café Cultura: Karaoke night. Let your vocalist 
dreams come true.
Póstbarinn: Live music
Grand Rokk: One man band Mugison plays
Stúdentakjallarinn: Reggaeband Hjálmar plays 
live, don’t miss this. No admission fee
Ari í Ögri: Troubadour duet Halli & Kalli plays

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 11 
Dubliners: 10:00 Troubadour Garðar Garðars
01:00 Band Atómstöðin
Café Victor: 80’s Disco night. DJ Gunni
Gaukur á Stöng: Band Sixties plays
Amsterdam: Coverband Smack
Dillon: DJ Andrea Jóns
De Palace: DJ Devious
Thorvaldsen: DJ Hlynur Mastermix
Prikið: DJ Kári
Bar 11: DJ Nothing Holy
Kaffibarinn: DJ Páll
Glaumbar: DJ Stjáni Partylion
Sólon: DJ Svali
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez
Celtic Cross: Downstairs: Coverband
Upstairs: Troubadour
Café Rósenberg: Halli Reynis and band
Nasa: Irish folksong coverband Papar play to-
night
Póstbarinn: Live music
Grand Rokk: Reggae band Hjálmar plays, open-
ing for them is rockband Lokbrá

SUNDAY
DECEMBER 12 
Bar 11: 21:00 Movie Night for the very hung over
Kaffibarinn: DJ’s Sævar & Ýr
Grand Rokk: Megas, Iceland’s grand old man of 
punk is playing tonight
Dubliners: Troubadour Andy Garcia

MONDAY
DECEMBER 13 
Prikið: 20:00 Oracle Vala tells you your destiny
Dubliners: Troubadour Garðar Garðars

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 14 
Gaukur á Stöng: an open pool tournament, feel 
free to show up
Dubliners: Troubadour Th Fitzgerald

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 15 
Kaffibarinn: DJ Frosti
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Bar 11: From Kefavík: Rock band HIMMLER + 
guests
Dubliners: Troubadour Th Fitzgerald

THURSDAY
DECEMBER 16 
Glaumbar: Band Kung Fu, DJ Maggz
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
Prikið: DJ Gísli Galdur
Bar 11: DJ Hjalti
Kaffibarinn: DJ ML
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Grand Rokk: Hip hop band Hæsta Hendin with 
guests
Café Victor: Krounenbourg night. Sessý & Sjonni 
play
Café Rósenberg: Mike Pollock plays the blues
Dubliners: Troubadour Andy Garcia
Austurbær: X-MAS Radiostation Xid holds their 
annual x-mas rock concert, among bands playing 
are Jan Mayen, Mínus and Hoffman.
Sólon: Zúúber session, live music

FRIDAY
DECEMBER 17 
Dubliners: 10:00 Troubadour O. Einars
01:00 Band Swiss
Amsterdam: Band BUFF plays both their own 
material and covers
Gaukur á Stöng: Bands Strandverðir, Igore, 
Pickup, Á Móti Sól, Spútnik play tonight.
Café Cultura: Café Culture christmas party
Café Rósenberg: Christmasjazz: Siggi Peres & 
Kiddi Guðmunds
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
Bar 11: DJ Hædí
Glaumbar: DJ Maggz
Prikið: DJ Palli Maus
Kaffibarinn: DJ Raggi
Sólon: DJ Þröstur 3000
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez
Grand Rokk: Girls night: Bands Brúðarbandið, 
Viðurstyggð, Begga pönk and Homaz with da 

Homiez play
Café Victor: Idol Party. DJ Gunni
Póstbarinn: Live music
Nasa: pop/cover band Í svörtum Fötum plays 
tonight
Dillon: Surprise DJ

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 18 
Dubliners: 10:00 Troubadour GSG
01:00 Band Swiss
Café Victor: 80’s Disco Night. DJ Gunni
De Boomkikker: Alt. heavy metal music
Amsterdam: Band BUFF plays both their own 
material and covers
Nasa: Band Stuðmenn plays
Café Rósenberg: Christmasjazz: Siggi Peres & 
Kiddi Guðmunds
Stúdentakjallarinn: Disco/Funk/Punk band 
Trabant plays live, not to be missed as it is their 
last gig this year, and the only one this month. No 
admission fee.
Dillon: DJ Andrea Jóns
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
Kaffibarinn: DJ Gísli Galdur
Prikið: DJ Jói along with the drummer from band 
Ensími
Glaumbar: DJ Maggz
Bar 11: DJ Palli í Maus
Sólon: DJ Þröstur 3000
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez
Celtic Cross: Downstairs: Coverband
Upstairs: Troubadour
Póstbarinn: Live music
Grand Rokk: Metal night, bands Changer, Dark 
Harvest and Múspell play

SUNDAY
DECEMBER 19 
Bar 11: Christmas movie: Nightmare before 
Christmas
Prikið: DJ’s Sahara & Blue Lagoon

MONDAY
DECEMBER 20 
Prikið: 20:00 Oracle Vala tells you your destiny
Dubliners: Troubadour GSG

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 21 
Prikið: Flowernight with DJ Rósa
Dubliners: Troubadour O Einars

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 22 
Kaffibarinn: DJ Páll
Prikið: Friskó unplugged
Dubliners: Troubadour Garðar Garðars

THURSDAY
DECEMBER 23 
Glaumbar: Band Kung Fu
DJ Maggz
Kaffibarinn: DJ Ingvar Geirs
Bar 11: Party Party
Café Rósenberg: Troubadour Halli Reynis
Dubliners: Troubadour O. Einars
Sólon: Zúúber session, live music

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 25 
Dubliners: Band Smack
Dillon: DJ Andrea Jóns
Kaffibarinn: DJ KGB

SUNDAY
DECEMBER 26 
Kaffibarinn: DJ Chuck
Sólon: DJ Svali
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Prikið: DJ’s Gullfoss & Geysir
Glaumbar: Live sports and cheap beer
Dubliners: Troubadour O. Einars
Bar Bianco: DJ Margeir’s Disco Night, an annual 
disco/DJ event.

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 29 
Kaffibarinn: DJ Raggi
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Café Rósenberg: Guestnight: Troubadour Sváf-
nir Sigurðs
Dubliners: Steven Buddah and his Dublin Ses-
sion

THURSDAY
DECEMBER 30 
Glaumbar: Band Kung Fu and DJ Þór Bæring
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
Kaffibarinn: DJ Don Balli Funk

Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Gaukur á Stöng: Funkband Jagúar plays
Sólon: Heineken greenroom session. DJ Andres 
& DJ Tommi White on the ground floor and live 
music upstairs
Dubliners: Steven Buddah and his Dublin Ses-
sion

FRIDAY
DECEMBER 31 
Bar 11: 11 Party
De Boomkikker: Alt. heavy metal music
Amsterdam: Band BUFF plays both their own 
material and covers
Dubliners: Band Friends of Adolph plays
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
Café Victor: DJ Jón Gestur
Sirkus: DJ KGB
Nasa: DJ Páll Óskar, the dance party of the year
Glaumbar: DJ Stoner
Sólon: DJ Þröstur 3000
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Prikið: DJ’s Maggi Legó & Gísli Galdur
Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez
Celtic Cross: Downstairs: Coverband
Upstairs: Troubadour
Póstbarinn: Live Music
Ari í Ögri: Troubadour duet Acoustics plays

SATURDAY
JANUARY 1 
Café Victor: 80’s Disco Night. DJ Gunni
De Boomkikker: Alt. heavy metal music
Dubliners: Band Friends of Adolph plays
Amsterdam: DJ 2005

Dillon: DJ Andrea Jóns
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
Glaumbar: DJ Stoner
Sólon: DJ Þröstur 3000
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Prikið: DJ’s Erna & Ellen, Rósa & Adda and Sa-
hara & Blue Lagoon
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez

SUNDAY
JANUARY 2 
Bar 11: 21:00 Movie Night for the very hung over
Dubliners: Troubadour O.Einarsson

TUESDAY
JANUARY 4 
Reykjavík: Jón Trausti, Grapevine’s market-
ing director, is 23 today. He’ll be drunk.

THURSDAY
JANUARY 6 
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Café Victor: Kroenbourg night. Troubadour duet 
Basic Souls plays
Dubliners: Troubadour Rubber

FRIDAY
JANUARY 7 
De Boomkikker: Alt. heavy metal music
Dubliners: Band Spilafíklar
Dillon: DJ Guðni from band KLINK
Thorvaldsen: DJ Hlynur Mastermix
Sólon: DJ Svali
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez
Celtic Cross: Downstairs: Coverband
Upstairs: Troubadour
Café Victor: Idol Party. DJ Heiðar Austmann
Póstbarinn: Live music
Amsterdam: Live rock ‘n roll bands
Ari í Ögri: Troubadour duet Halli & Kalli plays

SATURDAY
JANUARY 8 
Dubliners: Band Spilafíklar
Dillon: DJ Andrea Jóns
Café Victor: DJ Gunni
Thorvaldsen: DJ Hlynur Mastermix
Sólon: DJ Svali
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Sirkus: DJ’s ‘n fun
Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez

SUNDAY
JANUARY 9 
Bar 11: 21:00 Movie Night for the very hung over
Dubliners: Troubadour OJ

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 12 
Dubliners: Troubadour Dóri Stóri

FRIDAY
DECEMBER 3 
Dubliners: 10:00 Troubadour Garðar Garðarsson
01:00 Band Spilafíklarnir
Gaukur á Stöng: 22:00 band Kung Fu plays
01:00 DJ Master
Kaffibarinn: DJ Benni
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
Dillon: DJ Guðni from band KLINK
Bar 11: DJ Honkey Tonk
Prikið: DJ Kasper from Denmark
Sirkus: DJ Kári
Amsterdam: DJ Steini
Glaumbar: DJ Stjáni
Sólon: DJ Þröstur 3000
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Vegamót: DJ’s Ellen & Erna
Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez

Nasa: Icelanders favorite popband Sálin plays 
tonight
Café Victor: Idol party and DJ Heiðar Austmann
Póstbarinn: Ratpack member Geir Ólafsson 
sings Sinatra covers with his band Fustarnir
De Palace: Topless porno night out.
Ari í Ögri: Troubadour duet Acoustics plays
Café Rósenberg: Troubadour Sváfnir Sig

SATURDAY
DECEMBER 4 
Dubliners: 10:00 Troubadour Óskar Einarsson
01:00 Band Spilafíklarnir
Dillon: 21:00 KLINK, Brain Police and Lights on 
the Highway hardcore bands plays live
01:00 DJ Andrea Jóns
Gaukur á Stöng: 22:00 band BUFF plays fun 
stuff 01:00 DJ Master
Grand Rokk: Bands Sign, Dimman & Noise play
Thorvaldsen: DJ Daddi Disco
De Palace: DJ Exos
Café Victor: DJ Gunni
Bar 11: DJ Haffi
Sirkus: DJ Maggi Legó from band GUS GUS
Prikið: DJ Sketz & remix from Romania
Glaumbar: DJ Þór Bæring
Sólon: DJ Þröstur 3000
Pravda Club: DJ’s Atli partycop & Áki pain
Kaffibarinn: DJ’s Gullfoss & Geysir

Nelly´s: DJ’s Nonni 900 & Gummi Gonzalez
Nasa: Icelanders favorite popband Sálin plays 
tonight
Amsterdam: Rock band Fjandakornið plays. 
Among members is guitarist Gulli Falk, famous 
for his guitarsolos. Fjandakornið is a mix of 
bands Exist and Gildran
Stúdentakjallarinn: Stand-up in english with 
Snorri Hergill, Taffetta Wood and other guests
Ari í Ögri: Troubadour duet Acoustics plays
Café Rósenberg: Troubadour Sváfnir Sig

SUNDAY
DECEMBER 5 

LISTINGS
Music and nightlife events usually 
start around 21:00, unless otherwise 
stated. Pubs close at 01.00 on 
weekdays and much, much later on 
weekends. For those just wanting 
to party, the pubs and clubs don´t 
get crowded until after midnight on 
weekends, although Thursday is a 
semi-official night out.

Póstbarinn, December 3rd, 
21:00

GEIR ÓLAFSSON
Geir Ólafsson and Furstarnir. The 
Swingin’ Sixties, the Rat Pack, My 
Way and Frank. If you’re in for a 
Sinatra mood, this is the place to be. 
No admission fee.

Dillon, December 04th, 21:00

KLINK
Self-proclaimed most gruesome 
and brutal band in Iceland KLINK 
play their last gig in Iceland before 
going on tour with death metal berks 
Deicide.

Gaukur á Stöng, December 30th, 22:00

JAGÚAR
After having opened for James Brown this summer, Jagúar has laid low, busy 
finishing their latest album that is now out on Smekkleysa records. They 
will be playing their new material tonight, which conveniently happens to be 
“partyfunk”.

Grand Rokk, December 10th, 
22:00

MUGISON
The man who rocked Iceland Air-
waves, the one man band, the next 
big thing, or all of these. Mugison 
just released his second album, 
“Mugimama is this monkey music?” 
to rave reviews. Has been hyped up 
a lot and seems to fulfil all expecta-
tions and then some. See what all the 
fuss is about and judge for yourself.

Stúdentakjallarinn, December 18th, 21:00

TRABANT
They come, they rock, they strip. Come see Dorrit’s favourite band Trabant 
at their only gig this month. No admission fee. 
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INDIGÓ

TOO LATE TO SHINE

People seem not quite to have 
grasped it yet, as was to be seen 
from the poor attendance at the 
Tenderfoot gig at the Smekkleysa 
record shop last Friday (November 
19th). Those who did turn up 
enjoyed a startling set of mellow 
acoustic songs, a mixture of the early 
Radiohead mingled with country, a 
blast of melodies that unfolds in your 
ears before it sinks down into your 
heart. Thanks to the double bass, 
maybe, which adds a certain weight 
to this experience. A very beautiful, 
very tender approach to bring music 
back to those who are tired of 
pushing it to the end of its tether.
Mind you, the Bad Taste dominated 
surroundings made some of the 
atmosphere, with all sorts of 
memorabilia from the “Lobster or 

Fame” exhibition in the corner of 
your eye. A manikin in a rabbit´s suit 
to the right and a pile of shrill 80´s-
style clothes scattered on the floor in 
the front of “the stage” can’t help but 
clamor for attention.
    The setting of the gig was 
no coincidence, of course, as 
Tenderfoot have recently signed 
a deal with Smekkleysa. After 
having accumulated and developed 
a number of songs during their 
two years of touring, the band have 
finally decided to record their first 
full-length album. As a live band 
first and foremost, Kalli, Konni, 
Grímsi and Helgi have recorded 
most of the songs on “Without 
Gravity” (which will be released in 
December) live in the studio. “The 
communication that takes place 

between the band members at a 
concert creates a cetrain element 
in our music. This would be much 
harder to capture when recorded step 
by step individually”, they explain. 
Thus, little or no changes at all 
were added  to some of the songs. 
Others they felt they had to take a 
bit further, adding more complicated 
arrangements by working on top of 
this special live-recording essence of 
theirs.
So is this Tenderfoot’s magic potion? 
A bit of alternative-country, the 
old-fashioned way, an enchanting 
voice, a double bass and a mandolin 
here and there. What more can you 
ask from music than being taken in 
by its beauty?

by Julika Huether

THE SIMPLE BEAUTY 
OF TENDERFOOT
However captivating, intriguing and special the Reykjavík music scene might be, there is also 
a dark side to it. With all these fantastic bands just outside your doorstep, people seem to be spoiled 
by outstanding, challenging music. New adventures in hifi are praised perpetually while more 
conventional approaches are easily overlooked. But has anybody ever considered that the simple beauty of  
music can be even more challenging than any lets-push-this-button-and turn-this-amp-up-so-we-get-
some-strange-sounds-attitude?

Remember Pornopop? No? Well, don’t 
worry because most people had totally 
forgotten about the band...if they even 
knew about it in the first place. 
It’s been 7 years since it’s first album, 
‘Blue’, saw the light of day and despite 
some great reviews, the public failed 
to take notice as often is the case with 
experimental artists. After being largely 
anonymous since, Pornopop finally 
returns with an album that surpasses it’s 
own adventurous debut. Sure, it’s title 
may sound a bit pretentious but at the 
same time gives the listener a quite clear view of what he’s about to hear over 
the next 40 minutes or so. 
 Pornopop is led by 2 brothers, Pétur Jóhann Einarsson and Ágúst 
Arnar Einarsson, along with producer Arnar Helgi Aðalsteinsson, who must 
take huge credit for his tasteful arrangements. The electronics blend perfectly 
with the acoustic instruments, creating an ambience that’s hauntingly 
beautiful at the best of times – and there are plenty of those here. The album 
also has no obvious lows although it does drift a bit off after reaching it’s 
climax during tracks 5 and 6, titled ‘Sleep’ and ‘It Doesn’t Mean a Thing’ 
respectively. The song that then follows, ‘Little Kafka’, could possibly be seen 
as the album’s weekest moment, mainly because of the vocal-effect, which 
adds little to it. Elsewhere, Pornopop stick to using Pétur Jóhann’s soft, 
natural voice to much better effect and he is also accompanied by a female 
vocalist on yet another of the album’s high-points, titled ‘Centre’.
 As stated earlier, this album is superior to it’s predecessor even 
though Pornopop’s wall of sound isn’t quite as thick as it used to be. Here, 
the band chooses to focus on matters more delicate and end up with an 
album that could either be described as gracefully quiet or quietly graceful...
you decide. After hiding in the shadows for so long, Pornopop have sneaked 
in through the back-door to deliver one of the most memorable Icelandic 
albums of 2004. by Árni Viðar

PORNOPOP

AND THE SLOW SONGS ABOUT 

DEAD CALM IN YOUR HANDS

You hear it sometimes: “If you squint, your friend kind of looks like Tom 
Cruise.” And you try it, and yes, indeed your large-nosed geeky friend can 
look like Tom Cruise and you shudder to think that the homely girl he’s 
dating squints this way during sex.

It doesn’t take that much, but with Indigó, if you don’t pay attention, it 
sounds like Ryan Adams. And not crappy live or rock Ryan Adams, but the 
guy who did emotional well-produced and well-played love songs. 

Put this cd on during a party, and any friend with any feminine qualities (in 
Iceland, this is more likely to be a man than a woman, and more likely to be a 
foreigner than anyone else), will ask the name of the singer. It’s mood music. 
Music to light candles to. 

I can recommend the cd as Iceland’s contribution to the light alt. country 
movement. Moreover, I can highly recommend an Indigó live show.

However, there is a draw back: don’t listen too closely. While the melodies 
sound spot on, and the violin and slow chords blend perfectly, the words 
being sung are not good. Because they are sung so well, and with so much 
sighing, they draw attention to themselves and, unfortunately, they just don’t 
have the depth to survive any examination. 

The tendency in the songwriting on the album is to repeat key I’m-having-
a-deep-moment questions: “Is it too late to shine what’s on your mind?” or 
“Is there something you have to say this way?” with “way” being drawn out as 
though it is truly a dagger in the heart. 

If you are patient, you will shrug your shoulders and enjoy the protracted 
chords. Native English speakers might laugh and imagine singing similar 
lines with such passion in French. But probably most listeners who own 
the album and enjoyed a first distracted listening will take the cd out of the 
player, lose it, and pretend they never heard the words.  

by Bart Cameron
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That “almost everyone interested in music in Reykjavík is 
in a band at one point or another” is a well-known fact that 
Águst, guitar player of indie rock band Jan Mayen points out 
to me when I meet him for a short interview. But for sure, not 
everyone gets to sign a three album record deal with Iceland’s 
most prestigious label, Smekkleysa, while still in their early 
twenties.
Out of all Icelandic bands that have made it abroad lately, few 
have belonged to the category of straightforward rock. Perhaps 
it’s harder to fit a fun and catchy, but nevertheless aggressive 
rock band in the picture of what’s typically Icelandic than 
one dealing in grandiose soundscapes or quirky electronics 
and singing techniques. But with influences ranging from 
80’s Icelandic rock trough Sonic Youth to Rage Against the 
Machine and Pixies, Jan Mayen hope to change the trend. 
Having just released their debut Home of the Free Indeed and 

about to head out on a tour of Scandinavia, they’re a band with 
a rapidly growing following. It has all happened quickly. 

”After a few gigs with Mínus and a demo EP, things just 
started happening”, says Águst. “It’s been great playing with 
Mínus all around the country. They’re probably the only rock 
band in Iceland today that can actually draw a crowd outside 
of Reykjavik. And we love playing live; even when we’re in 
the studio, rehearsing or trying to come up with a new song, 
we always play as if doing a gig. We’re definitely not one of 
those bands where every member has his strictly assigned role. 
When coming up with new music, we try to just jam along 
and hopefully we’ll find a few hooks and melodies on the way. 
Valgeir writes all the lyrics though, but they’re always the last 
step in the process of making a song.”

Águst goes on telling me about the frustrated lyrics being a 
contrast to the more up-beat music, and I can’t help but ask why 
in one song Nick Cave is claimed to be ‘a real motherfucker’.

“That just happened by accident. We don’t hate him or 
anything, and think of the song more as a homage. Originally, 
the lyrics went ‘Mickey is a surreal motherfucker’, but then a girl 
in the audience got it wrong. Later on she asked us about it and 
we preferred her version.”

With the members of Jan Mayen trying to fit school and work 
in between playing in the band, they’ve earned themselves 
a break before the album gets released in England and 
Scandinavia, and all the gigs that involves. Águst assures me 
however, that the band is far from running out of energy.

by Klas Molde

“Nick Cave is a real motherfucker” - Jan Mayen’s debut album.
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reviews
HOFFMAN

BAD SEEDS

On this compilation, 18 Icelandic artists come together 
to raise money for the young people of Balata, one of 
the most densely populated refugee camps in Palestine. 
The album starts off with a song from well respected 
troubadour, KK, before making a u-turn with Vinyl. It 
seems the band has forever been on the brink of making 
it to the big leagues but somehow I don’t think songs 
like the one featured here will take them there. The same 
can be said about Tenderfoot who, despite having a lot 
of the right ingredients, struggle a bit to find their own 
voice to seperate them from the artists they’re emulating. 
Ske however, manage to use diffirent influences to their 
advantage and end up with a track that sounds like a 
lively cross between The Flaming Lips, Belle & Sebastian 
and Madness’ hit single ‘Michael Caine’.
The fifth track is a collaboration between the criminally 
non-prolific Delphi and a young singer called Lára. Her 
soft & sweet vocals blend well together with the bands 
trip-hop meanderings so the combination definitely 
shows promise although it could easily go either way. 
Next up are Quarashi, who need little introduction and 
deliver pretty much what you would expect from them. 
Ensími on the other hand take the listener by some 
surprise, opting for a warm country-esque ballad instead 
of their usual new-wave rock. 
The attention then turns to Ghostigital, a predictably 
zany collaboration between ex-Sugarcube Einar Örn and 
multi-artist Bibbi Curver. After their little moment of 
madness, the relatively unknown Santiago and Touch 
offer two of the album’s most straight-forward pop-
songs but both fail to really impress. Santiago seem to be 
caught in two minds between being an alt-country band 
or an out and out pop-group while Touch will hardly win 
many people over if they continue along these sugary-
coated lines.
The ever so cute múm are, without a doubt, one of the 
most critically acclaimed bands ever to come out of 
Iceland and rightly so, even though I don’t think they’ve 
ever been able to recapture the magic of their debut. 
Unfortunately the bands seems to be running out of 

ideas and their song ‘Once a Shiny Morning Puddle’ 
(originally the b-side to ‘Nightly Cares’) leaves the 
listener wanting. To toughen things up XXX Rotweiler 
then come howling back after a two year hiatus and even 
though the hype has died down, the hip-hop outfit not 
only sounds as sharp as ever but also more mature. They 
are then followed by another band that’s been largely 
anonymous of late, Leaves, but as they only offer a 
previously released song it’s hard to tell whether they’re 
on the right course or still stuck in the muddy tracks of 
brit-pop. In contrast, 200.000 Naglbítar have a truly 
distinctive Icelandic sound and are highly regarded on 
these shores for their catchy 3 minute pop/rock songs. To 
be honest, I’ve never been quite able to understand why 
and the overly dramatic title track of their latest album 
does little to change my mind.
Worm is Green has focused mainly on the international 
market and been rewarded with some rave reviews, 
especially for their cover of the Joy Divisions’ ‘Love Will 
Tear Us Apart’. Their haunting contribution also sets a 
nice standard for any upcoming releases. Bob Justman 
also shows great promise and I for one am eagerly 
anticipating the debut album from this moniker of 
Kristinn Gunnar Blöndal (Ensími and ex-Botnleðja), to 
be released soon on Moshi Moshi Music. I saw Justman 
perform live a couple of weeks ago and although he 
doesn’t quite recapture the emotions on show there, his 
song is without a doubt one of the album’s highlights. 
His sad ballad is then followed by a more upbeat (hence 
it’s title) song from Gus Gus which probably works a lot 
better in a dance club than in my home stereo.
An unreleased song from the man with the Midas 
touch, Mugison, then wraps everything up in a friendly 
fashion so at least the album ends on a good note.  As 
compilation go, ‘Frjáls Palestína’ is a decent one but 
the stop-start nature of the tracklisting keeps it from 
ever flowing properly. There are some very nice touches 
but all in all it can be summed up as an album of good 
intentions rather than sheer quality.

For listeners of local rock station, X-ið 
9.77, the name Hoffman might ring 
a bell as two of the bands songs have 
been featured on its playlist in recent 
weeks. Both can be found on ‘Bad 
Seeds’ as well as four brand new songs 
from the latest rock group to come out 
of the Westman Islands, just outside 
of the mainland’s south-coast...Come 
to think of it, I cannot recall any 
notable predecessors from the islands, 
best known for the volcanic eruption 
in 1973 and of course Keikó (sorry, I 
won’t mention him again). Hoffman may that even if it doesn’t quite come 
off for them on their debut, though certainly not for lack of trying. This solid 
six-piece has the potential to go on leaps and bounds and with the first record 
out of the way, quick progress could well be just around the corner.

The members of Hoffman have referred to their music as acid-rock and all in 
all it’s a pretty accurate description. There are hints of grunge as well as post-
punk and the swirling give the songs a nice 70’s feel. Musicians and vocalist 
alike handle their duties with ease and the overall quality of the recording is 
quite good, but it’s in the songwriting department alone where Hoffman fall 
short, they lack the character which seperates good bands from the average 
ones. 

In all fairness, it is probably expecting too much from a band, releasing it’s 
first ep to have instantly found it’s own voice so the jury is still very much out 
on Hoffman. After laying down the foundations, the band will need to work 
hard to build on them before making a real mark on the music scene. Watch 
this space... by Árni Viðar

When you slip the lyrics “but your bad sense of humour and your laughter’s 
like a tumour to my brain,” into a song you deserve to sell a couple albums 
(and probably a kick to the groin too). On his debut album, “I believe in this,” 
Þórir has penned more than a few priceless zingers using the scarred wit of 
that loneliest of individuals: the literate teenager. Having seen reactions to his 
live shows, I am sure this album will find an audience.
“I believe in this,” does have its flaws, though. The stunner for me is the vocal 
stylings: Þórir performs most of the album in nervous staccato mutters. Live, 
this has been charming. But to hear it recorded, it sounds affected. Especially 
as through the whole album, one notices he has a significant range and decent 
strength in his voice, most pronounced in the middle registers. Look, we 
know the kid can play guitar and write songs, so the coy delivery sounds like 
a mistake. 
 This brings us to the most fantastically bad idea of the album: a cover of 
Outkast’s “Hey Ya” sung in nervous breakdown drone. When performed live, 
I attributed this to a one-time error in judgement. The cover saps the energy 
from the song, at the same time hinting at the shtick that perhaps all the 
work on the album is only important because it is whined, that maybe if we 
just listened to pop music we’d get more of our money’s worth.
 Despite these errors, (and if you’re a collector of first albums, maybe 
because of them), “I believe in this” is worth the mortgage you have to take 
out to buy an Icelandic cd. Þórir places himself strongly in the tradition of 
the great college indie music of the last decade: the rhymes and the tone 
are reminiscent of Eliot Smith, Pedro the Lion, and, most obviously, Isaac 
Brooks of Modest Mouse. (Whether the naming of the song “This is a long 
drive for someone with to (sic) much to think about” crosses the line from 
homage to plagiarism of Modest Mouse’s masterpiece “This is a long drive 
for someone with nothing to think about” is open to debate.)
 However, and this points to Þórir’s future, the most marked difference 
between this young Icelandic songwriter and his influences is that he seems to 
have greater training or skill in playing guitar and picking out vocal melodies.  
 When he relaxes and sings them, he may lose some indie cred, but his 
music will sound a good deal more authentic. by Bart Cameron

ÞÓRIR

I BELIVE IN THIS

COMPILATION : VARIOUS ARTISTS

FRJÁLS PALESTÍNA

by Árni Viðar

A Wunderkind, Pimples and All
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ANTLEW AND MAXIMUM 

Before Hæsta Hendin, before XXX 
Rottweilarhundar, even before Quarashi, 
there was an Icelandic kid living in Sweden 
who heard hip-hop for the first time and 
inadvertently became the predecessor of them 
all. 

Having become a producer by the age of 12, 
Maximum returned to Iceland and joined 
forces with Brooklyn-born Antlew to form his 
own hip-hop outfit in 1997. Although largely 
unknown to the rest of the country until 1999, 
their music would become the inspiration for 
nearly every hip-hop act that followed them.

Antlew and Maximum write songs in English, 

saying that “Icelandic doesn’t flow too good, 
but when it’s good, it’s good. Forgotten Lores 
is a good example.” The songs themselves, they 
say, are trying to reach into something outside 
of the typical subject matter of most Icelandic 
hip-hop material.

“Most of the time you hear something like, 
‘Your mama’s fat’ or some other stupid insults,” 
says Maximum. “We’re trying to do something 
a bit more meaningful.” Antlew agrees and 
adds, “We want to produce something that 
would touch someone’s soul. Not that we don’t 
do funny songs; we do. We’re not trying to be 
like teachers or something. We just want to 
make good music.”

While working on numerous side projects 
with other musicians in Iceland, Sweden and 
England both inside and outside of hip-hop, 
Maximum and Antlew are still focussed on 
trying to change the Icelandic hip-hop scene 
for the better.

“The radio DJs play stuff like ‘All I wanna do 
is hit the pussy’ because their listeners are 15 or 
younger,” says Antlew, who for a time ran his 
own hip-hop program on Icelandic radio but 
was dismissed because the show was entirely 
in English. “But I think these same kids would 
like our material. For example, we have a song 
called ‘Ég Skil,’ which is about how a ghetto 
is a ghetto no matter where you come from. It 

doesn’t matter if you’re talking about Brooklyn 
or Reykjavík; there are always going to be these 
beat-down neighbourhoods.”

Apart from the approach to hip-hop that the 
duo is taking (and the thankful inclusion of a 
lyric sheet), they also want to be sure that the 
hip hop scene in Iceland doesn’t mimic the US.

“Clubs in the US used to play music passed 
between artists and listeners,” says Antlew, 
“but today they just play radio stuff. Clubs in 
Iceland are starting to head in that direction. If 
Icelandic clubs start ignoring good musicians 
who don’t get radio play, what then?”

by Paul F Nikolov

Predecessors of Icelandic Hip-Hop
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TWO TIMES A FISH

Fish-connoisseurs generally fall into one of two main 
categories: Fans of seafood or fans of Fish, former lead singer 
of neo-progrockers Marillion. As a matter of fact, Grapevine’s 
correspondents belong to both categories. 

FASHION / FOOD

GLAMÚR 
Is Fashion the New Punk?
The coming of winter does not stop new shops from budding and blooming in Reykjavík. It seems like 
there is a new wave of young designers with a do-it-yourself attitude towards fashion opening shops on 
and around Laugavegur. In this creative spirit it is thought to be unnecessary to get a degree in order to 
learn how to design clothes – after all, all you need are some good ideas and the will to follow them.

Tveir fiskar is not particularly 
conspicuous in the Reykjavik 
restaurant flora. It almost reminds 
one of a mythical place that everyone 
has heard of but no one has actually 
seen, like Valhalla or Legoland. We 
were therefore pleasantly surprised 
when an almost full dining hall 
greeted us when we arrived. There 
were only two of us this time around. 
Our editor was occupied somewhere 
else, although he didn’t want to tell 
us where. Our guesses were that is 
was either an AA or OA meeting 
(they should combine the two, it 
would save me time –ed.).  Judging 
by the chatter on the nearby tables, 
most of our fellow diners were 
foreigners. We couldn’t help but 
wonder if there were any over-
sensitive Greenpeace-types among 
them, as the menu read like a who’s 
who of cute and/or allegedly nearly 
extinct animals: Dolphin, puffin, 
whale, etc.
 We were seated by a window 
with a lovely view of the Reykjavik 
harbour. An added bonus was 
the fact that a makeshift drive-in 
theatre was operating in the docks 
area, where the award-winning 
shorts from the Nordisk Panorama 
film festival were being shown. 
The flickering visuals of Rúnar 
Rúnarsson’s very entertaining The 
Last Valley were a nice compliment 
to the lovely meal ahead. Since one 
of us has an almost fanatical interest 
in smoking facilities, we decided 
to investigate that matter further. 
Unlike some other places we have 
visited, smokers aren’t relegated to 
an attic or an alley. The bar/smoking 
area was close to the dining hall and 

had a comfortably dark and cosy 
vibe. Sitting there, we almost felt like 
Miles, or even Judy Davis.
 When we returned, the 
astoundingly gorgeous waiters, 
Kristján and Einar, started bringing 
us the increasingly delicious dishes. 
After a fresh and pleasant assortment 
of shrimp and shellfish and smoked 
puffin on a savoury mustard pears 
chutney, our waiter introduced 
“our smallest dish”. It took us an 
embarrassingly long time to get the 
joke, even after the giant scallops 
and shellfish were on the table. 
Any embarrassment was quickly 
forgotten, however, when we sunk 
our teeth into the deliciously juicy 
and tender scallops. Next up was a 
taster of the salmon and marinade 
gills dishes, but the undisputed 
highlight of the evening was 
undoubtedly the roasted monkfish 
with wild mushrooms and port wine 
balsamic glaze. Mind-numbingly 
delicious and the Italian white 
wine we drank with the meal was 
exceptionally smooth and pleasant. 
The service was also very well 
balanced: The waiters were cheerful 
and attentive rather than aggressively 
obtrusive.
 After a refreshing dessert of 
sorbets and chocolate soufflé we 
retired to the lounge for a cup of 
espresso so potent that the less 
caffeine-addicted of us had to to 
lay awake all night, listening to his 
old Best of Marillion CD. In the 
morning, when he was finally able 
to sleep, he dreamt of both fish and 
Fish. A splendid time is guaranteed 
for all: Two fish up.

One of the latest and most interesting additions to this 
wave of new designer shops is Glamúr. Located in the 
basement of a building on Skólavörðustígur, this shop 
has managed to cram into its tiny space all a girl (or an 
adventurous boy) might need to look great on a good 
night out. Glamúr has both second-hand and new 
clothes as well as shoes and accessories. There is a rack 
of clothes that glimmer and shimmer, a good choice of 
knits and perhaps most interestingly of all, a corner with 
clothes from new, upp-and-coming Icelandic designers. 
 Glamúr is the love child of two young couples who 
have paired together in running the shop. In a world 
of cold marketing schemes this attitude of a happy 
partnership in running a business is at the very least rare, 
and probably helps to explain the cozy feeling inside 
the shop. As with the punk bands of old times, the goal 
seems not to be to make a big profit but simply to do 
something, as opposed to just sitting at home with all 
the talents you may possibly possess, keeping them to 
yourself.
Besides being the name of the shop, Glamúr is also the 
name of one of the clothing labels sold there. Glamúr 
clothes are feminine but have a certain rock and roll 
edge to them, black being the colour of choice for most 
of the designs. There is some lace and some glitter, and 
tops double as short dresses. Each piece is pretty much 
unique, so you will never run into exactly the same outfit 
that you have bought (and mind you, this is pretty rare 

with prices that won’t break your piggy bank) being worn 
by someone else. But interestingly, the same fabrics are 
used in different designs, which gives the label a homey 
and cozy feel.
Sonja Bent is another young designer presented in 
Glamúr, her designs differing completely from any 
other in the shop, and not only because of wool being 
her chosen material. The designer says that clothes are 
worn only to be taken off, so sexiness plays a big part in 
her designs. Up until now sex is not the first thing that 
comes to mind when we think of knitwear, but Sonja’s 
designs might make you think twice – I’m talking see-
through knitted dresses here, not woolly socks and leg 
warmers.
The thing that makes Glamúr stand out from other 
similar shops with second-hand clothing is that here you 
get a coherent, not chaotic, selection. There is no need 
to spend hours looking for the perfect piece that may 
or may not be there. With glamour in Glamúr through 
clothes old and new, they seem to be the perfect things to 
get dressed in, before undressing.

by Anna Kaarina Koskinen

by Ölvir Gíslason and Kjartan Guðmundsson
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BUBBI, ELVIS AND JUDAS

I chose to accept the more-often-than-not despicable job of the critic, solely on the grounds of it concerning 
the “Rock-King of Iceland”, Bubbi Morthens. The importance of Bubbi in society can hardly be overstated. A 
recent interview with radio DJ Óli Palli gives a clue as to what extent he has marked the lives of some of us. 
In it, the DJ said that when he’d started listening to Bubbi’s music at an early age, Bubbi had “appeared as 
Christ, and changed my life”. For better or (as is often the case) for worse, many a-tattered soul remembers a 
similar experience, at least with the second part of the sentence.

REASSESSMENT

Bubbi’s career is in many ways 
parallel to that of Elvis’; he started 
out as a rebel the likes of which we 
had never seen before and reached 
heights in popularity likewise 
previously unknown. He spoke 
against the rich and crooked; when 
he sang about the dire conditions 
of the poor and the plight of the 
common working-man, he did it 
with an unidentifiable charisma that 
made middle-class kids want to be 
common working-men. Sadly, his 
similarities to Elvis didn’t end with 
him being crowned as “The King“. 
 Once upon a time this “working-
class hero” was feared by authorities 
for his power over the masses; he 
was respected as a leader of his 
community. Whenever there was 
some social issue to be dealt with, 
the journalists would seek Bubbi’s 
comment on it. His point of view 
was big news, and how we soaked 
them up. Things have changed.  

 In a way, Bubbi has now 
become symbolic for a musician’s 
version of the “1990’s leftist sell-
out phenomenon”; his ravings on 
everything from whaling to inhaling 
(not to mention his screaming about 
the joy of boxing) have long since 
alienated him from many of his 
fans. No one doubts his talent as 
a songwriter. The problem is that 
when Bubbi releases a decent song, 
it connotes instantly to the rest of his 
escapades.

Bónus-Bubbi 
Bubbi’s commercial success has 
been remarkable. He’s always been 
a bestseller; shortage of money can’t 
have troubled him much, compared 
to other compatriot musicians. All 
in all he’s written over 400 songs and 
sold about 250.000 albums, almost 
one per Icelandic citizen. Once upon 
a time, Christmas wasn’t Christmas 
without a new “Bubbaplata”.
 But his steady record sales haven’t 
satisfied him; as his music became 
ever-blander, he started doing 
commercials for Tópas, and let Visa 
sponsor him.
Nobody really cared that much 
about this “sell-out” until people 
heard that familiar voice singing 
about the enjoyment of shopping for 
high-quality fresh fruit in Hagkaup, 

part of the incredibly wealthy 
Baugur supermarket chain. Bubbi 
added insult to injury when he had 
the audacity to excuse himself by 
dressing the low-cost marketing 
strategy of Bónus in philanthropic 
clothing by saying that the billionaire 
founder of Baugur, known as 
Jóhannes í Bónus, had single-
handedly lowered the prices of food 
to previously unheard of rates when 
first entering the retail market; thus 
aiding the working-classes more 
than most political measures have 
achieved! 
 Although it is true Bónus did 
lower prices at the time, Hagkaup 
are actually the high price outlets of 
the chain. 
 
Bubbi & EXXON, Elvis & Nixon 
In spite of the whole shebang 
this sell-out stint provoked, 
Bubbi continued serving the not 
particularly almighty Króna. He 
started working for the (surprise, 
surprise) filthy-rich oil company 
ESSO (EXXON). ESSO had not 
been exactly instrumental in lowering 
petrol prices; but as always, Bubbi 
could explain. This time it wasn’t to 
honour a corporate comrade of the 
poor, this time it was for the benefit 
of little children. He was now an 
apostle of sobriety and signed an 
advertising deal with ESSO in which 
he agreed to appear beneath their 
banner all over the country preaching 
his favourite sermon at defenceless 
schoolchildren: the never-ending 
account of how merely-human 
Bubbi slew the fierce and vicious 
Drug Dragon. The king of rock had 
become a clown. 
Such remarkable dishonesty is 
an interesting parallel with that 
scene from Fat Elvis’ “mission” 
in 1970, when he took a trip 
the White House to volunteer 
as a “Federal Agent at Large” in 
fighting the “anti-establishment” 
and “Communist-brainwashing” 
drug elements in popular culture. It 
is demonstrative of Elvis’ lengthy 
absence from real life that it was 
Nixon himself who dissuaded Elvis, 
citing the necessity that Elvis retain 
his credibility among youngsters. 
Similarly, Bubbi didn’t appreciate 
the fact that his anti-drug ramblings 
would probably have an adverse 

effect on the kids. 

Bubbi & Reality
But a króna is a króna. Bubbi 
continued selling his name and 
reputation. He appeared on 
television advising children to use 
bicycle-helmets (prompting Megas 
to write the satirical song “Hjálmar” 
(Helmets). Bubbi also appeared 
advertising and driving an expensive 
jeep in the countryside delivering 
weird and sometimes baffling 
monologues about how much he 
loved going fishing in his fancy jeep 
and how he just couldn’t understand 
people who stayed in the city all 
week long. Here, inadvertently, 
Bubbi hit the nail on the head; he 
just doesn’t understand. He seems 
to have absolutely no idea about that 
dimension of reality inhabited by 
“people who stay in the city all the 
time”. These people, the very people 
on whom he built his career, simply 
can not afford travelling to the 
countryside in a luxurious jeep to go 
fishing in high-priced rivers, a luxury 
normal to successful self-employed 
people like Bubbi, bank directors and 
foreign royalty. Most of these people 
that Bubbi doesn’t understand, have 
to be at work every day to afford to 
buy their grub in benevolent Bónus.

Bubbi & Jesus
After a trilogy of albums of banal 
love songs and some misguided 
attempts to be a young rock n’ 
roller again, Bubbi is back with the 
fishermen and workers. But this 
time he’s brought along a new friend 
called Jesus Christ. Together they 
redeem Judas (who was only doing 
his divinely commissioned job), 
chastise Mammon and his followers, 
of whom (we can only hope) Bubbi 
is conscious of being one himself. 
Some of the songs are based on the 
recently discovered (1945) Gospel of 
Thomas. 
Elvis Presley is Rock’s first and 
greatest gospel singer. Until recently 
he was also one of Rock’s few gospel 
singers. These days it’s something 
of a trend, more and more Christian 
songs are coming out: KK and 
Magnús Eiríksson are only two of 
many Icelandic songwriters that have 
begun writing a lot in this vein. Why 
not atheist Bubbi?   

 This album is, quite surprisingly, 
his best work in years. The melodies 
are pretty smooth, with folksy 
humming, and relaxed playing. 
They’re familiar, but not as forced 
as usual, and come from all around: 
he’s most likely been listening to 
the Oh Brother Where Art Thou 
soundtrack, but Irish influences are 
prevalent (both the banjo player and 
the fiddle player work in “Celtic” 
band Papar). In one song he dabbles 
in Icelandic old-time rhymes and 
then we have the usual suspects: 
Dylan, Johnny Cash’s American 
period, traces of Bruce Springsteen’s 
whining on Nebraska can be heard, 
Tom Waits and more; Bubbi himself 
cites Jack White, Nick Cave and 
Leonard Cohen as his main sources 
of influence. Good company to be 
in. There’s nothing electric to be 
heard here, no drums. Reputedly, 
the album was recorded in 16 hours 
and it sounds as if Bubbi’s band is 
(finally) having fun. He should stick 
with these guys for a while.

Why it works
Tvíburinn (The Twin) is roughly 
divided into two halves: songs about 
work and working-men and songs 
concerning Jesus. Many say it’s high 
time he gave that “Aldrei fór ég 
suður” (a bitter song about the perils 
of fish processing) theme a rest. On 
Tvíburinn, this becomes evident; 
the Christian songs are refreshing 
compared to the seaman shanties, 
because in them the listener is spared 
the burden of Bubbi’s fame and 
track record. It’s possible to actually 
consider him as a religious and 
honest songwriter that simply wants 
to sing “constructive” songs about 
that immortal biblical theme. He 
isn’t preaching as much as he is wont 
to and with the exception of thinking 
about Pop-Idol in the line “Around 
the corner the Judge is waiting”, the 
listener is mostly alleviated of having 
to remember Bubbi’s extra-musical 
career. 

The King’s Castle of Lies
Iceland’s most famous song about 
cannabis is Bubbi’s “Afgan”, a 
love song about hashish from 
Afghanistan. Tvíburinn’s “Lífið 
er erfitt” (“Life’s a Struggle”) uses 
similar imagery. Here follows 

a translation and a tempting 
interpretation of some of the lyrics. 
It begins thus: 
“Life’s a struggle and the meter is 
running. An old King and a small 
boy lose their way in reality’s ocean. 
The sad Queen does her dance, 
while the Clown picks up dusty 
darkness; the magic’s gone, as is the 
ancient vigour”. 
In his rockumentary Blindsker the 
image of Bubbi being a middle-aged 
“boy” is often repeated, (to become 
child-like is also a necessity if one is 
to fathom The Father in The Gospel 
of Thomas). Here, he’s lost his way, 
his queen (who else but Brynja?) is 
sad while he (the clown) picks up the 
“dusty darkness” (drugs?) and all is 
lost. Later, he continues: 
“Greed poisons your heart like a 
snake … In Armani-armour you 
storm into the bank … [but] the 
shield is broken … your weapons 
are dull, that step [Hagkaup/The 
Jeep?] was a mistake/that you made 
in hope of a quick buck … my friend 
you’ll never find neither honour nor 
dignity in falsehood ... the castle [of 
lies] burnt-down, the well is empty”. 
 Bubbi seems to repent his 
dishonesty and service to Mammon, 
as he recently pointed out in 
an interview on the Christian 
fundamentalist TV-station Omega, 
where he said that he was “on the 
national team of liars”, that out of 
his “deep-rooted lies” he “builds a 
[protective] castle”, and that “I lie 
to myself, to my closest ones, to 
the nation, the media; to the whole 
bundle … [lying] is what I’m trying 
to get away from, and it’s going 
miserably”.
 Well, on this album he seems to 
grasp the (at least musical) difference 
between right and wrong. When 
Bubbi sings about Jesus, he gets away 
with it, maybe because he has yet 
to sell out his faith in god. To the 
many who have been hoping he’d 
redo his Utangarðsmenn-albums 
and be “for real” again, he puts up 
his middle finger in a more or less 
graceful manner. Let’s accept Bubbi 
Morthens into our lives once more as 
Rock’s saviour and our own private 
Elvis. It’s not as if Kalli Bjarni looks 
likely to dethrone him any time 
soon.

by Klemens Ólafur
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Born in 1889 in Fljótsdalur as the son of a 
farmer and growing up in Vopnafjörður in 
the East, Gunnar Gunnarsson seem destined 
for life on the farm. But Gunnar had other 
plans. In his teens he published two volumes 
of poetry and in 1907, at the age of 18, he 
decided to move to Copenhagen to become a 
writer.

 There he fell on lean times for half a 
decade, but in 1912, his first novel, The 
History of the Borg Family, became a 
Scandinavian best seller. Although he wrote 
in Danish and was a passionate believer in 
Pan-Scandinavianism, the unification of the 
Nordic Countries into a single state, all his 
novels are set in Iceland. Most of his works 
celebrated the common man, but he also drew 
on history. His novel Jón Arason was about 
the execution of the last Catholic bishop. The 
novel Öxin og jörðin by Ólafur Gunnarsson 
on the same theme was a best seller in the last 
Christmas season. His novels were translated 
into Icelandic by Halldór Laxness, and 
Gunnar continued to enjoy success abroad, 
reaching its height in the interwar years. For 
a while he was the biggest selling author in 
Germany after Goethe, his books were taught 
in Danish classes in Denmark, and a film of 
the book about the Borg Family was the first 
film to be made in Iceland.
Walt Disney even called him up asking to 
make a cartoon of his book Advent. Gunnar, 
never a big fan of motion pictures, hung up 
when Walt said he was not used to paying 
authors commission.  
 Gunnar moved back to Iceland with his 

Danish wife Franzisca  in 1938. He bought 
land at Skriðuklaustur, where he intended 
to build a manor house in the continental 
manner. German architect Fritz Höger 
designed the house, but any similarity to 
Hitler´s Eagles Nest at Berchtesgaden is said 
to be purely coincidental. The couple moved 
in in 1939, but the rising prices that came 
with the Second
World War, as well as Franzisca´s illnesses 
which necessitated the proximity of a doctor, 
led to the couple abadoning the house in 
1948 and presenting it as a gift to the state. 
The couple moved to Reykjavík where they 
lived until Gunnar´s death in 1975. He spent 
some of his later years translating his own 
works into Icelandic, but many still prefer the 
Laxness versions.     
 Whether his comparative obscurity next 
to Laxness is because of his rather verbose 
and slowpaced style not aging as well, or just 
because Icelanders cannot truly consider 
someone who wrote in Danish as one of their 
own is open to conjecture. But his mansion at 
Skriðuklaustur remains, at least, a testament 
to his material success.

Politicians all around the world 
are usually very skilled in making 
headlines by announcing statements 
that do no create formal rights or 
procedures in practice. Strangely 
enough, this old trick seems to work 
because the notions of access to 
justice, formal procedures, exercising 
rights, etc. are usually ignored by the 
ordinary people, simply because they 
are not needed in day-to-day life.

Research made in the ‘70s by 
the father of the world “access-
to-justice” movement, Mauro 
CAPELLETTI, proved that the 
first obstacle in this fight for justice 
for all citizens in the world was 
precisely this ignorance. The normal 

citizen usually lives in a state of 
happy ignorance of how to exercise 
his/her rights until problems arise. 
And by the time they appear, it can 
be too late. His research, which 
occupied at least 7 volumes of legal 
papers and contributions from all 
around the world, showed that our 
legal systems created most obstacles 
for the defense of a particular kind 
of claims (small claims) and for a 
precise kind of persons (isolated 
individuals). We citizens were called 
“one-shot players” in contrast to the 
“repeat-player litigants”, that is to 
say, administrations, multinationals, 
and all kinds of companies who 
enjoyed much more procedural 
advantages due to the frequency of 

close encounters with the system and 
the amount of money and resources 
they dedicated to the defense of their 
rights. 

Know your rights
The European integration process 
could have even aggravated this 
problem without realizing it. It is 
a fact that European Union (EU) 
and European Economic Area 
(EEA) legal orders have created 
thousand of new rights for Icelandic 
and European citizens. Rights that 
we should know about and that we 
should claim before administrations 
if necessary. 

For instance, we now have free 

movement of goods, services, capital 
and persons throughout a vast area 
that includes 25 countries plus the 
three EEA territories including 
Iceland. The European Union 
tells us that we should go and work 
abroad, study in another country, 
buy an imported car and spend 
our holidays in the sun. But when 
problems arise we are all powerless 
because we do not know how to 
enforce the new rights we have. It 
is therefore extremely important 
for all of us to be aware that, finally, 
there are some mechanisms and 
procedures designed at a European 
level to help us exercise the new 
rights that have been given to us. 
One of the most important 
mechanisms at European level is 
the complaint procedure before the 
EFTA Surveillance Authority. In 
fact, complaints can be presented 
before this institution for violation 
of European rules by any EEA 

governments, including Iceland. 
This is one of the possibilities 
already in place to exercise our new 
rights. 
Anyone may lodge a complaint with 
the EFTA Surveillance Authority 
against an EFTA State arising from 
any measure (law, regulation or 
administrative action) or practice 
attributable to an EFTA State, 
which the complainant considers 
incompatible with a provision or a 
principle of EEA law. 

How to sue your government
To be admissible, a complaint must 
simply relate to an infringement 
of EEA law by an EFTA State. 
The procedure that follows is 
rather simple and it is usually 
finished within one year. If the 
Authority considers that the 
national provisions or actions raised 
in the complaint may constitute 
an infringement of EEA law, it 
addresses a letter of formal notice 
to the EFTA State concerned, 
requesting it to submit its 
observations by a specified date.
In the light of the reply or absence 
of a reply from the EFTA State 
concerned to the letter of formal 
notice, the Authority may decide to 
address a reasoned opinion to that 
State, clearly and definitively setting 
out the reasons why it considers 
there to be an infringement of EEA 
law and calling on the EFTA State 
to comply with its obligations in 
EEA law within a specified time 
period (normally two months). 
If the EFTA State fails to comply 
with the reasoned opinion, the 
Authority may decide to bring 
the case before the EFTA Court. 
Normally, the Court will rule on a 
case, brought by the Authority, also 
within a year.
Thanks to this procedure, all 
Icelandic nationals and residents in 
Iceland can have a proper access to 
justice at European level. Thanks 
to a simple mechanism such as the 
complaint, it is therefore possible 
to claim for the benefits and 
rights derived from the European 
integration process if an State does 
not happen to respect them.
Elvira Mendez Pinedo is a lawyer 
and doctor in European Law. 
Following a marriage to an Icelandic 
citizen, she moved to Iceland in 
2001

GUNNAR GUNNARSSON
The Forgotten Star of Icelandic Literature

by Valur Gunnarsson

Any discussion on Icelandic literature 
in the first half of the 20th Century will 
invariably throw up two names, Halldór 
Laxness and Þórbergur Þórðarson. 
Laxness needs no further introduction nor 
yet another mention of the fact that he 
won the Nobel Prize in 1956. Þórbergur 
Þórðarson, the enfant terrible of the 30s, 
has never completely gotten out of Laxness 
shadow, the Dali to Laxness´ Picasso, the 
Stones to Laxness´ Beatles, but remains 
widely read and respected. But at the 
time the biggest seller of them all, the 
Cliff Richard, if you will, of Icelandic 
literature, was Gunnar Gunnarsson.

How to Enforce Your New European Rights 
Access to justice should be one of the most fundamental rights of all. As every lawyer knows, if 
you create a right but do not establish a procedure to make that right effective in practice as well as a 
sanction for those who violate it, the right becomes an empty political declaration and nothing happens 
at all. 

by Elvira Mendez Pinedo 
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THE IMMIGRANT’S BUYER’S GUIDE TO ICELANDIC 
LITERATURE

LITERATURE

Obviously I am likely to have 
left something important out 
and I apologize to those of my 
acquaintances whom I may thus 
involuntarily have offended. The 
main problem of Icelandic literature 
being, of course, that the writers 
and reviewers have all, at some 
point, in some way, been intimate 
or consciously less than intimate 
with one another. Those books 
recommended for purchase are more 
or less recommended for reading, 
too, though the former is currently 
considered more important by most 
respectable households.

* Very well, you don’t know Taggart. 
How to explain … the Scottish 
equivalent of Matlock? Fantastic 
television, that Icelanders eagerly 
related to in the nineties, due to 
similarity of landscape, weather and 
peculiar English accent.

So, it is Christmas and contemporary literature is filling supermarket shelves. Thus, now is the time 
to offer foreign readers a complete buyer’s guide to more or less contemporary Icelandic literature.

1. To take part in the 
hottest debate between 
the academic left and the 
less academic right:
Buy Halldór, the first volume of 
Halldór Laxness’ biography by 
Hannes Hólmsteinn Gissurarson 
(AB, 2003). This way you can 
kill two birds with one stone. Not 
only do you get an insight into a 
book that has provoked a fierce 
and monumentally tedious debate 
about the literary talents, academic 
merit and probable plagiarism of 
said Gissurarson, but at the same 
time you can get an insight into the 
childhood and youth of Iceland’s 
only Nobel-prize winner to date. 
And, thanks to said methods of 
said Gissurarson, you will also get 
a fabulous insight into Laxness’ 
stylistics.

2. To impress any 
Icelander at all: 
Buy any of Laxness’ works or the 
alternative biography, Halldór 
Guðmundsson’s Halldór Laxness 
( JPV, 2004). Better yet, buy Perlur í 
skáldskap Laxness (Vaka-Helgafell, 
1998) – a collection of over one 
thousand quotes from this Icelandic 
master of the one-liner. Learn them 
and find ways to make fun of them 
– if only because breaking other 
people’s taboos is fun.

3. To impress hipsters: 
Buy Eiríkur Örn Norðdahl’s 
Hugsjónadruslan – The ideological 

4. To impress no one 
who is anyone: 
Buy any book by Ólafur Jóhann 
Ólafsson. He is a no. 1 bestseller 
in Iceland, gets some international 
attention and at times brilliant 
reviews, yet no member of the 
Icelandic hipster and academic 
community will admit to 
appreciating him. Why this is so is 
a mystery to the community itself. 
According to one popular theory it is 
because Ólafsson has his own money 
and looks like a doctor.

5. To have fun: 
Buy any of Arnaldur Indriðason’s 
detective stories. Well, not any. 
Mýrin is foolproof. The historical 
backdrop is convincing, and the 
story’s main character combines 
the best of Taggart* with Icelandic 
Stalinist-democratic architecture (if 
I remember correctly the detective 
lives in Breiðholt). The recent 
detective story trend might be 
declining soon, but this can still 
could earn you some cultural credit 
in most circles.

6. To find out the truth 
about Iceland: 
Ísland í aldanna rás ( JPV 2003). It 
seems to say everything there is to 
say about Twentieth Century Iceland 
in 1200 pages of newspaper layout. 
If nothing else, read page 1214 to 
realize Iceland’s Weltanschauung 
at the turn of our current century 
which can be summarized thus: the 
question of life was an economic one 
and it has been solved. The book is 
quite expensive, but as any Icelander 
will tell you, not without feelings of 
guilt and remorse, the solution to be 
found to this as well as the before-
mentioned question of life is: More 
overdraft.

7. To find out the 
truth about Icelandic 
megalomania: 
Any biography. Any. Don’t read it, 
just buy it. Or look at it. Look at 
them. Note them on bestseller lists. 
In Iceland most people are public 
personas and most public personas 
supposedly have a story to tell. They 
are duly told.

8. To find the truly 
devastating truth about 
Icelandic kitchen-
workplace-bedroom 
existence: 
Anything from Guðbergur Bergsson, 
who more or less detests everything. 
„I would never join a club that 

9. Oh, and for the 
banana-republic truth 
about Iceland: 
Any of former Prime Minister’s 
Davíð Oddsson’s short story 
collections. Or see if his Christmas 
hymn has been put on print. 
National bestsellers. As in the case 
of Jóhannsson, the intelligentsia 
doesn’t fully appreciate or rejoice in 
Oddsson’s talents, but in his case, 
the underlying causes are less of a 
mystery.

10. For the sake of 
communal aesthetics and 
humanity: 
If a young poet walks up to you in 
a bar and offers you his or her book 
for a reasonable price, do buy. This is 
a living tradition in Iceland: Young 
writers start off poor and miserable, 
testing their worth to the world 
and themselves by writing about 
their poverty and misery, and then 
portraying this same poverty and 
misery, harassing bar-goers. Few last 
more than four tours a month, which 
may then total in more or less four 
books sold. With your purchase you 
may not only keep a tradition alive, 
or a young person’s spirit, but in 
some cases possibly the young person 
him- or herself.

11. For children, let us 
not forget: 
the Swedish author Astrid 
Lindgren. Elsku Míó minn, or 
Mio, my son – may be the best 
novel ever written for Children. 
Or perhaps Ronja Ræningjadóttir 
– Ronia, the Robber’s Daughter, 
Bróðir minn Ljónshjarta – The 
Brothers Lionheart, and the books 
about Pippi Longstocking (Lína 
Langsokkur). True, they originate 
in Sweden, but they are, as anyone 
can validate, simply the best. They 
will also go a long way to explain 
the origins of the so-called „cute 
generation“ – the non-conformist 
playground-left-wing-vegetarian 
musicians that may be the reason you 
are here.

12. To make children: 
Ást og appelsínur, by Þórdís 
Björnsdóttir. Sensuality and 
sexuality seldom find their place in 
Icelandic literature without being 
either grotesque or hysterical or 
both. Of that which one cannot 
speak, Björnsdóttir writes a poem. 
Published by herself.

13. Finally, for the 
sake of possibly great 
literature that I may 
or may not have read, 
and may or may not 
be written by friends of 
mine: 
Níu þjófalyklar by Hermann 
Stefánsson (Bjartur), Sólskinsbörnin 
by Steinar Bragi (Bjartur), 
Kjötbærinn by Kristín Eiríksdóttir 
(Bjartur), the books of Bragi 
Ólafsson, as well as Niðurfall 
by Haukur Ingvarsson (Mál og 
menning).

slut, in the publisher’s own rough 
translation (Mál og menning 2004). 
As Laxness’ first novel, Norðdahl’s 
first novel is about a young man 
doing Europe and women. The 
biggest difference being that 
Norðdahl has a groin. For the same 
purposes, buy anything offered 
you from Nýhil, the Al-Quaida of 
Icelandic publishers. Particularly 
notable this season, is Valur Brynjar 
Antonsson’s Ofurmennisdraumar 
– Übermensch-fantasies.

would have me for a member,“ 
said Groucho Marx. „I am not a 
Marxist,“ said Karl Marx. „I hate 
you guys,“ quoth Eric Cartman. Of 
course Bergsson cannot quote any 
of these, as quoting someone would 
already situate him on a team. If 
the books seem too much, read his 
newspaper articles. At times they are 
even better.

by Haukur Már Helgason
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LITERATURE

The Burning Issue

Originally penned sometime around 1280 and apparently based 
loosely on factual events, with a good dose of fictional narrative 
thrown in, Njáls Saga is the most involved of many medieval 
Icelandic family sagas that have survived until modern times.
Ostensibly it chronicles the history of Njál, a wise lawman 
thought to have been born towards the end of the ninth 
century, although the story extends backwards and forwards 
in time to encompass a number of protagonists and family 
histories. 
Embla Bárudóttir and Ingó Björgvinsson, the young duo 
that committed themselves to the task of putting faces to 
the now-mythical characters of Njáls Saga, opted to tell the 
story backwards, starting with the last subplot in the text: the 
vengeance of Kári. 
Despite concerns about how such a venerable tale would fare in 
comic book form, and the fact that large tracts of the original 
text were excised to keep the story motoring along, Blóðregn 
dominated Iceland’s bestseller list in the run up to Christmas 
last year and also bagged the annual Best Book for Children 
and Young Readers award – not bad considering the work owes 
more to Japanese Manga than, for example,Tintin.
Brennan follows the trials and tribulations of Njáls son, 
Skarphéðinn, whose difficult relationship with Njáll could 
sound familiar for many of today’s troubled teenagers.
There the similarity with the present day ends, though. 
According to legend, killing people was a popular alternative to 
legal recourse in medieval Iceland, giving Brennan the kind of 
body count you might expect from a Schwarzenegger movie. 
It culminates with the episode where Blóðregn kicks off: the 
burning of a farm at Bergþórshvol (near Hella, south-west of 
Reykjavík) in which Njáll and his entourage, apart from the 
aforementioned Kári, meet their end. 
This is arguably the most significant chapter in Njáls Saga and 
one of the few events in the story that appears to be grounded 
in historical fact; a burning at Bergþórshvol is recorded in The 
Book of Settlements, an early history of Iceland.
For aficionados of the original saga, there is also the fact that 
more of its key protagonists are included in Brennan than 
Blóðregn - including Njáll himself, of course. 

Bringing him to life on the page was a daunting task for the 
authors since virtually every Icelander is familiar with Njáls 
Saga and probably has his own idea of how the character should 
look.
Bárudóttir and Björgvinsson confess they toyed with the idea of 
dropping a bombshell on readers, for example by making Njáll 
a woman. 
In the end they decided to stay true to the original tale, which 
has quite enough action as it is, only leaving out the lengthy 
tracts of indigestible legal wrangling that pepper the Njáls Saga. 

If Brennan proves as popular as Blóðregn, the sprawling Njáls 
Saga has enough sub-plots and characters to easily furnish 
another prequel, and possibly more. 
For the time being, the books are available only in Icelandic, 
but that could change if Bárudóttir and Björgvinsson’s inspired 
story-telling succeeds in bringing Njáll to a wider audience. 
And even that might only be the beginning – Iceland has as 
many as 40 other sagas waiting to be drawn.

by Jason Deign

For those not in the know, Blóðregn was the first 
adaptation of the most famous story in Icelandic history, 
Njáls Saga (english translation: The Story of Burnt Njal), 
as a graphic novel.
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on tour TALLINN
Estonia

MUDBATHS, BOARS AND 
LENIN BEHEADED: A TRIP TO ESTONIA

Around here, people seem to think that physical pleasure is something that enters you through the mouth or the 
groin. And perhaps the supposed sexuality of Icelanders may be a result of the fact that, lets face it, there’s not much 
else to do here during the long winters. But there are other pleasures than those of the table or the bedroom. And 
Estonia has plenty of these.

The spa town of Parnu close to the Latvian border is known 
as Estonia’s summer capital. Half the country as well as people 
from all across the Baltic seem to flock there during the summer 
months to bask on the beach. But there’s nothing quite so nice 
as a warm mudbath in the dead of winter. And you’ll avoid the 
crowds.

“What is problem?”
During Soviet times, Parnu was a favourite retreat of the 
nomenklatura. If you’ve always wanted to be a communist party 
boss, there’s nothing that will get you in the mood quite like an 
afternoon spent at the Mudaravila spa. The historic building 
dates from Estonia’s first independence period in the 20´s. A 
large Russian speaking lady asks you “what is problem?” and 
then gives you a massage you’ll never forget, before you soak 
in the famous mudbaths. That apart, the only Soviet memento 
you’re likely to see is a statue of Lenin outside the Modern Art 
Museum, the only statue of him still to be found in Estonia. Of 
course, it’s been decapitated, his head being replaced by a plastic 
one with a lightbulb inside. 
 Parnu is a two hour bus ride from the capital Tallinn, which 
is serviced by an international airport. Recently, low budget 
airlines like Easyjet have started flying there, bringing prices 
down to very manageable levels. Tallinn’s best know attraction 
is the old town, now a haven of bars and restaurants as well as 
historical sights. 

God is Danish
The name Tallinn means Danish Town. Before the Danes took 
to oppressing tiny North Atlantic communities, they invaded 
Estonia in 1219. The were on the verge of giving up, when 
God, who is of course Danish (which is why people rarely 
understand what he’s trying to say), projected a white cross in 
the red sky. This has since gone on to be the national flag of 
Denmark, the oldest national flag in Europe. 
After the victory they built a fort which the locals came to 
call Tallinn. Bloody uprisings in 1343 convinced the Danes 
to sell their possessions to German crusaders more used to 
dealing with this sort of thing, and have since concentrated on 

colonising cultures unable to defend themselves. The Germans 
soon made themselves popular with the local population, as 
crusaders are wont to do, and built the impressive medieval 
walls to keep their fans out, which remain in place to this day. 
Estonia was later to come under the control of Swedes, Poles 
and Russians, finally gaining independence in 1991 after almost 
800 years of foreign domination thanks to Iceland’s foreign 
minister Jón Baldvin Hannibalsson, who has a street named in 
his honour. 

Broadcasting Finland
 But bad history makes for good food, and Estonian cuisine, 
a blend of diverse Northern European influences thanks to 
Estonia’s many masters, is surely among the best in the world. 
Traditional fare is pork, but its specialities are wild game such 
as elk and boar. These are prepared in many different ways 
depending on whether you want to go Russian or German, but 
if you want to try it medieval style there are restaurants such 
as the Peppersack and Olde Hansa wherein waiters in period 
costume serve you honey beer in wooden cups. Touristy, yes, 
but it’s hard not to be taken in. If you’re not in the mood for a 
full wild boar meal you can always fill up on the myriad of beer 
snacks, such as fried cheese balls or salty sausage. 
Outside the old town, there are examples of Estonia’s post-
medieval past. The TV tower on the outskirts of town is the 
most impressive example of communist architecture, which still 
has bullet holes from the 1991 struggle for independence. From 
up there, you can see Finland on a clear day. 
On the way back into town, in Kadriorg garden, you will find 
Peter the Great´s place, named after his wife Catherine or Kadri 
in Estonian. Peter was a man not afraid to get his hands dirty, 
whether he was mending boots, making ships or beheading 
dissident aristocrats, and a part of the palace was constructed 
with his own hands. Part of the palace now houses the Estonian 
Foreign Art museum. Another part is home to Estonia’s 
president.

Adding insult to injury
 Close to the park is a Soviet memorial to the defenders of 

Leningrad in all its concrete glory. It was built on top of a 
German military cemetery for the besiegers, adding insult 
to injury of the attackers, although some of the German war 
graves can still be found. Of course, since Leningrad lost half its 
population in the 900 day siege you can’t help but understand 
their anger. 
 Whoever won, though, Estonia was bound to loose. Stalin 
had a about a third of Estonia’s population sent to the Gulags, 
and Russians moved in instead. After gaining independence, 
Estonia has refused citizenship to Russians who moved to 
the country after 1940 and their descendants. About a third 
of Estonia’s and half of Tallinn’s population remain Russian 
speaking, languishing in a legalistic limbo without citizenship 
in any country. They can apply for Estonian citizenship upon 
completing a basic language test, but most seem unable or 
unwilling to do this. 
 If you cross the railroad tracks to the old town, go over to the 
wrong side as it were, you’ll find yourself in a mostly Russian 
speaking area, which Russian bars and even one of the last 
remaining Bahnia´s, a great Russian style sauna. If that won’t 
get the winter chill out of you, nothing will.

THE CHEAPEST WAY 
TO GET TO TALLINN:
Iceland Express
KEFLAVÍK-STANSTED: 7.445 ISKSTANSTED-KEFLAVÍK: 7.445 ISKEasyJet
STANSTED-TALLINN: 2.220 ISKTALLINN-STANSTED: 985 ISK

Book a month in advance for lowest prices.

Grapevine consumer service note: Always give away an odd number of flowers. Even number will kill ! 



By Valur Gunnarsson

TALLINN Picks Compiled by Valur Gunnarsson

KALMA SAUN 
Vana-Kalamaja 9a, 
+372 627 1811
The oldest functioning sauna 
in Tallinn, built in 1928. It will 
be a rare night if you hear any 
language other than Russian 
being spoken. The odd BMW 
out front is evidence that not 
all Russians are doing too 
badly in New Estonia. Have 
a beer and a vapour bath or 
get warm to you bones in the 
sauna proper.

OLD HANSA  
Vana turg 1. Tel. +372 627 9020, 
www.oldehansa.com
Expensive by Estonian standards, but cheap 
by Icelandic, a three course meal with drinks 
for two will set you back about 5000 Icelandic 
krónur. Indispensable if you want to taste as 
well as see and touch Medieval Tallinn.

KADRIORG PALACE  
Weizenbergitanav 37, tel. +372 606 6400.
Construction started soon after Peter the Great acquired Estonia in the Great Nordic War (1700-
21) and was finished in 1736. The palace looks very much like a smaller version of the St. Petersburg 
palaces. It was used as a home for the President of Estonia in 1920-40 and again from 1991 onwards, 
as well as housing the foreign art museum. Behind it you can see the cottage where Peter lived during 
construction.

DEPECHE MODE BAR  
Nunne 4, tlf. +372 5023 615
Although Johnny Cash probably went 
to his grave not knowing who or what 
a Depeche Mode is, he just may have 
been humming “Personal Jesus” at the 
time. Being covered by the Man in 
Black may be the ultimate accolade 
for a band, but having a bar named 
after you in Tallinn is probably a 
close second. You may find the music 
selection a bit one dimensional, but the 
Kraftwerk and Rammstein posters in 
the hall prove that DM fans do listen to 
something else. On occasion. 

TV TOWER  
Kloostrimetsa tee 58a, www.teletorn.ee
314m Soviet monolith that now houses a 
restaurant at the top. Located right beside it are 
the Botanical Gardens, which are a lot more 
interesting than they sound.  

45
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1. Fish can sing, by Halldór Laxness.
2. The Shakespeare translations by Helgi Hálfdanarsson. Helgi’s 
translations are so original in a romantic fashion that they succeed from 
time to time to both corrupt and enhance the original text by Shakespeare. 
Honestly, don’t we all prefer to listen to Bach as the romantics played him 
– or even the jazz players?
3. Under the Glacie by Halldór Laxness. Halldór Laxness. There is 
a Laxness whom the Icelanders know and there is another Laxness. 
Whereas the Icelanders consider him a realist historian (considered either 
as vice or virtue depending on your taste and nationalistic sentiments), this 
book proofs them wrong. He was a magical realist long before Marquez.
4. Independent People, by Halldór Laxness. A great epic that 
challenges anything written by Tolstoy or Thomas Mann. Its grace and 
vulnerability is not at least to be found in how it interweaves hopelessly 
ephemeral issues with a narrative that transcends politics and 20th 
Century history.
5. The saga of Gísli by unknown author. One could say that this is 
the first European detective novel and its thrilling suspense makes you 
struggle even through the unnecessary genealogy of the main characters.  
Proofs that a suspense novel can reach a stylistic heights.
6. Sirkús, by Guðrún Eva Minervudóttur. A yet unpublished novel and 
a horror story, which of course hasn’t been dealt with seriously since the 
Icelandic Sagas.
7. The Sunshine Children by Steinar Bragi. As above, but strives 
to dig even further, back to the Sagas, where nothing is as it seems 
and magical creatures outmaneuver the heroes in a David Lynchean 
dreamscape.
8. Morgunblaðið by various artists.The collected oeuvre of this 
newspapers´ publication during the 20th Century is wonderful 
achievement in fictional writing.  I recommend the editorials when 
it comes to a minimalist style that even surpasses Raymond Carvers, 
where nothing is said but everything is hidden between the lines; or the 
obituaries where Dorothy Parker’s motto is taken for granted: I admit to 
everything, but the truth. Or what about the letters to the paper, a majestic 
display of post-modernistic deconstruction even before Derrida was born.

1. Kukl: The Eye
2. Björk: Homogenic. One of many Björk albums that might well have 
appeared on this list, but the one that means the most to me
3. Þeyr: Mjötviður Mær. If this album had never been released, Maus 
would have sounded very different in its first three years of existence. It´s a 
pity this has never been properly released on CD, I only know it from tape. 
Does anyone have a copy of the album. I´ll buy it for 10.000kr. Anyone? 
4. Trúbrot: Lifun. My old man shoved this down my throat when I was 
ten. I spent the next decade in denial, until I was ready to admit this is an 
incredible album.
5. Vilhjálmur Vilhjálmsson: Hananú. An amazing album, Bo Hall 
has been trying to make one like it since this came out.
6. Sykurmolarnir: Life’s Too Good. The perfect pop album
7. Sigur Rós: Ágætis byrjun. A great album, but I think another ten 
years must pass before I can enjoy it again, since I wore it out at the time
8. Skytturnar: Illgresið. The best hip hop album made in Iceland. 
Amazing lyrics.

by Þorgeir Frímann Óðinsson

� �
1. Sódóma Reykjavík by Óskar Jónasson.
2. Rokk í Reykjavík by Friðrik Þór Friðriksson. Well it’s history, isn’t 
it.
3. 101 Reykjavík by Baltasar Kormákur. A great film about inner city 
life in Reykjavik.
4. Nói Albínói by Dagur Kári. A portrait of rural depression. Stunning.
5. Englar alheimsins (Angels of the Universe) by Friðrik Þór 
Friðriksson. I really love this film, made me laugh and cry. Icelandic drama 
at it’s best, based on a true story about mental disorder.
6. Benjamin dúfa (Benjamin the Dove) by Gísli Snær Erlingsson.  
Adopted from one of Iceland’s best loved childrens books, a good drama 
for the whole family.
7. Veggfóður (Wallpaper) by Júlíus Kemp. Cult, cult, cult. Gets 
better the older it gets, could be Iceland’s Liquid Sky.
8. Hrafnin flýgur (The Raven Flies) by Hrafn Gunnlaugsson. The 
Viking Movie. Well, the best one at least.
9. Nýtt líf by Þráinn Bertelsson. Part of the Líf comedy series.
9. (Ó)eðli by Haukur M. Independent filmmaker Haukur M.’s debut, 
made with no money, Looks it, but is nice.

Þorgeir graduated with a BA 
in design from the Art School of 
Iceland. He had an exhibition 
at Hótel Borg last April with 
portraits of Iceland´s MP´s, and 
has taken part in an exhibition 
in Klink og Bank, where he 
has a studio. As Frank Murder 
he has released songs such as 
Beachblaster and Aftershock on 
compilation albums.

� �

Sódóma, Reykjavík (Remote Control) by Óskar Jónasson   
This film is great, has everything a good movie experience reqires and more. The first and only movie 
about organised crime in Iceland. No guns, only drunk teenagers, bad bands and car chases that don’t end 
in explosions. Imagine Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction set in Iceland. I don’t know if you could grasp it’s 
magnificence today, but if you lived in Iceland in the early 90’s  it may very well be that you think this is the best 
movie ever made. Enough said

by Birgir Örn Steinarsson

Heartthrob Birgir Örn first came to 
prominence in 1994 when his band 
Maus won the Músiktilraunir Battle 
of the Bands. The band have since gone 
on to release many an album, and have 
remained fixtures on the Reykjavík rock 
scene. Their latest album of greatest 
hits and rarities, Tónlyst, is out now. 
Birgir´s day job is as a journalist with 
Fréttablaðið and he currently divides his 
time between Reykjavík and London. 
He has just recorded a Christmas song for 
Mæðrastyrksnefnd, available at www.
tonlist.is
Compiling this list is the most 
difficult thing I´ve done in my life, 
and it´s bound to change every 
day. I picked Kukl´s first album for 
the simple reason that so many of 
my favourite Icelandic musicians 
are coming into their own on it. 
Sigtryggur Baldursson was still young 
and out of control, virtually exploding with creativity...which he in fact still is. Einar is as completely obnoxious as 
he gets. He is not everyone´s cuppa, but for some reason I connect with him. Björk was at the time still a diamond in 
the rough, and plays her vocal chords like a saxphone she´s just gotten a hold of. Brilliant. The three of them vie for 
your attention, but then Gulli Óttars snags it away from all of them with his scoarching guitar playing, reminding 
you of a hungry hyena. Birgir the bassplayer is the only one remaining relatively calm. Kukl was a force of nature, 
a collaboration that was bound to burst after a while. Some bands appear on the scene like a fat man jumping into 
a pool, and then drowns when he 
realises that he´s jumped to far and 
doesn´t know how to swim. The 
Eye managed to capture everything 
that´s interesting about avant garde 
Icelandic music, and still does.

by Valur Brynjar Antonsson

Born in Iceland in 1976 like many 
a good Valur, Valur subsequently 
moved to Sweden where he was 
brought up and on returning 
to Iceland was nicknamed ”the 
Swedish Welfare Wonder.” 
He toured with the Nýhil poetry 
group in the summer of 2003 and 
has recently released his first volume 
of poetry, Ofurmennisþrá. He has 
also directed a French-produced 
documentary about a group of young 
filmmakers who set up a collective 
in Southern France. During the 
day he studies for an MA degree in 
philosophy

Fish can sing, by Halldór Laxness
Laxness, the Nobel laureate, no 
longer an epic writer, struggles to 
counter the modernist movement. 
Though he was not successful, 
he manages to compose the most 
well thought out and structured 
novel ever written in the Icelandic 
language. Iceland’s answer to the 
Great Gatsby



Tenderfoot - Without Gravity
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“Iceland is 
in a position 
to eliminate 
its homeless 
problem –

which makes 
it all the more 
bewildering 

that the 
government 

does so little to 
try to solve it.” 

Paul F. Nikolov, PAGE 6

“I am a school 
teacher and I 
have come to 

resent my job.”

Ingunn Snædal, PAGE 14

“Most of these 
people that 

Bubbi doesn’t 
understand 

have to be at 
work every 
day to buy 

their grub at 
benevolent 

Bónus.”

Klemens Ólafur, PAGE 40

“Odin is 
the God of 

Wisdom. He’s 
all for the 

young being 
instructed in the 

best possible 
way.” 

Hilmar Örn Hilmarsson on 
why Odin sided with the 

teacher’s during the strike, 
PAGE 18

Arts correspondent. Music correspondent.
Film and theatre correspondent.
Also, submitted articles on anything at all
Bad pay, good hours 
editor@grapevine.is
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Circle
Glacier • Geological wonders
         Snowmobile ride

The GoldenHeklaVolcano
A real 4x4 safari

Colors and craters • Geologival adventure

Iceland
in a Nutshell

          Extraordinary landscape 
Glaciers • Hot springs • Lava caves

Glacier
Mýrdalsjökull

Unique combination of fire and ice
Volcano Hekla           Explosion crater
             Hot natural  bath  

laugar
Landmanna-

Planned day tours:


